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PREFACE 

T
HIS short essay is an introduction to a " Modern Greek 

Grammar for Classical Students " now in preparation. 
This explains its tone and the treatment of material. It 

is intended neither for readers with no inter� at all in 
philological problems, nor for those already familiar with Modern 
Greek philology. The 6rft would find that I go into too many 
details in order to juftify my assertions ; the second, that my assertions 
are all too often left unsupported. All I can attempt in the short 
space at my disposal is to indicate briefly to classical fuldents some 
ways of approach to present-day Greek, and to show them the 
inter� and profit for their own subjed: in the ftudy of Modern Greek. 
Accordingly, the reader is supposed not only to have all his inter�s 
centred on Ancient Greek, but also to have a fuong prejudice against 
the Modern-Md this to a degree which, I hope, is not often found 
in reality. It muft then be taken as a merely methodical assumption. 

I am fully aware that the concluding section runs the risk of 
being interpreted as a somewhat partial treatment of the " language 
queftion " in Greece-QDd I am ready to take this risk. For I do 
not believe that in speaking of Modern Greek one has the right to 
pass over the queftion in silence, or to hide oneself behind vague 
and non-committal ftatements. 

I take this opportunity of mentioning with gratitude Prof. 
A. Mirambel and M. Thrasso Cutarakis, under whose Stimulating
guidance I made my apprenticeship in Modern Greek at the School
of Oriental Languages, Paris ; and also the late J. Psicharis, whom
I had the privilege of having as my first mafter at the School.
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of Oriental Languages, Paris; and also the late J. Psicharis, whom
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I. 

"THE Greeks (mo� famous of old both for Arms and Arts, andevery thing that's truly valuable) are so wonderfully degeneratedfrom their Forefathers, that in�ead of those excellent Qualitieswhich shine in 'em, particularly, Knowledge, Prlllimce, and Valour;there's nothing now to be seen among 'em, but the Reverse or contrary of these, and that in the highe� degree . . . Yea, the knowledge ofthe ancient Greek in its former Purity is not only loft among thevulgar sort of People, but also almoft extinguished even among thoseof the higheft Rank." 
Thus, at the beginning of the I 8th century, wrote P. Gordonthe geographer. Since then the attitude of cultivated Europe haschanged but little. There was a short outburst of undiscriminatingenthusiasm for the resuscitation of Greece, which brought intomomentary vogue Greek popular poetry, ju� then revealed to Europeby Fauriel. But this was soon followed by a general-and rathernaive-disappointment : the liberated country did not seem toembody the classical ideal in the precise way it was expetl:ed to do.And even now, to many a devout admirer of classical antiquityModern Greece rull appears as an annoying oMtacle between him and the Greece of his rive f ami/ier. One has to accept its regrettableexiftence on the sacred ground-it cannot be helped-one has toput up with it ; juft as of old the pious pilgrims journeying toJerusalem had to put up with the infidels in whose power an unjuftfate had placed the Holy Land. Thank Heaven there is full theunchanged vision of land and sea, there are ruins and museums, there is a Pausanias in one's pocket to guide one's fteps ! And this suffices ... 
But the intereft once awakened by Fauriel's Chants populairu dela Grke Modtrne (1821) did not vanish among scholars as entirelyas it did among the general public. The ftudy of the living folkloreof Hellenic lands has been progressing, slowly but fteadily, throughout the laft century, and the work has been carried out not only by searchers who would merely colletl: the material or consider it ftatically
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and in isolation, but sometimes also by classical scholars. Thus 
something has been done to lay bare certain living conneaions between 
Ancient Greece and the Greece of to-day. To quote a few in�ces 
only, Prof. R. M. Dawkins U.H.S. 1906) has shown the striking 
persistence of some elements of the Dionysiac ritual in modern 
Thrace, the old home of Dionysos; Prof. A. J. B. Wace (B.S.A. 
1909-1910) has investigated and described other festivals, celebrated 
over a wide area in North Greece, in which the survival of the same 
or similar features is clearly traceable. One may hold different 
opinions as to the importance of the evidence provided by the Viza 
carnival and other similar performances, but once stated it henceforth 
cannot be--and has not been-ignored in any serious discussion of 
the fundamental problem of the origin of Greek drama. Several 
other links between Ancient and Modern Greece have been suggested 
in J. C. Lawson's stimulating book on Modern Greek Folklore and 
Annen/ Greek Religion (1910), and many pages in Prof. A. B. Cook's 
Zeus demonstrate how, by pushing investigation far beyond the 
borders of the classical age and right down to our own day, a student 
of ancient religion can obtain valuable light on his subject. 

Thus it has appeared that some scattered treasures of the pasl: 
are still faithfully preserved in the memory of the people ; that 
certain essential motives which dominated the spirit of a Greek 
peasant some twenty-five centurfos ago, are ru.11 active in the Greek 
peasant of to-day, and continue to influence his whole attitude to 
things human and divine. So the study of Modern Greek folklore 
has already opened up a few unexpected ways of approach to the 
ancient psyche, thrown light on more than one obscure point of the 
past, and revealed firm and subtle conneaions where one might have 
supposed a total breach of continuity. And much can be expected 
from further research. 

Yet popular beliefs and praaices are not the only domain where 
persistence of the past in the present can be observed. Elsewhere 
the recurrence of certain essential patterns is no less striking. Thus, 
nothing perhaps is more illuminating for the understanding of Greek 
prehis'tory and early history than the study of the geographical dis
tribution and modes of life of the present populations of that country. 
Since so far this kind of evidence has been hardly utilised at all, I 
may say a few words about it. 

As an example, I will take Thessaly. Here, more than anywhere 
else in Greece, the peculiar structure of the lands, imposing a definite 
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range of possibilities and limitations on the inhabitants, has aB:cd 
as a mould, shaping their fates according to the same unalterable 
pattern. It is the specific combination of low, dull, fertile plains 
with lofty alpine pasture-lands, that has determined the vital rhythm 
of the region by making a great part of the population men of a 
double home, and tracing for ever the routes of their annual migration; 
it has also set an unextinguishable feud between the sedentary dwellers 
in the plain, who till the ground, buy and sell and work, and those 
others whom every spring leads to their highlands. 

In Homer we read of the �ruggle between the Lapithai who 
dwelt on tilth along the Peneios, and the 'mountain-haunting' 
Centaurs of Pelion. Men of a double home, the mountain-haunters 
moved back and forth between the plains and the highlands-a cause 
of trouble and a permanent menace to their sedentary neighbours, 
the Lapithai of the plain-" Hence was the feud begun between the 
Centaurs and these men." Some thirty centuries later we meet with 
a new version of the eternal Thessalian tale : the rude mountain
haunter-shepherd, warrior, and robber-reappears under a new 
name, the Kleft. The Kleftic poetry shows how a national �uggle, 
a fight for independence, becomes reshaped according to the familiar 
pattern, and takes the form of the old feud between free unattached 
mountaineers and those " slaves who dwell in villages, in the plain." 
And to-day there are the local Thessalian papers to remind us that 
the feud is not over ; that rioting still goes on between the peasants 
and the half-nomadic shepherds. 

This key-note of Thessalian hi�ory may modulate with the 
changing circu�ces of the age, but the pattern remains the same, 
the struggle is eternal and forms the lasting pivot round which all 
events revolve. The persistence of the essential pattern of Thessalian 
life, the immutability of habits and routes of annual migration, 
provides valuable clues for relating and interpreting the obscure, 
scattered data preserved by mythical and literary tradition. Of this 
I can quote here only a single in�ce, that of the Enienes, concerning 
whom there is the much-discussed entry in the Homeric Catalogue 
of Ships. Their chieftain Gouneus is said to have joined with his 
band the Achaean army going to Troy, and his domain is described 
as including the region " about wintry Dodona " as well as the 
banks of" lovely Titaresios." 

Thus an obscure chieftain of a small tribe appears to hold a 
di�ritl:-a vast empire indeed---extending from the eastern borders 
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of Thessaly along the whole course of the Peneios, up to and beyond 
its sources, beyond Pindus and down to Dodona. This is of course 
absurd. So all the scholars who have exercised their ingenuity on 
the riddle of the Enienes have tried to explain away the disl:ance 
between the Titaresios and Dodona-pofullating either a second 
Dodona in Thessaly near the Titaresios, or a second Titaresios near 
Dodona. 

Yet all becomes clear once a simple facl: has been realised ( obvious 
to anyone familiar with Thessaly): namely, that Gouneus• domain 
was not a clear-cut barony occupied by a sedentary people, but the 
fixed area of annual migration of a half-nomadic tribe. Further, it 
appears that the area covered by their migration corresponds exaa:1.y 
to that of a definite group of Vlach shepherds of our own day. The 
perennial routes (up the Arachthus and Peneios valleys) once followed 
by the Enienes, rull lead these Vlachs every spring from their winter 
abodes (the district of Elassona on the banks of the Titaresios, and 
the district of Yanina " about wintry Dodona ") to the grassy high
lands above the sources of the Peneios. Here they meet and spend 
together the summer months, kinsmen f rom both sides of Pindus-

ol neel Llcoocb1'7/V 00<1x,elµeeov olxl' lf>evm 
ot -r'dµ'l/ lµe{!TOP Tml(!,jt1io11 l(!'Ya Ptµov-r:o 

(Il. II. no-75 t) 

This region of summer reunion of the tribe is the Homeric Aithikes. 
And in fact Aithikes, Plutarch tells us (Q. Gr. 13) was the dwelling 
place of the Enienes. Further we learn from him (and from other 
sources) that the difulrbing Enienes were finally expelled from 
Thessaly by the Lapithai and had to limit their migration area to 
Aithikes and Epirus. And little by little the whole history of the 
small tribe with its successive homes-from Dorion Pedion (the 
common cradle of Lapithai, Centaurs and Phlegyai) down to their 
abode in hi�orical times-emerges into light, and the disjointed bits 
of evidence begin to coalesce into a perfea:Iy consistent whole. 

But this kind of investigation, however useful it may prove in 
this or that particular case, is of relatively limited application ; and 
it is doomed to lose its object in the near future when a strongly 
centralized government and the unifying influences of the West will 
have succeeded in finally wiping out local life-patterns. 

For the same, or similar, causes, the living folklore too is rapidly 
vanishing from Hellenic lands. Moreover the study of Modern 
Greek folklore by a classical scholar has its particular dangers and 
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limitations. There have been in this domain decisive change�, gaps 
that can never be bridged. Continuity can be established, or po§tulatcd, 
between certain details-but only between details. And in spite of 

. all the partial analogies or the survival of this or that tenacious element, 
there is an essential incommensurability between the past and the 
present, as a whole. Thus, in recognizing in a given element of the 
present the survival or direct outcome of a definite element of the 
classical pa§t, there is always inference from particular to particular ; 
by the very nature of the object one is forced to make ab§traction of 
their place and function in the respective wholes to which they belong 
-for they belong to two different and unconneB:ed wholes between
which there is no common measure. For in§tance, the identity of
certain elements in the Viza-carnival, mentioned above, with those
of the Dionysiac ritual is established by the mere fact of a striking
similarity in some details which practically excludes the hypothesis
of simple coincidence. At this point one has to stop. Any attempt
to §trengthen the identification by comparing the elements identified
in their relation to the whole religious outlook and ritual practice
of the 6th century B.C. and the 2.oth century A.D. respecl:.ively, would
only obscure the que§tion and reveal a lack of method. How tempting
it is to transgress the limitations imposed by this kind of research is
illustrated by many a development in J. C. Lawson's book, mentioned
above.

But there is one domain in which continuity has been really 
uninterrupted throughout the three rnillenia of Greek history-the 
Greek language. Here, and here only, no connections between 
details can be established and tested except in their relation to the 
whole. For it is precisely the whole that has persi§ted through all 
changes of detail: a living unity permanently in the making, cease
lessly shaped and informed by the same particular complex of ten
dencies which once determined the differentiation of Greek from the 
parent Inda-European and are still at work to-day. 

This is why the §tudy of continuity and survival in language is 
at once incomparably more precise and more significant than in any 
other domain of Greek civilisation. Here only there is no gap between 
past and present. And hence also the primary methodological impor
tance of linguistic evidence in any fuldy of survivals (stressed by 
A. Thumb in CJ. Q. 1914, p. 2.05); it provides the main-I should
say the only-safe te§t for linking together two phenomena belonging
to different epochs. To return again to the case of the Viza-carnival,
it is the occurrence here of the word J.bevi ( < anc. J.ixvoP)-and
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of Thessaly along the whole course of the Peneios, up to and beyond 
its sources, beyond Pindus and down to Dodona. This is of course 
absurd. So all the scholars who have exercised their ingenuity on 
the riddle of the Enienes have tried to explain away the distance 
between the Titaresios and Dodona-pofullating either a second 
Dodona in Thessaly neat the Titaresios, or a second Titaresios near 
Dodona. 

Yet all becomes clear once a simple facl: has been realised ( obvious 
to anyone familiar with Thessaly): namely, that Gouneus• domain 
was not a clear-cut barony occupied by a sedentary people, but the 
fixed area of annual migration of a half-nomadic tribe. Further, it 
appears that the area covered by their migration corresponds exaa:ly 
to that of a definite group of Vlach shepherds of our own day. The 
perennial routes (up the Arachthus and Peneios valleys) once followed 
by the Enienes, rull lead these Vlachs every spring from their winter 
abodes (the district of Elassona on the banks of the Titaresios, and 
the districl: of Yanina " about wintry Dodona ") to the grassy high
lands above the sources of the Peneios. Here they meet and spend 
together the summer months, kinsmen f rom both sides of Pindus-
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This region of summer reunion of the tribe is the Homeric Aithikes. 
And in facl: Aithikes, Plutarch tells us (Q. Gr. 13) was the dwelling 
place of the Enienes. Further we learn from him (and from other 
sources) that the difulrbing Enienes were finally expelled from 
Thessaly by the Lapithai and had to limit their migration area to 
Aithikes and Epirus. And little by little the whole history of the 
small tribe with its successive homes-from Dorion Pedion (the 
common cradle of Lapithai, Centaurs and Phlegyai) down to their 
abode in historical times-emerges into light, and the disjointed bits 
of evidence begin to coalesce into a perfea:ly consistent whole: 

But this kind of investigation, however useful it may prove in 
this or that particular case, is of relatively limited application ; and 
it is doomed to lose its object in the near future when a strongly 
centralized government and the unifying influences of the West will 
have succeeded in finally wiping out local life-patterns. 

For the same, or similar, causes, the living folklore too is rapidly 
vanishing from Hellenic lands. Moreover the study of Modern 
Greek folklore by a classical scholar has its particular dangers and 
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limitations. There have been in this domain decisive changes, gaps 
that can never be bridged. Continuity can be established, or postulated, 
between certain details-but only between details. And in spite of 

. all the partial analogies or the survival of this or that tenacious element, 
there is an essential incommensurability between the past and the 
present, as a whole. Thus, in recognizing in a given element of the 
present the survival or direcl: outcome of a definite element of the 
classical past, there is always inference from particular to particular ; 
by the very nature of the object one is forced to make aMtraB:ion of 
their place and funcl:ion in the respeB:ive wholes to which they belong 
-for they belong to two different and unconnected wholes between
which there is no common measure. For instance, the identity of
certain elements in the Viza-carnival, mentioned above, with those
of the Dionysiac ritual is established by the mere fact of a striking
similarity in some details which praB:ically excludes the hypothesis
of simple coincidence. At this point one has to stop. Any attempt
to strengthen the identification by comparing the elements identified
in their relation to the whole religious outlook and ritual practice
of the 6th century B.C. and the .2oth century A.D. respeB:ively, would
only obscure the question and reveal a lack of method. How tempting
it is to transgress the limitations imposed by this kind of research is
illustrated by many a development in J. C. Lawson's book, mentioned
above.

But there is one domain in which continuity has been really 
uninterrupted throughout the three millenia of Greek history-the 
Greek language. Here, and here only, no connecl:ions between 
details can be established and tested except in their relation to the 
whole. For it is precisely the whole that has persisted through all 
changes of detail : a living unity permanently in the making, cease
lessly shaped and informed by the same particular complex of ten
dencies which once determined the differentiation of Greek from the 
parent Indo-European and are run at work to-day. 

This is why the study of continuity and survival in language is 
at once incomparably more precise and more significant than in any 
other domain of Greek civilisation. Here only there is no gap between 
past and present. And hence also the primary methodological impor
tance of linguistic evidence in any fuldy of survivals (stressed by 
A. Thumb in Cl. Q. 1914, p . .201); it provides the main-I should
say the only-safe test for linking together two phenomena belonging
to different epochs. To return again to the case of the Viza-carnival,
it is the occurrence here of the word .U,ev, ( < anc. ).{,evop)-and
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with the particular sense "cradle "-which provides one of the 
strongest points in favour of a Dionysiac survival (see ].H.S. 1906 
pp. 196, sq., z.03). To take another example, Lawson's hypothesis 
concerning the persistence of Centaurs in Modern Greece (op. dt., 
pp. 190-z. 5 5) reposes largely on his derivation [ ,ea.U, ],eavrlaeo,< ,ein<W(!O, 
(pp. z.11-z.z.1, z.32-z.36), and if this derivation is to be rejecled on 
philological grounds-as I think it is-then the whole ingeniously 
constructed edifice must collapse. 

Whether the derivation holds or not does not concern us here. 
But the chapter on Centaurs in Lawson's book may be profitably 
used as material for methodological observations concerning the 
specific character of the philological analysis in its application to the 
comparative study of folklore. The treatment of a subjecl of that 
kind requires continuous oscillation between two modes of investi
gation, which must be clearly delimited and duly connecled (in 
Lawson they are neither). The one, we have seen, consists in marking 
analogies, and thus establishing conneaions, between isolated features 
in ancient and modern folklore ; the other is the analysis of linguistic 
evidence involved. As long as one is limited to the first, one is 
entirely at the mercy of mere similarities ( or coincidences ?) which 
can be te§ted by nothing outside themselves, nor related to any general 
law or formula. In passing to the second kind of investigation the 
situation changes. In the instance quoted, the different folk-tales 
in which the Kallileantzari figure, the various forms in which the 
name occurs and their respeaive contexts, its frequency and dis
tribution in space and time, the changes of its meaning, the particular 
dialeaaI and ethnical media of its occurrence, etc.-all these scattered 
data acquire quite a new significance. For, when considered from 
the philological standpoint, any particular feature-a sound-change, 
a semasiological shifting-reveals the aaion of the sum-total of laws 
and tendencies of the language, in terms of which it can now be 
formulated and tested. From any given point one can radiate in 
different direaions, towards different levels of generality and per
manence. Thus, the analysis becomes capable of generalisation 
without losing touch with the individual and accidental ; it acquires 
precision without ceasing to be a qualitative analysis (" les faits 
linguistiques sont qualitatifs,'' as A. Meillet remarks). 

In short, once the research has shifted onto the philological plane, 
the phenomenon under examination, however limited, becomes the point 
of meeting and intera&on of the most particular with the most general. 
For in language, the whole is entirely present in everyone of its parts. 

* * * * 
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The development of Greek reveals a unity of which no anal< 'HY 
is offered by the history of any other lndoaEuropean language. 'J'hc 
cutting of this development into tw1r-Ancient Greek and Modern 
Greek-is, at least from the linguistical standpoint, a quite arhitrnry 
division. In fall, as Prof. H. Pernot puts it, " between the Homeric 
language and the ,ron,,j, which both belong to ' Ancient Greek,' the 
divergences are far deeper than between the ,ro,v,j and the Greek of 
to-day" (D'Homere a nosjours, p. 59). 

Still, the dichotomy, although philologically unju�fiable, is to 
be maintained for other reasons : it is convenient (without implying 
any linguistic but only a cultural breach) to set aside the idioms of 
the Ancient Greek Civilisation. But it is neither convenient nor 
accurate to speak of a Modern Greek ' language.' There is no such 
thing. There is only the present state of Greek. And this in a very 
�ricl sense, not in the wide sense in which we can speak of French 
or Italian as the present state of Latin, or of modern English as the 
present state of Anglo-Saxon. From Beowulf to The W a.ste Land the 
linguistic change is immense, the line of development by no means 
straight, several faB:ors intervening from outside have deeply 
disturbed and modified the growth of the language. Faced with 
the two texts, only a philologically trained mind could discover, 
without knowing it beforehand, that they represent two stages of 
the same tongue. Now consider the evolution of Greek throughout 
the whole of the period covered by our textual tradition-a period, 
that is, more than twice as long as that which separates Beowulf 
from a modern text. Here, from the earliest lays underlying the 
Homeric epics to a poem by Palamas, our contemporary, there is a 
slow, organic, uninterrupted growth; and to a reader of Palamas, 
who has never learned Ancient Greek, Homer will appear more 
familiar and intelligible than would a I z.th century Middle English 
text to a contemporary Englishman. 

It can, in facl, be shown that taking into account all phonetic, 
morphological, lexical and other changes, the difference between 
12th century and z.oth century English is as great as that between 
Homeric and present-day Greek1 ; (and by ' present-day Greek ' 
I mean, of course, not the artificially archaic -xa�woooa but the 
living speech of the people and the poets); whilst if we considei: 
sound-change alone, even Chaucer, two centuries nearer our own 

1 a. Atkinson, Gmk Ltng., p. 3o6. 
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with the particular sense " cradle "-which provides one of the 
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linguistiques sont qualitatifs," as A. Meillet remarks). 

In short, once the research has shifted onto the philological plane, 
the phenomenon under examination, however limited, becomes the point 
of meeting and interaction of the most particular with the most general. 
For in language, the whole is entirely present in everyone of its parts. 

* * * * 
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time, presents more differences from modern English than Homer 
from Modern Greek. Now if we use this concordance as a kind of 
common measure, the peculiarities of the evolution of Greek, as 
compared with that of English, stand out very strongly. 

The same measure of linguiruc change covers in the one case 
eight centuries-or about six if sound-change alone is considered ; 
in the other, almo!lt three millennia. The same measure of linguiruc 
change translates in the one case the straight development of a single 
nation, �ble and fully confututed racially, culturally and politically ; 
in the other case it coincides with racial, cultural and political changes, 
total and decisive. Yet through and above all these collapses and 
resurrecl:i.ons, all the struggles and shiftings of populations, and 
foreign conquests-bridging all gaps and striding over all breaches
lives and grows the Greek language, a language "in which there 
never was any revolution " (Meillet, Aper;11, p . .2..2..2.). 

A language, in de Saussure's words, is " 1111 .rysteme ou 10111 se 
tient." And it is so not only "synchronically," that is, at any given 
moment of its evolution (the sense in which de Saussure himself 
uses this expression), but also" diachronically,'' throughout evolution; 
a moving equilibrium ceaselessly recreated, a process indivisible, and 
of which no !ltage can be considered in isolation. 

More than any other language, Greek, in the entire extent of 
its development, is a living whole which cannot with impunity be 
divided into watertight compartments. By doing so one not only 
misses the unique opportunity of following step by step the growth 
of a language through three thousand years of rich and uninterrupted 
textual tradition. This, a classical scholar might say, is not after all 
his business ; what he is after is the study of Ancient Greek civilisa
tion, and Greek matters to him only in so far as it is the language 
of that civilization. Quite so. But in limiting one's horizon to a 
secl:i.on of Greek, one inevitably distorts one's perspecl:i.ve and limits 
one's possibilities of understanding within that very secl:i.on. Taking 
the two traditional secl:i.ons-Ancient Greek and Modern Greek
they cannot be fruitfully studied or rightly understood or, above all, 
truly felt, except through one another. 

What Modern Greek loses when it is torn from its roots and 
deprived of its depth in time, hardly needs emphasizing--even in 
our time, when the study of "Modern Languages" (including one's 
own) tends to be cut away from its original base. 

But Ancient Greek loses even more by being divorced from 
Modern. And this is not merely a queruon of the extent and precision 
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of knowledge (which both have much to gain from Modern Greek 
studies, as will be shown later) : it is the very nature of one'i, know
ledge of Ancient Greek that changes through farniliarity with Modern 
-I mean thorough familiarity, spoken as well as philological.

Imagine two students of Old French, both equally well equipped
in their subject, reading the Chan.ron de Rolland. One of them is a 
Frenchman, while the other (an absurd supposition, of course, where 
Old French is concerned) has no spoken knowledge of present-day 
French and has never lived in the atmosphere of that language. Pot 
the latter, however deep his learning and acute his insight, the Chanson
de Rolland will forever remain a poem written in a " dead language " 
to which any but theoretical access is forbidden to him. But the 
other, through spoken French, is made a participant in the living 
tradition of the language, and working his way backward to meet the 
older stage he will be able to reach it and achieve a concrete organic 
contact with it, that no amount of theoretical knowledge alone can 
ever provide. 

The main among the several advantages offered by Modern 
Greek is of a similar kind. Through the spoken language of to-day 
-the only living survival of the classical past-one can link oneself
to the perennial tradition of Greek, and become a&.lally incorporated
into it. This, I repeat, is not a queruon of mere knowledge but also
of concrete experience. Knowledge provides only the main lines
along which the experience is to be shaped and organised. By painful
groping and readjustment one has slowly to train oneself not to
divide the past and the present, never to lose sight and feeling of the
whole and, being at any point of the whole, to connea the nearest
with the remotest. To achieve this, one has, among other things,
to overcome a certain inertia of an emotional kind which naturally
forms itself in a classical scholar.

If I recall my own first contact with Modern Greek, it was 
something like this. I came to it of course through Ancient Greek 
to which, I clearly saw, it was the only key. But instead of finding the 
unity I had hoped, I found myself divided between two worlds : the 
one familiar yet remote, and on which all my real interests were 
centred; the other, which was ju� opening before me and taking 
possession of me more and more, but which seemed to have nothing 
in common with the first. The two worlds would not form one
they remained for a a long time totally unconne6:ed. Not rationally ; 
rationally, all the connecl:i.ons lay bare before me and the unity of the 
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language was obvious; but concretely, intuitively. I had to struggle 
obscurely to make the two coalesce, slowly digging as it were from 
both ends, until they would meet. But rull they did not. And when 
finally it happened, it happened quite differently from what I had 
expecl:ed. I had to lose my Ancient Greek until I found it again, and 
to merge totally and with passion into the other. And when I found 
it again, emerging into it as after a deep dive, I found it quite trans
formed: no longer a "dead language/' but fully alive. 

There must be a general----and quite irrational--difficulty in 
linking up the two worlds ; for, in spite of the facl: that the in
divisible unity of Greek has been clearly demonstrated by scholars 
and is (theoretically) obvious to everyone, they rull remain un
connecl:ed in practice. In no country is Modern Greek included in 
the Classical curriculum where it should hold a place of honour, 
before Latin. If it is taught at all, it is taught in no connection with 
Ancient Greek. It usually forms a kind of appendix to Byzantine 
fuldies. Or it is even treated as a " Modern Language " without 
ancesl:ry and takes its place in the le&ire list somewhere between 
Roumanian and Serb ; and since it is supposed ( quite wrongly) to 
have no valuable literature, it is learned moruy as a tongue of merely 
practical value, all right for business men and commercial travellers, 
but needed by a scholar and gentleman only in so far as it helps him 
to make himself under§tood by his guide and innkeeper. And already 
a new kind of specialist begins to appear here and there in European 
universities : the " Neo-Hellenisl:," the teacher of Modern Greek with 
no knowledge of or interest in the Ancient----a natural complement 
to the classical scholar whose virtues and limitations are of the reverse 
kind. No advantages that may be claimed for this " useful division 
of labour " can compensate for the harm it causes. 

In facl:, one can hardly imagine a sl:udent of Middle English 
who would dispense with the knowledge of English as spoken to-day, 
or a sl:udent of Old French who would consider superfluous any 
familiarity with living French. But a classical scholar with no notion 
of living Greek is rull a common phenomenon, I should say a general 
rule. Of course, when a man goes to Greece he often learns some, 
he may even become genuinely interested in it. But even so, this 
new interesl: and his old experience of Ancient Greek are carefully 
kept apart; they have, it seems, nothing to do with one another. 

Strange and paradoxical attitude. One sl:arts on a pilgrimage in 
search of concrete, intimate contacl: with a world to the sl:udy of 
which one has perhaps devoted one's life; one is faced, for once, 
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not with a ruin or a museum-piece, but with a vital part of this 
world, miraculously preserved alive by a unique coincidence of 
historical vicissitudes, rich with the flavour of millennia and yet 
living and young, changed and yet essentially the same-and one 
fails to recognise it. But Greek is rull with us, and the same funda
mental tendencies that moulded the speech of the Ionian minstrels, and 
ordained the syllables of the first songs sung on the sacred dancing
ground of Dionysos, were sl:ill acl:ive in a Byzantine liturgy, in a 
Thessalian dirge or in the war-song of an Epirote Kleftis, and are 
active to-day in the lullaby of a Greek mother and even in the shouts 
of a Piraean street-boy begging for a tip. 

* * • • 

All that precedes and much of what will follow may be summed 
up in a humble but typical instance, with which I may conclude these 
preliminary remarks. 

There is a certain fish, mentioned several times by classical 
writers : the av11a)'el,. " The avvayel. enjoys an unnecessary 
anonymity in our dictionaries," Krumbacher remarks in his com
mentary on a Mediaeval Greek " Fishbook " published by him 
(Sitz-Ber. d. Bayer. Akad., 1903, p. 368). And he goes on to quote 
the main German dictionaries which all define it simply as " ein 
Meerfisch." It is no better in Bailly or Liddell and Scott, where I 
find .r.v. : " une sorte de poisson de mer " and " a kind of sea-fish." 
None, it is true, of the classical writers who mention the fish gives 
any indications by which it might be identified, so it was doomed to 
remain vague also in our dicl:ionaries. And this in spite of the facl: 
that the avvayeU,a (the name occurs in that form already in Hesychius 
.r.v.) is rull one of the commonest fishes in Greece; it is the French 
dente (dentex v11lgari.r). But certainly none of the learned scholars who 
thus treated the fish had failed to visit at leasl: Athens, and when 
there could hardly have missed enjoying more than once the succulent 
avvayel&i µe µ<iiovi8a which is one of the favourite Athenian dishes. 
All that was required of them was a curious glance at the menu, then 
a walk to the fish-market--delightful and instrucl:ive experience for 
a lexicographer I-and the gap in our dicl:ionaries would have been 
filled. But this was not done. The vague and familiar classical 
av11a)'el, had to remain looming dimly in Aristotle's HilloriaAnimalium 
and elsewhere, totally unconnecl:ed with the other--concrete and 
savoury but modern-haruly consumed by the busy lexicographer 
between two visits to the museum. 
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II. 

PHONOLOGY 

I
T is the phonetic aspecl: of Modem Greek that seems at first to 
distinguish it most strikingly from the Ancient. How far this is 
really so, what is the exacl: relation between the two sound systems 
and what the meaning of this relation, we shall see presently. 

To begin with, let us analyse the impression which a classically 
nurtured traveller receives when he first hears Modern Greek spoken. 
It is inevitably an impression of alienating unfamiliarity. Some of 
the words he sees on shop-signs and street-signs and in newspapers 
may rull look familiar to him and even venerable, but on the lips 
of a native the same words assume a strange and unexpecl:ed shape. 
Indeed, it does not sound at all like the Greek Play ; and he feels 
shocked as at a profanation. He simply refuses to recognize the 
lan$'\lage he has piously learned from Homer and Plato in what, to 
prcJudiced ears, seems only odd Levantine noises. 

But is it really the difference from "Ancient Greek pronuncia
tion" that strikes him in the present-day speech? The main varieties 
covered by the term "Ancient Greek pronunciation " are, it is true, 
fairly well known to us-theoretically. Yet to our lips and cars they 
remain perfecl: strangers ; they mean nothing to us concretely. In 
reading a classical text no one attempts to reproduce the pronuncia
tion of the time and place to which the text belongs; no one even 
takes the trouble to imagine how it acl:ually sounded. Instead of 
that, one automatically transposes it into some purely artificial idiom 
in which divers ingredients are incorporated in various proportions, 
and whose general characi:er is determined by the speech-habits and 
even spelling conventions of one's native language. 

Every country has some such transposition-more often several 
rival systems-which reflecl: in varying degrees the native speech 
and the history of classical education in that country, but have nothing 
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to do with Ancient Greek as it was acl:ually spoken. All arc quite 
arbitrary substitutes, usually farther from the original than is Modern 
Greek (whose sound-system, however different, is at least the natural 
outcome of the ancient one). Fi;om one's first contacl: with Greek 
one hears it pronounced in one of these conventional ways, and is 
taught to do so too ; hence the language becomes entangled in an 
alien and artificial sound-attire, and this becomes so charged with 
emotional value that any deviation from it is felt as a kind of 
sacrilege. 

Thus, what is acl:ually perceived when one hears Modern Greek 
spoken is its difference, not from Ancient Greek, but from one of 
these hybrid pseudo-Greek idioms which arc still cultivated in the 
schools and universities of Europe. Between any of these and Modern 
Greek, of course, no connection or similarity can be discovered by 
even the best trained ear-for there is none ; they belong to totally 
different lines of development. Thus, Ancient Greek as pronounced 
by an Englishman or by a Frenchman belongs to the phonetic evolution 
of English and French respecl:ively, not to that of Greek. But one 
who had trained himself to hear and pronounce Ancient Greek as 
it acl:ually was in different stages and domains of Greek civilisation 
(and of this we now know enough to make the task worth while), 
could not fail, on first hearing the Greek of to-day, to perceive through 
all the differences that he is still listening to the same tongue. Contacl: 
with Modern Greek would be for him yet another--and the most 
living-lesson in relativity : the relativity of any particular form 
or phase of Greek, and the persistence of the informing principle. 

The Sound-aspecl: of a tongue is its most concrete aspecl: ; and 
one learns from it (more than from any study of morphological and 
lexical changes) to feel language as an eveereia, not an l([)'Ov. 
On this point, too, any conventional pronunciation-including com
promise solutions such as the " new pronunciation " of Greek in 
England-proves very misleading. By adopting a single pronuncia
tion for Ancient Greek of whatever period or region, a fixed and 
unified sound-system is sub!ltituted for the moving diversity of the 
real language. This creates the false feeling that Ancient Greek was 
phonetically one-a static and changeless unit throughout its history. 
I say feeling, for theoretically everyone knows that the same graphic 
signs disguise ever-changing phonetic values, so that in reading 
Plutarch, for instance, one ought to adopt a pronunciation closely 
approaching that of Modern Greek. 
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II. 

PHONOLOGY 

I
T is the phonetic aspect of Modern Greek that seems at first to 
difunguish it most strikingly from the Ancient. How far this is 
really so, what is the exact relation between the two sound systems 
and what the meaning of this relation, we shall see presently. 

To begin with, let us analyse the impression which a classically 
nurtured traveller receives when he first hears Modern Greek spoken. 
It is inevitably an impression of alienating unfamiliarity. Some of 
the words he sees on shop-signs and street-signs and in newspapers 
may still look familiar to him and even venerable, but on the lips 
of a native the same words assume a strange and unexpected shape. 
Indeed, it does not sound at all like the Greek Play ; and he feels 
shocked as at a profanation. He simply refuses to recognize the 
lan�age he has piously learned from Homer and Plato in what, to 
preJudiced ears, seems only odd Levantine noises. 

But is it really the difference from "Ancient Greek pronuncia
tion " that strikes him in the present-day speech ? The main varieties 
covered by the term "Ancient Greek pronunciation " are, it is true, 
fairly well known to us-theoretically. Yet to our lips and ears they 
remain perfect strangers; they mean nothing to us concretely. In 
reading a classical text no one attempts to reproduce the pronuncia
tion of the time and place to which the text belongs ; no one even 
takes the trouble to imagine how it actually sounded. Instead of 
that, one automatically transposes it into some purely artificial idiom 
in which divers ingredients are incorporated in various proportions, 
and whose general character is determined by the speech-habits and 
even spelling conventions of one's native language. 

Every country has some such transposition-more often several 
rival systems-which reflect in varying degrees the native speech 
and the history of classical education in that country, but have nothing 
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to do with Ancient Greek as it was actually spoken. All are quite 
arbitrary substitutes, usually farther from the original than is Modern 
Greek (whose sound-system, however different, is at least the natural 
outcome of the ancient one). From one's first contact with Greek 
one hears it pronounced in one of these conventional ways, and is 
taught to do so too ; hence the language becomes entangled in an 
alien and artificial sound-attire, and this becomes so charged with 
emotional value that any deviation from it is felt as a kind of 
sacrilege. 

Thus, what is actually perceived when one hears Modern Greek 
spoken is its difference, not from Ancient Greek, but from one of 
these hybrid pseudo-Greek idioms which are still cultivated in the 
schools and universities of Europe. Between any of these and Modern 
Greek, of course, no conneaion or similarity can be discovered by 
even the best trained ear-for there is none ; they belong to totally 
different lines of development. Thus, Ancient Greek as pronounced 
by an Englishman or by a Frenchman belongs to the phonetic evolution 
of English and French respectively, not to that of Greek. But one 
who had trained himself to hear and pronounce Ancient Greek as 
it actually was in different !ltages and domains of Greek civilisation 
(and of this we now know enough to make the task worth while), 
could not fail, on fir!lt hearing the Greek of to-day, to perceive through 
all the differences that he is still li!ltening to the same tongue. Contact 
with Modern Greek would be for him yet another--and the mo§t 
living-lesson in relativity: the relativity of any particular form 
or phase of Greek, and the persi§tence of the informing principle. 

The Sound-aspect of a tongue is its most concrete aspect ; and 
one learns from it (more than from any study of morphological and 
lexical changes) to feel language as an lveereia, not an l(!)IOv. 
On this point, too, any conventional pronunciation-including com
promise solutions such as the " new pronunciation " of Greek in 
England-proves very misleading. By adopting a single pronuncia
tion for Ancient Greek of whatever period or region, a fixed and 
unified sound-sy!ltem is substituted for the moving diversity of the 
real language. This creates the false feeling that Ancient Greek was 
phonetically one-a static and changeless unit throughout its hi!ltory. 
I say feeling, for theoretically everyone knows that the same graphic 
signs disguise ever-changing phonetic values, so that in reading 
Plutarch, for instance, one ought to adopt a pronunciation closely 
approaching that of Modern Greek. 
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But to pronounce Homer and Plutarch in exac.Uy the same way 
is not merely to sin against historic phonology ; it is to falsify that 
which the sounds are there to express. For a language is not a mere 
system of graphic signs to which any phonetic value may be given, 
provided the right sense be attached to them. It is above all a unique 
and living system of sounds and articulations with which the meanings 
are indivisibly correlated and fused. We cannot distort one without 
affeaing the other. In learning a language, the mind, the throat and 
the ear must work together ; and in this Ancient Greek is no excep
tion. One cannot train and reshape one's mind to make it participate 
in a distant and different mode of thought and feeling without at the 
same time training one's throat and ear in a different mode of sound 
and articulation. That is to say, in reading a Greek text (especially, 
of course, a poetic text) one must attempt to pronounce it as it was 
actually pronounced at the particular time and place to which it 
belongs.1 It is true, on many a point our knowledge here is still rough
and insufficient, and even what we know well we are not always 
able fully to reproduce in action (e.g., pitch-accent and quantity). 
Still, we know enough to attempt; and it is our duty to reproduce 
the sound-aspe8: of Ancient Greek-however imperfealy-to the 
full extent of our knowledge and capacity. We must try not to read 
into ancient texts our own familiar sounds, just as we try not to read 
into them our modern thoughts and feelings-and this notwith
standing the facl: that we shall never fully succeed in either. Both 
go together, and effort in both directions is at bottom one and the 
same effort, 

For those who judge the attempt impossible, or not worth 
while, there is only one reasonable and consistent solution of the 
difficulty : to pronounce Ancient Greek as Greek is pronounced 
to-day. This is a poor solution, if a solution at all and not a mere 
labour- saving device, and I need not insist how much one loses by it. 
But at least the pronunciation thus adopted, however late and different 
from the ancient, will not be an artificial substitute but a genuine Greek 
pronunciation, fuikingly faithful to the original tendencies of Greek. 

The relation between the two sound-systems-or rather between
the two phases of the same system-we shall now consider in some
detail. 

* * * * 

1 This and what follows concerns Greek scholars, of course, and is not 
meant to apply to the teaching of Greek in schools, where some compromise is 
probably the only practical solution. 
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To ask what the difference is between ancient and modern 
Greek pronunciation is of course an absurd question to which no 
answer is possible ; since the first term of the comparison is a vague 
collective name covering, in time and space, a shifting variety of 
pronunciations, while the second term, though much less indefinite, 
is still rather vague. Even a more limited question, such as ' What 
is the difference between Athenian pronunciation of the 5th century 
B.C. and that of to-day ? ' allows of no precise answer. Pronunciation
presents considerable variations according to social level, and, as
we shall see, it was particularly so in 5th century Athens. Moreover,
thus reduced, the question could not be treated by itself; and even
if it could, it would be of somewhat limited interest.

Another question often asked is, When this or that phonetic 
element of Modern Greek first originated and when it became finally 
fixed. This is an important question, but again it cannot be treated 
in isolation. It is of great interest to know when and where the 
i-sound of f/, for instance, first appeared and how it spread until it
became general usage. But these fa& cannot be rightly understood
until they have been incorporated into the complex group of
phenomena of which they form a part-' iotacism.' But iotacism
has been operating through almost the whole period covered by our
textual tradition, and is still not completed except locally. And
fotacism itself is to be correlated with various other phenomena
{some of which go back to prehistoric times), and finds its explanation
in the most general tendencies inherent in Greek from its 6rs't origins.
In short, one cannot treat the present sound-system except in its
relation to the whole phonetic evolution of Greek.

We will start with the examination of isolated phonetic elements, 
noted by the Greek alphabet, tracing each to its original value and 
following, very briefiy, the main phases of transformation until its 
present state. 

By original value ( or sound) is meant the value a given element 
had in Common Greek. And by Common Greek is meant not the 
,cou,tj, but the state of Greek after its separation from the parent 
Inda-European and before its differentiation into diale&. This 
Common Greek, previous to any written records, is reconstru8:ed 
from the dialeas of historic times in the same way as the parent Indo
European has been reconstruaed from comparison of the various 
lndo-European languages. Like this, Common Greek is a purely 
hypothetical entity (only much richer in details), and is no less 
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But to pronounce Homer and Plutarch in exactly the same way 
is not merely to sin against hilloric phonology ; it is to falsify that 
which the sounds are there to express. For a language is not a mere 
system of graphic signs to which any phonetic value may be given, 
provided the right sense be attached to them. It is above all a unique 
and living system of sounds and articulations with which the meanings 
are indivisibly correlated and fused. We cannot distort one without 
affecting the other. In learning a language, the mind, the throat and 
the ear must work together ; and in this Ancient Greek is no excep
tion. One cannot train and reshape one's mind to make it participate 
in a distant and different mode of thought and feeling without at the 
same time training one's throat and ear in a different mode of sound 
and articulation. That is to say, in reading a Greek text (especially, 
of course, a poetic text) one must attempt to pronounce it as it was 
altually pronounced at the particular time and place to which it 
belongs.1 It is true, on many a point our knowledge here is rull rough 
and insufficient, and even what we know well we are not always 
able fully to reproduce in action (e.g., pitch-accent and quantity). 
Still, we know enough to attempt ; and it is our duty to reproduce 
the sound-aspect of Ancient Greek-however imperfealy-to the 
full extent of our knowledge and capacity. We must try not to read 
into ancient texts our own familiar sounds, just as we try not to read 
into them our modern thoughts and feelings-and this notwith
gJ;anding the faB: that we shall never fully succeed in either. Both 
go together, and effort in both directions is at bottom one and the 
same effort. 

For those who judge the attempt impossible, or not worth 
while, there is only one reasonable and consistent solution of the 
difficulty : to pronounce Ancient Greek as Greek is pronounced 
to-day. This is a poor solution, if a solution at all and not a mere 
labour- saving device, and I need not insist how much one loses by it. 
But a t  least the pronunciation thus adopted, however late and different 
from the ancient, will not be an artificial substitute but a genuine Greek 
pronunciation, strikingly faithful to the original tendencies of Greek. 

The relation between the two sound-systems-or rather between 
the two phases of the same system-we shall now consider in some
detail. 

* * * * 

1 This and what follows concerns Greek scholars, of course, and is not 
meant to apply to the teaching of Greek in schools, where some compromise is 
probably the only practical solution. 
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To ask what the difference is between ancient and modern 
Greek pronunciation is of course an absurd question to which no 
answer is possible ; since the first term of the comparison is a vague 
collective name covering, in time and space, a shifting variety of 
pronunciations, while the second term, though much less indefinite, 
is still rather vague. Even a more limited question, such as ' What 
is the difference between Athenian pronunciation of the s th century 
B.C. and that of to-day? ' allows of no precise answer. Pronunciation
presents considerable variations according to social level, and, as
we shall see, it was particularly so in 5th century Athens. Moreover,
thus reduced, the question could not be treated by itself; and even
if h could, it would be of somewhat limited interest.

Another question often asked is, When this or that phonetic 
element of Modern Greek first originated and when it became finally 
fixed. This is an important question, but again it cannot be treated 
in isolation. It is of great interest to know when and where the 
i-sound of 'Y/, for in�ance, fir� appeared and how it spread until it
became general usage. But these fa& cannot be rightly understood
until they have been incorporated into the complex group of
phenomena of which they form a part-' iotacism.' But iotacism
has been operating through almost the whole period covered by our
textual tradition, and is still not completed except locally. And
iotacism itself is to be correlated with various other phenomena
(some of which go back to prehistoric times), and finds its explanation
in the mo§l general tendencies inherent in Greek from its first origins.
In short, one cannot treat the present sound-sy�em except in its
relation to the whole phonetic evolution of Greek.

We will gJ;art with the examination of isolated phonetic elements, 
noted by the Greek alphabet, tracing each to its original value and 
following, very briefly, the main phases of transformation until its 
present state. 

By original value ( or sound) is meant the value a given element 
had in Common Greek. And by Common Greek is meant not the 
,con•,j, but the gJ;ate of Greek after its separation from the parent 
lndo-European and before its differentiation into diale&. This 
Common Greek, previous to any written records, is reconstruB:ed 
from the dialeB:s of historic times in the same way as the parent Indo
European has been recon�rucl:ed from comparison of the various 
Indo-European languages. Like this, Common Greek is a purely 
hypothetical entity (only much richer in details), and is no less 
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important for understanding the history of Greek than the parent 
Indo-European is for the comparative !ltudy of the daughter
languages (see Meillet op. ;it. p. 12 and Introducl. pp. �5-50). 

It must be noted that any chronology and topography of 
phonetic changes is doomed to remain only approximate. When a 
change manifests itself and comes to our notice, this provides only a 
rough termi1111.S ante q11em. For a change may be (and usually is) much 
earlier than the time when it is first betrayed incidentally in notation. 
Pronunciation is always in advance of notation. On the other hand, 
a change becomes first traceable in some definite point of the Greek
speaking area. We can neither assume "a-rd To awmwµevov that 
it is absent elsewhere, nor can we affirm the contrary; it may or may 
not run be an isolated phenomenon which will take time to propagate 
in space and also, so to say, vertically: to all social levels. A culti
vated minority may affect and preserve carefully some linguiruc 
feature centuries after it has disappeared from common usage. 

In transcribing sounds I am reduced to using plain Latin letters. 
When not otherwise !l'tated, the vowels are given their ' continental 
value,' while consonants have their value as in English. 

* * * * 

SIMPLE VOWELS. 

The vowals noted by a, o, w, ,, e, whose original sound in 
Greek (disregarding quantity and the finer shades of quality) may be
roughly transcribed as a, o, i, e, have remained practically unchanged 
in Modern Greek. But they have lost their fixed quantities. This 
important change, strictly correlated with another-the replacement 
of pitch-accent by stress-accent-goes beyond the study of isolated 
sounds and will be examined later on. As for quality, only TJ and 
11 have changed perceptibly : both have developed into an i-sound. 

Modern Greek 7/ represents the sound resulting from the long 
open e of Common Greek (which is also that of Indo-European), 
and from the long open e proper to Ionian-Attic (originating, in 
prehistoric time, from the long a of Common Greek). The gradual 
closing of this open e is a very old process. It becomes clearly traceable 
in the jth century B.c.-first in Thessalian-Boetian (where it is usually 
noted by e,) and in Ionian-Attic. Then the process spreads and 
appears also in inscriptions from Theta, Messenia, Arcadia, Delphi 
and Lesbos (for details and references, see Schwyzer Griech. Gram.

pp. 184 sq.). That in Attic TJ (of both origins) was early a very close 
e-closer even than e (the original close e}--appears from the follow-
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ing considerations. It has been established (Meillet, op. eit. p. 2.04) 
that in Attic popular speech the loss of quantitative distinction between 
'I and e had set in as early as the 5th century ll.C. Yet the two cannot 
have sounded identical, or their later development would not have 
been different. In fact, it is e that has preserved its original e-sound 
till to-day, while 7/ evolved in Attic into an i about x 50 B.c. (see 
Schwyzer's chronological table of sound-changes, op. rit. p. 2.33). 
Hence it may be deduced that this latter was more closed than the 
former (cf. Pernot, op. ,it. pp. 12.9-130). This deduction is confirmed 
by the fact that popular speech of 5th century Athens seems to have 
already completed the closure of TJ and reduced it to the sound it 
has now: i. This appears from a pun in Ariftophanes (Pax, 92.5-
927) which is based on the phonetic identity between {Jot and the
first syllable of Pcnif)e,11 (the speaker, it muft be noted, is a servant) .
Sill, in cultivated Athenian speech, '1 must have for some time remained
an e, however close, since otherwise Cratinus (fr. 43) and Aristophanes
himself (fr. 642.) would not have noted by /Jij the bleat of a sheep
(cf. also the onomatopoeic word fJTJPfJ-r, sheep or goat, Hesych.
.s.v.). In face of the fa& quoted above one cannot of course deduce
from this (as Dr. Atkinson does, Gr. L. p. 30) that, since the sheep
bleats on an open e, TJ was still an open sound in 5th century Attic.
The two poets had no open e at their disposal, and of the two close e's
available they naturally used the long one, TJ, even though it did not
exaa:Iy reproduce the quality of a sheep's bleat. (Similarly Lewis
Carroll makes the White Queen turn into a sheep while pronouncing
the word "better, be-etter," in which the e is described by English
phoneticians as close). It may then be assumed that in cultivated
Attic speech of the 5th century B.c. TJ had the value of long rlo.se e,
while in popular speech it was already tending to take on its present
value, i. This value becomes general in Attic about 150 B.c., and
towards the beginning of our era the " modern " pronunciation
of 7/ is extended to the whole of Greek.

Such is the main line of evolution of the sound noted by 11· 
But a ' main line ' is always a crude abftraction, where the develop
ment of Greek is concerned. The real evolution is always more 
complex and continuous. A particular change or a group of cor
related changes is here permanently in process of becoming, never 
finally completed and stabilised. We have seen that for an Athenian 
servant '1 was an i in the 5th century B.c., but in our own days it 
was run e to a Greek peasant of Pontus, and to some extent also in 
Cappadocia (Schwyzer pp. 87, 186, Dawkins, M.G. in Asia Minor 
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important for underru.nding the history of Greek than the parent 
Indo-European is for the comparative study of the daughter
languages (see Meillet op. cit. p. Iz and Introtbict. pp. 35-50). 

It must be noted that any chronology and topography of 
phonetic changes is doomed to remain only approximate. When a 
change manifests itself and comes to our notice, this provides only a 
rough terminll.f ante quem. For a change may be (and usually is) much 
earlier than the time when it is first betrayed incidentally in notation. 
Pronunciation is always in advance of notation. On the other hand, 
a change becomes first traceable in some definite point of the Greek
speaking area. We can neither assume "ard -ro <11,am<hµevo" that 
it is absent elsewhere, nor can we affirm the contrary; it may or may 
not still be an isolated phenomenon which will take time to propagate 
in space and also, so to say, vertically: to all social levels. A culti
vated minority may affecl: and preserve carefully some linguiruc 
feature centuries after it has disappeared from common usage. 

In transcribing sounds I am reduced to using plain Latin letters. 
When not otherwise stated, the vowels are given their ' continental 
value,' while consonants have their value as in English. 

* * * * 

SIMPLE VOWELS. 

The vowals noted by a, o, w, ,, e, whose original sound in 
Greek (disregarding quantity and the finer shades of quality) may be 
roughly transcribed as a, o, i, e, have remained pracl:ically unchanged 
in Modern Greek. But they have lost their fixed quantities. This 
important change, strictly correlated with another-the replacement 
of pitch-accent by stress-accent-goes beyond the study of isolated 
sounds and will be examined later on. As for quality, only TJ and 
"have changed perceptibly: both have developed into an i-sound. 

Modern Greek TJ represents the sound resulting from the long 
open e of Common Greek (which is also that of Indo-European), 
and from the long open e proper to Ionian-Attic (originating, in 
prehistoric time, from the long a of Common Greek). The gradual 
closing of this open e is a very old process. It becomes clearly traceable 
in the ith century B.C.-first in Thessalian-Boetian (where it is usually 
noted by e,) and in Ionian-Attic. Then the process spreads and 
appears also in inscriptions from Thera, Messenia, Arcadia, Delphi 
and Lesbos (for details and references, see Schwyzer G,-iech. Gram.
pp. 184 sq.). That in Attic TJ (of both origins) was early a very close 
1--eloser even than e (the original close e)--appears from the follow-
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ing considerations. It has been established (Meillet, op. cit. p. 204) 
that in Attic popular speech the loss of quantitative dirunfuon between 
'I and e had set in as early as the 5th century B.c. Yet the two cannot 
have sounded identical, or their later development would not have 
been different. In fact, it is e that has preserved its original e-sound 
till to-day, while TJ evolved in Attic into an i about 150 B.c. (see 
Schwyzer's chronological table of sound-changes, op. tit. p. 1.33). 
Hence it may be deduced that this latter was more closed than the 
former (cf. Pernot, op. ,it. pp. u9-130). This deducl:ion is confirmed 
by the facl: that popular speech of sth century Athens seems to have 
already completed the closure of TJ and reduced it to the sound it 
has now: i. This appears from a pun in Ari.§1:ophanes (Pax, 9z5-
9z7) which is based on the phonetic identity between {Jot and the 
first syllable of Pori6elJ1 (the speaker, it must be noted, is a servant). 
Sill, in cultivated Athenian speech, 'I must have for some time remained 
an e, however close, since otherwise Cratinus (fr. 43) and Aristophanes 
himself (fr. 64z) would not have noted by p71 the bleat of a sheep 
(cf. also the onomatopoeic word p71p�.,, sheep or goat, Hesych. 
s.v.). In face of the facts quoted above one cannot of course deduce
from this (as Dr. Atkinson does, Gr. L. p. 30) that, since the sheep
bleats on an open e, TJ was still an open sound in 5th century Attic.
The two poets had no open e at their disposal, and of the two close e's
available they naturally used the long one, TJ, even though it did not
exacl:ly reproduce the quality of a sheep's bleat. (Similarly Lewis
Carroll makes the White Queen turn into a sheep while pronouncing
the word "better, be-etter," in which the e is described by English
phoneticians as close). It may then be assumed that in cultivated
Attic speech of the 5th century B.c. TJ had the value of long dose e,
while in popular speech it was already tending to take on its present
value, i. This value becomes general in Attic about qo B.C., and
towards the beginning of our era the " modern " pronunciation
of TJ is extended to the whole of Greek.

Such is the main line of evolution of the sound noted by 11· 
But a 'main line' is always a crude abstrafuon, where the develop
ment of Greek is concerned. The real evolution is always more 
complex and continuous. A particular change or a group of cor
related changes is here permanently in process of becoming, never 
finally completed and stabilised. We have seen that for an Athenian 
servant TJ was an i in the 5th century B.c., but in our own days it 
was still e to a Greek peasant of Pontus, and to some extent also in 
Cappadocia (Schwyzer pp. 87, 186, Dawkins, M.G. in Asia Minor
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p. 69, Thumb in Class .. Q. 1914, p. 182). Only the intervention of
external forces-the Turks who exterminated the Greek populations
of Asia Minor-has brought the process of transformation to an
abrupt stop and final completion. The slow continuity of change,
the coexistence and interplay of the nearest with the remotest, is the
main charac¼:eristic of Greek. Of this, more striking in�nces will
be offered by other cases which we are about to consider.

The original value of the vowel noted byvwas 11 in Common Greek 
(as in Indo-European). And this value it preserved in the majority 
of dialeas even in the beginning of Helleniruc times. But in the 
Ionian-Attic group a process of closing, similar to that of '1, sets in 
from a very early date, and v becomes a sound like that of French 11 

or German ii. In Ionian-Attic the change goes back into prehistoric 
times (Schwyzer, p. 183) and as Meillet has pointed out (Bull. Soc. 
Ling. PariJ, 1924, p. 7S) it is here the expression of the same tendency 
that had led to the closure of the original long a into,, a basic pheno
menon of that dialeful group and fraught with consequence for the 
later development of the language. In Attic the new value of t1 

is an accomplished facl from the very beginning of our textual tradition: 
it appears here in the earliest inscriptions, where v is preceded only 
by kappa, never by 'koppa' (a sign which is joined only to back 
vowels). Hence, and also from certain cases of assimilation, it can 
be deduced that v represented a front-vowel and no longer an 11. 

For a long time the change remains confined to the dialeaal group 
in question, and even there it is not quite general ; Western Ionian 
seems to have preserved the original sound, as appears, for in�nce, 
from a Euboean inscription where v is found in combination with 
koppa. In the rest of the diale& the 11-value remains unchanged 
(saved for a few passing and sporadic variations). The new pro
nunciation of v becomes generalized only through the xo,v,f 
(another analogy with the Attic-Ionian 'fJ), and this not at once : the 
inscriptions of early Hellenistic times betray a confusion on this point 
and show the coexistence of the two values of v. 

But when was the development of v pushed still further, till it 
became unrounded to its present sound, i? On this point our informa
tion is vague. According to Pernot (p. 140) the new pronunciation 
did not become quite general until as late as the 10th century A.D. 
(for this time we have the witness of a foreign traveller). That the 
change must have been recent, Pernot deduces from the arrangement of 
Suidas' diaionary (11th century A.D.) where words are disposed 
according to their initial letters and vowels with similar sound are 
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grouped together. Now, v is not included among the vowels which 
have the i-sound. But this in itself is not conclusive proof. The 
particular order of letters, which we find only in Suidas, may have 
been taken over by him from some much earlier grammarian or 
lexicographer whose work has not reached us. On the other hand, 
Thumb (CJ. Q. 1914, p. 187) has e�blished that in the sth century 
A.D. Greek pronunciation was already divided between the two
values of v. (In the paper referred to, the �te of Greek in the ,th
century A.o. is reconstruaed by Thumb from its present state by
purely philological methods, independently of any textual tradition,
though this, on every point where it is available, confirms his
deduaions ). Thus we must be content to date the final fixation of the
value of v only very roughly: somewhere between the sth and
10th centuries A.D.

But here again, as in the case of T/, the evolution is much more 
complex than it appears in our survey. Although in Ionian-Attic 
the original sound had been altered at lea� as early as the 8th century 
B.c., it still survives intaa in modern Tsaconian, the direa descendent
of the ancient Laconian dialea (see Hatzidakis, Einleit1111g, p. 8; the
numerous examples of isolated survivals of the original u elsewhere
than in Tsaconian-pp. 103 sqq-must be taken with caution: some
of them are not survivals at all, and have a different explanation).

DIPHTHONGS. 
Diphthongs are generally a very un�ble element in all Indo

European languages. Greek is no exception: at different dates, all 
its diphthongs ended by becoming simple vowels, so that, to use 
Meillet's words, "des les premiers siecles ap. J.C., il ne subs�t plus 
en grec aucune des diphtongues indo-europeennes." 

However, in Common Greek the system of diphthongs still 
represents fairly well that of the parent language. Only diphthongs 
with a long first element had already disappeared ( coalescing with 
those with a short first element) except at the ends of words ; in other 
positions such diphthongs are rather rare, and whenever they occur 
they are recent combinations, formed within Greek. Of the four 
diphthongs with long first element that occur in Greek, 1JV presents 
a development similar to that of ev and av and will be examined to
gether with these. The remaining three had an evolution quite apart : 
their change to monophthongs consists not in a fusion of the two 
elements into a single vowel (as in the diphthongs with short first 
element) but in a simple elimination of the second element. These 
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p. 69, Thumb in Class .. Q. 1914, p. 18z). Only the intervention of
external forces-the Turks who exterminated the Greek populations
of Asia Minor-has brought the process of transformation to an
abrupt stop and final completion. The slow continuity of change,
the coexistence and interplay of the neardt with the remotest, is the
main chara&ristic of Greek. Of this, more striking ing\ances will
be offered by other cases which we are about to consider.

The original value of the vowel noted byv was" in Common Greek 
(as in Indo-European). And this value it preserved in the majority 
of dialects even in the beginning of Helleniruc times. But in the 
Ionian-Attic group a process of closing, similar to that of '1, sets in 
from a very early date, and v becomes a sound like that of French 11 

or German ii. In Ionian-Attic the change goes back into prehistoric 
times (Schwyzer, p. 18,) and as Meillet has pointed out (Bull. Soc. 
Ung. Paris, 192.4, p. 75) it is here the expression of the same tendency 
that had led to the closure of the original long a into ,, a basic pheno
menon of that dialectal group and fraught with consequence for the 
later development of the language. In Attic the new value of 11 

is an accomplished fact from the very beginning of our textual tradition: 
it appears here in the earlieSl: inscriptions, where v is preceded only 
by kappa, never by ' koppa ' (a sign which is joined only to back 
vowels). Hence, and also from certain cases of assimilation, it can 
be deduced that 11 represented a front-vowel and no longer an 11. 

For a long time the change remains confined to the dialectal group 
in question, and even there it is not quite general; Western Ionian 
seems to have preserved the original sound, as appears, for ing\ance, 
from a Euboean foscription where v is found in combination with 
koppa. In the rest of the dialects the M-value remains unchanged 
(saved for a few passing and sporadic variations). The new pro
nunciation of v becomes generalized only through the xomf 
(another analogy with the Attic-Ionian 11), and this not at once: the 
inscriptions of early Helleniruc times betray a confusion on this point 
and show the coexistence of the two values of v. 

But when was the development of 11 pushed still further, till it 
became uru:ounded to its present sound, i? On this point our informa
tion is vague. According to Pernot (p. 140) the new pronunciation 
did not become quite general until as late as the 10th century A.D. 
(for this time we have the witness of a foreign traveller). That the 
change must have been recent, Pernot deduces from the arrangement of 
Suidas' diaionary (nth century A.D.) where words are disposed 
according to their initial letters and vowels with similar sound are 
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grouped together. Now, 11 is not included among the vowels which 
have the i-sound. But this in itself is not conclusive proof. The 
particular order of letters, which we find only in Suidas, may have 
been taken over by him from some much earlier grammarian or 
lexicographer whose work has not reached us. On the other hand, 
Thumb (CJ. Q. 1914, p. 187) has eSl:ablished that in the 5th century 
A.D. Greek pronunciation was already divided between the two
values of 11. (In the paper referred to, the g\ate of Greek in the 5th
century A.D. is reconstructed by Thumb from its present g\ate by
purely philological methods, independently of any textual tradition,
though this, on every point where it is available, confirms his
deduaions ). Thus we must be content to date the final fixation of the
value of 11 only very roughly: somewhere between the 5th and
10th centuries A.D.

But here again, as in the case of 11, the evolution is much more 
complex than it appears in our survey. Although in Ionian-Attic 
the original sound had been altered at leaft as early as the 8th century 
B.c., it still survives intact in modern Tsaconian, the direct descendent
of the ancient Laconian dialeet (see Hatzidakis, Ei11/eit1111g, p. 8; the 
numerous examples of isolated survivals of the original 11 elsewhere 
than in Tsaconian-pp. 103 sqq-must be taken with caution: some 
of them are not survivals at all, and have a different explanation). 

DIPHTHONGS. 

Diphthongs are generally a very ung\able element in all lndo
European languages. Greek is no exception: at different dates, all 
its diphthongs ended by becoming simple vowels, so that, to use 
Meillet's words, "des les premiers siecles ap. J.C., il ne subs�t plus 
en grec aucune des diphtongues indo-europeennes." 

However, in Common Greek the syftem of diphthongs still 
represents fairly well that of the parent language. Only diphthongs 
with a long firft element had already disappeared ( coalescing with 
those with a short first element) except at the ends of words ; in other 
positions such diphthongs are rather rare, and whenever they occur 
they are recent combinations, formed within Greek. Of the four 
diphthongs with long first element that occur in Greek, '111 presents 
a development similar to that of ai and av and will be examined to
gether with these. The remaining three had an evolution quite apart : 
their change to monophthongs consists not in a fusion of the two 
elements into a single vowel ( as in the diphthongs with short first 
element) but in a simple elimination of the second element. These 
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three are generally known as a, f1 and a, with ' iota subscriptum.' 
But to the ancient the 'iota subscriptum' was unknown (the con
vention arose c. 7th c. A,D.); they simply placed the iota after the 
long vowel. Still, the second element tends very soon to be eliminated 
in alhial pronunciation. For 9 the fuft traces of this change appear 
in the ,-th c. B.c. in Lesbian and Thessalian inscriptions, and from 
the 4th century in Attic also ; for 11 and ip similar facts are observed 
from the 6th c. in Aeolic of Asia Minor and from the 4th c. in 
Attic. Towards the 2.nd century B,C. the ' iota subscriptum' seems 
to have generally vanished from pronunciation and even from 
notation; and when in the 1st century A.D. Strabo (14.1.41) says 
that people write their datives without an iota, it is clear that he is 
conttarung this with an obsolete spelling convention with no 
phonetic reality to back it. Thus, when reading classical texts, we 
have to pronounce the ' iota subcriptum,' and can ignore it with 
impunity only in texts of our era. 

There remain the diphthongs e1, oo, a,, o,, at1, eu, and'"· The Jut
formed within Greek, and of relatively rare occurrence-need not 
detain us. Save for a temporary elimination of , in Attic, which re
mained without consequence, "' followed the development of v, and 
the value of this diphthong at a given period can more or less be 
deduced from that of its first element. 

The original diphthong e,, with the value of ei, very early became 
a monophthong. This appears from the following fa&. There was 
another sound in Greek, resulting from recent contractions, which, 
it has been proved (by Brugmann and G. Meyer, see the arguments 
summed up in Schwyzer, p. 193) was a monophthong from the start 
and had the value of a very close long e. At first, although long, this 
sound was noted by e, e.g., BAJ:IAEE (for paa,Aeir;). Then from a 
certain date (varying according to place) it becomes figured by e,,

and both Bi's-the "false diphthong" and the true one-are treated 
in exactly the same way in all respects. This shows that both now 
represented the same sound: a long close e. The change fuft appears 
in Corinth (7th c. B.c.), than in Argos (6th c.) and at about the same 
time, though at fuft sporadically, also in Attica. In 5th c. Attic the 
change becomes general and is proved by ample evidence. Still, in 
reading Aeschylus, the poet faithful to the vanishing spirit of Old 
Athens, it would perhaps be better strial.y to distinguish between 
the two e,'s, giving an e sound to that resulting from contraffion 
and preserving in the other its old diphthongal value. But even for 
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Sophocles the distinction is hardly justifiable, not to speak of 
Euripides : their e, is always a close long e. 

The process does not stop here. Side by side with the ,-value 
of ei, the i-value begins already to appear sporadically in jth c. Attic, 
Elsewhere the step had already been taken: in Boeotian and Argive 
since the beginning of the century e, had become what it is now. 
As for the date at which the new value was generalized for the whole 
of Greek, opinions are divided between the 3rd c. and the 2nd c. o.c. 

The history of oo is much the same. Here again we have an 
original diphthong 0t1=011, and a monophthong resulting from con
traffions-a very close o--noted at first o, then ov. The two oo's 
are identified in pronunciation, and thenceforth undergo a common 
transformation towards 11. The process-identification of two 
sounds of different origin-starts again in Corinth (7th c. B.c.) and 
towards the end of the 6th c. sets in also in Attic. The ' false 
diphthong, with which the original ov became identified was, as 
we have noted, a long close o to start with. When did both become 11? 
All we know is that in Attic oo was already II in the 4th c. B.c., since 
the Boeotians, in adopting the Attic alphabet to transcribe their 
dialea, took this sign to note their 11-sound (they could not use u, 
for in Attic this sign represented ii). 

The transition from 011 to close o implies the intermediate stage 
of a sound similar to that of modern English o in "no "-i.e., a 
diphthong with an extremely weak second element. At this stage 
the evolution of oo represents a process parallel and inverse to that 
of the English sound in question : in English a close o developing 
into the diphthong found in " no " ; in Greek a diphthong of 
identical nature becoming close o.

The question arises, what value should we give to oo in reading 
Aeschylus ? Since the first traces of confusion between the two 0t1's 
(marking the adoption of the o-value for the old diphthong) appear 
in Attica only at the very end of the 6th century, the 11-value seems 
praffically excluded : the transition from 011 to o and thence to 11 

could hardly have been completed and become general in some half
century. But must we treat the two ou's in Aeschylus identically, 
giving to both the value of long close o ? I feel reluctant to do so, 
yet I am afraid this is the right solution. The date of the first traces 
of the confusion in Attic inscriptions proves nothing by itself : the 
old pronunciation might have persisted among the elite. But there 
is a sign of the confusion to be found in Aeschylus himself (fr. 430) 
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three are generally known as a, f'J and w with ' iota subscriptum.' 
But to the ancient the ' iota subscriptum ' was unknown (the con
vention arose c. 7th c. A.o.); they simply placed the iota after the 
long vowel. Still, the second element tends very soon to be eliminated 
in actual pronunciation. For � the firlt traces of this change appear 
in the 5th c. B.c. in Lesbian and Thessalian inscriptions, and from 
the 4th century in Attic also ; for 11 and q> similar fa& are observed 
from the 6th c. in Aeolic of Asia Minor and from the 4th c. in 
Attic. Towards the 1nd century B.c. the ' iota subscriptum' seems 
to have generally vanished from pronunciation and even from 
notation; and when in the 1� century A.O. Strabo (14.1.41) says 
that people write their datives without an iota, it is clear that he is 
contrarung this with an obsolete spelling convention with no 
phonetic reality to back it. Thus, when reading classical texts, we 
have to pronounce the ' iota subcriptum,' and can ignore it with 
impunity only in texts of our era. 

There remain the diphthongs e,, ov, ai, o,, av, tv, and t1,. The�
formed within Greek, and of relatively rare occurrence-need not 
detain us. Save for a temporary elimination of , in Attic, which re
mained without consequence, t1, followed the development of t1, and 
the value of this diphthong at a given period can more or less be 
deduced from that of its fir� element. 

The original diphthong e,, with the value of ei, very early became 
a monophthong. This appears from the following fa&. There was 
another sound in Greek, resulting from recent contractions, which, 
it has been proved (by Brugmann and G. Meyer, see the arguments 
summed up in Schwyzer, p. 193) was a monophthong from the �art 
and had the value of a very close long e. At fi�, although long, this 
sound was noted by e, e.g., BAEIAEE (for {Jacnleir;). Then from a 
certain date (varying according to place) it becomes figured by e,,

and both ds-the "false diphthong" and the true one--are treated 
in exaaiy the same way in all respects. This shows that both now 
represented the same sound: a long close e. The change fir� appears 

in Corinth (7th c. B.c.), than in Argos (6th c.) and at about the same 
time, though at firlt sporadically, also in Attica. In 5th c. Attic the 
change becomes general and is proved by ample evidence. Still, in 
reading Aeschylus, the poet faithful to the vanishing spirit of Old 
Athens, it would perhaps be better �rialy to dirunguish between 
the two ti's, giving an e sound to that resulting from contraction 
and preserving in the other its old diphthongal value. But even for 
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Sophocles the di§tinaion is hardly jurufiable, not to speak of 
Euripides : their e, is always a close long e. 

The process does not stop here. Side by side with the e-value 
of e,, the i-value begins already to appear sporadically in 1th c. Attic. 
Elsewhere the �ep had already been taken : in Boeotian and Argive 
since the beginning of the century e, had become what it is now. 
As for the date at which the new value was generalized for the whole 
of Greek, opinions are divided between the 3rd c. and the 2.nd c. B.C. 

The history of 0t1 is much the same. Here again we have an 
original diphthong 0t1=011, and a monophthong resulting from con
traaions-a very close o--noted at first o, then Otl. The two ov's 
are identified in pronunciation, and thenceforth undergo a common 
transformation towards 11. The process-identification of two 
sounds of different origin-starts again in Corinth (7th c. B.c.) and 
towards the end of the 6th c. sets in also in Attic. The ' false 
diphthong' with which the original ov became identified was, as 
we have noted, a long close o to �rt with. When did both become 11? 
All we know is that in Attic 0t1 was already II in the 4th c. B.c., since 
the Boeotians, in adopting the Attic alphabet to transcribe their 
dialecl:, took this sign to note their 11-sound (they could not use t1, 

for in Attic this sign represented ii). 
The transition from 011 to close o implies the intermediate stage 

of a sound similar to that of modern English o in "no "-i.e., a 
diphthong with an extremely weak second element. At this stage 
the evolution of ov represents a process parallel and inverse to that 
of the English sound in que§tion : in English a close o developing 
into the diphthong found in " no " ; in Greek a diphthong of 
identical nature becoming close o.

The que§tion arises, what value should we give to 0t1 in reading 
Aeschylus? Since the fir� traces of confusion between the two ov's 
(marking the adoption of the o-value for the old diphthong) appear 
in Attica only at the very end of the 6th century, the 11-value seems 
praaically excluded: the transition from 011 to o and thence to 11 

could hardly have been completed and become general in some half
century. But must we treat the two oo's in Aeschylus identically, 
giving to both the value of long close o ? I feel relucl:ant to do so, 
yet I am afraid this is the right solution. The date of the first traces 
of the confusion in Attic inscriptions proves nothing by itself: the 
old pronunciation might have persi�ed among the elite. But there 
is a sign of the confusion to be found in Aeschylus himself (fr. 430) 
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the geruttve {Jov, clearly formed by analogy with the group W>ii,,

in which the oo is always the result of contraction. If the nominative 
{Joii(; (where the dipthong is original) and such words as 110V, sounded 
to Aeschylus different-as " bo111 " and " nos "-the genitive Pov 
could not have arisen (cf. Pemot, p. 136). 

The passage from ai toe through the intermediate �age ae, is a 
common phenomenon in Indo-European languages. Thus in Latin : 
rosai >rosae (3rd c. u.c.) >rose (in popular speech of 2.nd c. B.c.). 
This was exaaly the evolution of the diphthong a,, from ai of Common 
Greek toe as it is now. The notation as for a, often occurs, from the 
beginning of the 5th c. u.c., in inscriptions from the dis'tricl:s of 
Tanagra and Platea. This shows that here the ae �ge had already 
been reached. The next �ge is reached in Boeotia about a century 
later. Here again it is the adoption by Boeotians of the Attic alphabet 
that supplies the evidence. It was the sign T/ that the Boetians chose 
to note their a,. This shows at once two things : ( 1} that in Boeotian 
the m was already a monophthong with an e-sound; (2.) that in 
Attic it rull represented a diphthong (this is why the Boeotians could 
not use it for their purpose). It is curious to observe that Attic, 
usually in the vanguard of phonetic innovations, remains in the 
rear in its treatment of a, (and also of o,). About 300 B.C. Attic 
inscriptions betray sometimes a confusion between m and a. Is this 
a sign that a, was already a simple vowel, an a verging towards e, 
something like the English a in ' cat ' ? No, since some cases of 
dissimilation in inscriptions of the same time show that it rull had 
the original value. It seems, in facl:, that Attica was the la� to adopt 
the innovation, while in a region so remote from Boeotia as Egypt, 
papyri show signs of confusion between ai and e as early as the 4th 
c. B.c., and about 150 the new value seems to have been generalised
everywhere except in Attica, where the final fixation of the e-sound
of m took place only in the znd c. A.O.

The transition of o, to a, via oe, is �rilUy parallel to that of 
m to e. In Boetia o,�oe in the 5th c. B.c., and about 2.50 s.c. the 
value ii for o, is traceable both in Boetia and in Crete. About 
150 u.c. it is so also in Egypt. The occurrence of the phenomenon 
in such di�nt and linguirucally different points of the Greek-speaking 
area, points to the fa8: that the change has become general. Attica 
seems alone to preserve its 01-diphthong, and it does so even longer 
than with m-till the 3rd c. A.o. From this moment o, and 11 repre
sent everywhere the same sound, i.i. The unrounding of this i.i into i 

mu� then have occurred at the same time for both notations. In 
dealing with 11 we have seen that the exacl: dating of this unrounding 
presents difficulties, and mu� be placed some time between the 5th 
and the 10th c. A.o. 

A11 and ev form a group apart. They, like the re�, cease to be 
diphthongs, yet their second element does not fuse with the fir� to 
form a single vowel sound, but develops into a labial spirant which 
is voiced-v-before voiced consonants and vowels, and un
voiced-J-before unvoiced consonants. Thus au and eti appear in 
Modern Greek as av, af, ev, ef respectively, according to position. 
To these the rare diphthong 1J1I is to be joined, whose fir� element 
follows the evolution of T/ (i.e., becomes i towards the beginning of 
our era) while u becomes v and f at the same date and in the same 
positions as that in au and ev. It has, then, in the Greek of to-day 
the value iv and ij. 

When did the change occur ? It is hard to say. The notation a 
(ore) + digamma, frequent in 6th and 5th c. inscriptions (especially 
in Corinth) proves nothing. As Schwyzer rightly remarks (p. 197} 
the digamma �nds here merely as an II not forming a syllable. But 
the modern value of au and ll1I clearly appears in certain notations 
of Boeotian inscriptions of the first half of the }rd century B.C. 
(Orchomenus and Thespiae), and about the same time in Smyrna also. 
A little later it also occurs in Egypt and, sporadically, in some other 
parts of the Greek-speaking domain. There is also the EIIII:TEt/JI:E

( = enl<ITeooe) in a Delphic inscription of the znd c. B.c., often 
invoked in this connection, but here the notation remains quite 
isolated. With some reserve it may be said that the new pronuncia
tion became general during the firft centuries of our era. It was so 
in any case by the �th c. A.O., as results from Thumb's recon�ruction 
of the �te of Greek at that time (referred to above). 

By this survey, if we leave aside some diale8:al peculiarities, 
the whole range of Modern Greek vocalism is covered. For the 
isolated sounds here examined preserve their value in any position or 
combination, with one exception : that of ,, which, when un§tressed 
and followed by a vowel, loses its syllable-forming characl:er and 
becomes a semi-vowel, like yin" yonder." 

* * * • 

The main changes which we have examined can be recapitulated 
as follows :-
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the geruttve /Jov, clearly formed by analogy with the group rov,, 
in which the oo is always the result of contraaion. If the nominative 
{Joii<; (where the dipthong is original) and such words as J10iJ, sounded 
to Aeschylus different--as " bo11.1 " and " nos "-the genitive {Joii 
could not have arisen (cf. Pernot, p. 136). 

The passage from ai toe through the intermediate fuge ae, is a 
common phenomenon in Inda-European languages. Thus in Latin : 
rosai >rosae (3rd c. B.c.) >ros� (in popular speech of znd c. B.c.). 
This was exaaly the evolution of the diphthong 01, from ai of Common 
Greek toe as it is now. The notation as for a, often occurs, from the 
beginning of the 5th c. B.c., in inscriptions from the districts of 
Tanagra and Platea. This shows that here the ae fuge had already 
been reached. The next fuge is reached in Boeotia about a century 
later. Here again it is the adoption by Boeotians of the Attic alphabet 
that supplies the evidence. It was the sign T/ that the Boetians chose 
to note their a,. This shows at once two things : ( 1) that in Boeotian 
the °' was already a monophthong with an e-sound; (z) that in 
Attic it rull represented a diphthong (this is why the Boeotians could 
not use it for their purpose). It is curious to observe that Attic, 
usually in the vanguard of phonetic innovations, remains in the 
rear in its treatment of a, (and also of o,). About 300 B.C. Attic 
inscriptions betray sometimes a confusion between m and a. Is this 
a sign that o, was already a simple vowel, an a verging towards e, 
something like the English a in ' cat ' ? No, since some cases of 
dissimilation in inscriptions of the same time show that it rull had 
the original value. It seems, in fact, that Attica was the last to adopt 
the innovation, while in a region so remote from Boeotia as Egypt, 
papyri show signs of confusion between °' and e as early as the 4th 
c. B.C., and about 150 the new value seems to have been generalised
everywhere except in Attica, where the final fixation of the e-sound
of ai took place only in the znd c. A.D.

The transition of o, to ii, via oe, is strialy parallel to that of 
a, to e. In Boetia o,�oe in the 5th c. B.c., and about 250 B.c. the 
value u for 01 is traceable both in Boetia and in Crete. About 
150 B.C. it is so also in Egypt. The occurrence of the phenomenon 
in such distant and linguirucally different points of the Greek-speaking 
area, points to the fact that the change has become general. Attica 
seems alone to preserve its 01-diphthong, and it does so even longer 
than with m-till the 3rd c. A.D. From this moment 01 and 11 repre
sent everywhere the same sound, u. The unrounding of this ii into i 
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must then have occurred at the same time for both notations. In 
dealing with 11 we have seen that the exact dating of this unrounding 
presents difficulties, and must be placed some time between the 5th 
and the 10th c. A.O. 

Av and sv form a group apart. They, like the rest, cease to be 
diphthongs, yet their second element does not fuse with the first to 
form a single vowel sound, but develops into a labial spirant which 
is voiced-v-before voiced consonants and vowels, and un
voiced-J-before unvoiced consonants. Thus av and ev appear in 
Modern Greek as av, af, ev, ef respectively, according to position. 
To these the rare diphthong '11' is to be joined, whose first element 
follows the evolution of T/ (i.e., becomes i towards the beginning of 
our era) while v becomes v and f at the same date and in the same 
positions as that in av and ev. It has, then, in the Greek of to-day 
the value iv and ij. 

When did the change occur ? It is hard to say. The notation a

(or s) + digamma, frequent in 6th and 5th c. inscriptions (especially 
in Corinth) proves nothing. As Schwyzer rightly remarks (p. 197) 
the digamma funds here merely as an II not forming a syllable. But 
the modern value of av and ev clearly appears in certain notations 
of Boeotian inscriptions of the first half of the 3rd century :e.c. 
(Orchomenus and Thespiae), and about the same time in Smyrna also. 
A little later it also occurs in Egypt and, sporadically, in some other 
parts of the Greek-speaking domain. There is also the EIIIETEtJJEE

{=himeooe) in a Delphic inscription of the 2nd c. B.c., often 
invoked in this conneaion, but here the notation remains quite 
isolated. With some reserve it may be said that the new pronuncia
tion became general during the first centuries of our era. It was so 
in any case by the �th c. A.D., as results from Thumb's reconsl:ruaion 
of the fute of Greek at that time (referred to above). 

By this survey, if we leave aside some dialetl:al peculiarities, 
the whole range of Modern Greek vocalism is covered. For the 
isolated sounds here examined preserve their value in any position or 
combination, with one exception : that of ,, which, when unstressed 
and followed by a vowel, loses its syllable-forming charatl:er and 
becomes a semi-vowel, like yin" yonder." 

* * * • 

The main changes which we have examined can be recapitulated 
as follows :-
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Original vame. 
(1) 'I'/ =long open,(2) t1 =II(3) (!, 1/, q,(4) e, =n(5) Otl =OIi(6) ru =tli(7) o, =oi (8) au =fZII(9) 81/ =Ill(10) f'/tl =Ill

I t 
--.--TrllMilional. [ Final. _ Pru�nt va/111 b,ro,n,s g11Ural.

long close,: i I 1ft c. A,D. U i 5th to 10th C. A.D, long a, ,, o a, i, o I ft c. A.O. long close ,, i 13rd or 2.nd c. B.c.long close o 11 1ft c. B,c. a, , :md c. A,D. o, ii ' i Between 5th and 10th c. A,o. ao? a11, af } ,o ? 
1
,,,, ef Firft centuries of our era. 

ill, io? i11, if 
I As for dates, it appears from our table that the Modern Greek vowel syftem was already fully conrututed towards the beginning of our era, save for a minor detail-the unrounding of ii (noted by u and o,) which took place in Byzantine times.Nos. z, 3, 4, and 7 form together the important group of phenomena known as ' iotacism ' : a process of reduction of various simple vowels and diphthongs to the single value i, a sound so chara8:eriruc of Modern Greek vocalism. We have seen that the process starts in the 7th century B.c.by the passage of e, into a close e in Corinthian, which is soon followed by Attic (6th c.); and almost simultaneously, in Boeotian, the e, reaches its final �te, i. Meantime, in different points of the Greek-speaking world, other changes have already set in-all working in the same direction. We see f/ gradually reshaped and narrowed, variously at different dates and according to the varying linguiruc media and accidents of notationuntil finally the innumerable local processes of growth and transformation converge and fix its definitive value: again i. And it is towards i too that u and o, are working their way, through their long common §tage of ii ; until belated unrounding of this sound seems to complete finally a process started some 1 s centuries before. But in point of faB: it is not completed, though on the surface of the language the movement in this direction seems to have died down long ago. The process is rull going on-locally, as it started,waiting to break out again and impose new changes on the common usage. To observe the last stage of" iotacism " we have to turn to Modern Greek diale&. These may be roughly divided into two groups : the Northern and the Southern. It is in the former ( embracing the speech of Thrace, Macedonia, Thessaly, the Northern islands, Epirus, etc.) that the phenomenon in queruon has reached 
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its utmost form : here, every unaccented e (i.e., e and aa) become i. (Parallel to this some other changes of a similar nature are also observable : unaccented i and 11 �•however noted-tend to be reduced or eliminated, and accented o becomes 11). Now what is the tendency which expresses itself in this curious phenomenon ? For it musl be a fundamental tendency of the language, one that has worked ceaselessly for twenty-five centuries. Physiologically speaking, all the changes conrututing it reveal the movement of fronting, raising, and closing ; that is, a displacement of articulation forward-upward and reduction of the resonating cavity by narrowing the superglottal passages that mould the sound. Considering the quality of the sounds produced, the same facts may be described as a tendency to emit ever higher, lighter, sharper and narrower vocal sounds.1 

Thus defined, the phenomenon appears as a particular expression (no doubt the most striking) of a more general tendency which manifests itself also in other fa& with which ' iotacism' can now be correlated. Indeed, the same shifting of the articulation�base upward and forward, the same predilection for sharper and narrower sounds, is revealed also by the two other changes we have examined (011>11 and ai>e) and also by a third, which we had not to examine as it is previous to textual tradition and goes far back into prehistoric times. I mean the change of the original Indo•European long u to r., which forms the watershed between the Ionian-Attic group and the rest of the Ancient Greek dialects. It is also the watershed between the firsl: Greeks who penetrated into Greece and became participants in the Aegean civilisation, and those others who lingered on for centuries io their Northern grasslands and highlands, and found their way to the Mediterranean only later. The leading r6le of the Ionian-Attic group in almost all subsequent vowel-changes of this kind is also very significant in that conne8:ion. We have also noticed the pioneering part which Boeotian and Corinthian had played in the reconstruction of Greek vocalism-especially the former. Now it can be shown that the very peculiar development of the Boeotian branch of Aeolic (characl:erised above all by a peculiarly 'advanced' state of vocalism) is due to the action of a powerful Ionian sub§tratum, linguistic as well as ethnic. In Corinth, where the original base of 
1 To a pm;ent-day Greek the northern " fullness " of speech is very surprisin,g. "Has everybody in your country got 1uch a thick voice ('l'ho,a .J::OV'l'!?� q,wv,j)?" 1 was once asked. Their hiQh, thin voices seem no less aftonishing to us. 
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Original 11alm. T ranrilional.
(1) '1 =long open, long close , :(z) V =II u (3) Q, 1/, <p long a, e, o (4) e, =n long close, 
(5) 0V =OU long close o 
(6) (H =tzi ae (7) 01 =oi " ii(8) av =au � ao? (9) 8V =111 

� 
eo? 

(10) f1V =Ill ill, io?

Final. Present 11all# !Mto11111 gm,ral.
i Il!tc.A.D. i 5th to Ioth C. A.D.a, i,. o dtc. A.D. 
i 3rd or and c. B.c.II dt c. B.C. 
, znd c. A.D. i Between 5th and 10th c. A,D.a11,af } "'• ef Firl!t centuries of our em.ill, if 

As for dates, it appears from our table that the Modern Greekvowel syftem was already fully constituted towards the beginningof our era, save for a minor detail-the unrounding of u (noted byu and o,) which took place in Byzantine times. 
Nos. 2., 3, 4, and 7 form together the important group ofphenomena known as ' iotacism ' : a process of reduction of various simple vowels and diphthongs to the single value i, a sound so characteristic of Modern Greek vocalism. We have seen that theprocess ftarts in the 7th century B.c.by the passage of til into a closee in Corinthian, which is soon followed by Attic (6th c.); and almostsimultaneously, in Boeotian, the e, reaches its final ftate, i. Meantime, in different points of the Greek-speaking world, other changes have already set in-all working in the same direction. We see '1gradually reshaped and narrowed, variously at different dates andaccording to the varying linguistic media and accidents of notationuntil finally the innumerable local processes of growth and transformation converge and fix its definitive value : again i. And it istowards i too that v and o, are working their way, through theirlong common ftage of u ; until belated unrounding of this soundseems to complete finally a process ftarted some I , centuries before.But in point of fact it is not completed, though on the surface of thelanguage the movement in this direction seems to have died downlong ago. The process is still going on-locally, as it ftarted,waiting to break out again and impose new changes on the commonusage. To observe the last ftage of" iotacism" we have to turn toModern Greek dialects. These may be roughly divided into twogroups: the Northern and the Southern. It is in the former (embracing the speech of Thrace, Macedonia, Thessaly, the Northernislands, Epirus, etc.) that the phenomenon in queftion has reached
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its utmo§t form: here, every unaccented e (i.e., e and a,) become i,(Parallel to this some other changes of a similar nature are also observable : unaccented i and 11 -however noted-tend to be reduced oreliminated, and accented o becomes 11). 
Now what is the tendency which expresses itself in this curiousphenomenon ? For it mu§t be a fundamental tendency of the language,one that has worked ceaselessly for twenty-five centuries. Physiologically speaking, all the changes constituting it reveal the movement of fronting, raising, and closing ; that is, a displacement of articulation forward-upward and reduction of the resonating cavity bynarrowing the superglottal passages that mould the sound. Considering the quality of the sounds produced, the same facts may bedescribed as a tendency to emit ever higher, lighter, sharper andnarrower vocal sounds.1 

Thus defined, the phenomenon appears as a particular expression(no doubt the moft striking) of a more general tendency whichmanife§ts itself also in other fa& with which' iotacism' can now becorrelated. Indeed, the same shifting of the articulation-base upwardand forward, the same predilection for sharper and narrower sounds,is revealed also by the two other changes we have examined (011>11and ai>e) and also by a third, which we had not to examine as it isprevious to textual tradition and goes far back into prehistoric times.I mean the change of the original Indo-European long u to r., which forms the watershed between the Ionian-Attic group and the rest of theAncient Greek diale&. It is also the watershed between the fidtGreeks who penetrated into Greece and became participants in theAegean civilisation, and those others who lingered on for centuriesin their Northern grasslands and highlands, and found their way tothe Mediterranean only later. The leading r6le of the Ionian-Atticgroup in almost all subsequent vowel-changes of this kind is alsovery significant in that connecHon. We have also noticed the pioneering part which Boeotian and Corinthian had played in the reconftruction of Greek vocalism---especially the former. Now it can beshown that the very peculiar development of the Boeotian branchof Aeolic (characterised above all by a peculiarly 'advanced' ftateof vocalism) is due to the action of a powerful Ionian sub§tratum, linguistic as well as ethnic. In Corinth, where the original base of
I To a present-day Greek the northern " fullness" of speech is very surprising. "Has everybody in your country got such a thick voice (-rlrom XOVT(!� ,pwv�)?" I was once asked. Their high, thin voices seem no less a§tonishing to us.
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the population was Ionian too, similar facl:s are observable. But the 
presence of an Ionian subfuatum in Boeotia and Corinth, though it 
appears from ample and varied evidence, has hitherto remained 
unnoticed, and I cannot embark on a long discussion which would 
be quite out of place here.1 

On the other hand Doric which (with the significant exception 
of Corinthian) remains in the rear of phonetic innovations, represents 
linguistically the opposite pole to Ionian-Attic, and is also the speech 
of the latest comers to Greece who long remained unaffecl:ed by their 
new surroundings. And it is no accident that the original 11-sound, 
which elsewhere underwent two successive transformations, has 
remained unaltered till to-dav in Tsaconian, the direcl: descendant of 
Laconian Doric, the speech· of those Spartans who rigorously kept 
for centuries the Nordic spirit, customs and blood, pure from 
Mediterranean alloy. 

If now we compare the original Greek vowel-system with that 
of common Inda-European, we find nothing in it that betrays the 
process under examination. In none of the changes that brought 
about the differentiation of Greek vocalism from that of the parent 
tongue can we dirunguish the acl:ion of the ' fronting-raising-closing ' 
tendency. The passage from a to 1J is its very first manifestation, and 
this occurs among the earliest invaders of Greece at their contaa with 
Aegean lands. The tendency must then be due to the linguistic 
influence of the-numerically prevalent-native Aegean populations, 
and its increasing acl:ion coincides with the fusion of the natives 
with the newcomers and marks the gradual ' Mediterranization ' of 
the invaders. In its first stages it is the expression, on the phonetic 
plane, of that particular blend of Nordic and Mediterranean elements 
which, in the integrity of its manifestations, we call Greek Civilization. 

First brought into acl:ion at the time when vaulted tombs were 
being built and unrest was reigning among the" peoples of the sea," 
the force has not ceased to work, and it has moulded in its main 
features the vowel-system of Greek as we find it to-day. 

* * • • 

Till now we have been considering the vowel-changes only 
as they express the ' fronting-raising-closing ' process. But the 

I I may refer the reader to my thesis on The.ualy in Jh, 13th ""fllry B.C. (to 
be published shortly) where the exi§tence of a ' North-Ionian branch' and its 
dIBtribution are discussed in detail (especially the cbapters on the "Aeolidae," 
the Minyans and Poseidon Heliconius). 
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same changes reveal also the working of another and quite different 
tendency--one that had not been acquired, however early, through 
contacl: with a foreign linguistic medium, but is inherent in the very 
essence of Greek, whose differentiation from the parent tongue it 
had to some extent determined. 

What exacl:ly distinguishes the vocalism of the original Greek 
from that of the common Indo-European ? 

( 1) A reducl:ion of the range of simple vowels. This consi�s
in the elimination of the neutral vowel " schwa " (becoming short a) 
and of the whole series of syllable.forming sonants and liquids (to 
which Greek substitutes ae, ea, aA., M, and a). 

(2) The reducl:ion of the range of diphthongs :
(11) diphthongs with " schwa" as fir§t element are replaced
by a, and av ;
(b) all the six diphthongs with long first element have dis
appeared (coalescing with those with short first element)
except that three of them still survive at the ends of words.

This represents a total loss of five distincl: Jndo-European 
diphthongs and a much reduced occurrence of 3 more. 

(3) Frequent accumulations, within a word, of vowels not
separated (i.e., unprotected) by consonants. This is due to the total 
disappearance in Greek of intervocalic J and j (soon followed also 
by the loss of digamma in Ionian-Attic). The consequences of this 
we shall see presently. 

It appears from points (1) and (2) that simplification and unifica
tion of the vowel-sy§tem marks the very origin of the language. We 
shall observe the same process also in examining the treatment of 
consonants and the formation of the inflexional system peculiar to 
Greek. As for vocalism, it is clear that it became distincl: from that 
of the parent tongue by unifying different vowels and diphthongs 
under a single value, and so reducing the variety of sounds. Subse
quent development only carries this process further. 

But this is to say very little. All Indo-European languages arose 
in this way ; that is, by levelling out the primal complexity of the 
parent tongue. Speaking of Greek, one has to show the direction
proper and peculiar to that language-in which the unification pro
ceeded. To some extent the direction was given only later-by the 
' fronting-raising-dosing ' tendency examined above ; but in cer
tain other respecl:s it had been already fixed at the time when Greek 
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the population was Ionian too, similar fa& are observable. But the 
presence of an Ionian substratum in Boeotia and Corinth, though it 
appears from ample and varied evidence, has hitherto remained 
unnoticed, and I cannot embark on a long discussion which would 
be quite out of place here.1 

On the other hand Doric which (with the significant exception 
of Corinthian) remains in the rear of phonetic innovations, represents 
linguirucally the opposite pole to Ionian-Attic, and is also the speech 
of the latest comers to Greece who long remained unaffecl:ed by their 
new surroundings. And it is no accident that the original 11-sound, 
which elsewhere underwent two successive transformations, has 
remained unaltered till to-dav in Tsaconian, the direct descendant of 
Laconian Doric, the speech -of those Spartans who rigorously kept 
for centuries the Nordic spirit, customs and blood, pure from 
Mediterranean alloy. 

If now we compare the original Greek vowel-system with that 
of common Indo-European, we find nothing in it that betrays the 
process under examination. In none of the changes that brought 
about the differentiation of Greek vocalism from that of the parent 
tongue can we di§tinguish the action of the ' fronting-raising-closing • 
tendency. The passage from a to '1 is its very first manifestation, and 
this occurs among the earliest invaders of Greece at their contaa with 
Aegean lands. The tendency must then be due to the linguistic 
influence of the-numerically prevalent-native Aegean populations, 
and its increasing action coincides with the fusion of the natives 
with the newcomers and marks the gradual ' Mediterranization ' of 
the invaders. In its first stages it is the expression, on the phonetic 
plane, of that particular blend of Nordic and Mediterranean elements 
which, in the integrity of its manifestations, we call Greek Civilization. 

First brought into action at the time when vaulted tombs were 
being built and unrest was reigning among the " peoples of the sea," 
the force has not ceased to work, and it has moulded in its main 
features the vowel-system of Greek as we find it to-day. 

* * * • 

Till now we have been considering the vowel-changes only 
as they express the ' fronting-raising-closing • process. But the 

I I may refer the reader to my thesis on Th,ualy in th, 13th m1hlry B.C. (to 
be published shortly) where the exi§tence of a • North-Ionian branch' and its 
cllilribution are discussed in detail (especially the chapters on tbe "Aeolidae," 
the Minyans and Poseidon Heliconius). 
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same changes reveal also the working of another and quite different 
tendency--one that had not been acquired, however early, throuKh 
contacl: with a foreign linguiruc medium, but is inherent in the very 
essence of Greek, whose differentiation from the parent tongue it 
had to some extent determined. 

What exactly distinguishes the vocalism of the original Greek 
from that of the common Indo-European ? 

( 1) A reduction of the range of simple vowels. This consists
in the elimination of the neutral vowel " schwa ,, (becoming short a) 
and of the whole series of syllable-forming sonants and liquids (to 
which Greek substitutes ae, ea, aJ., J..a, and a). 

( 2) The reduction of the range of diphthongs :
(11) diphthongs with " schwa ,, as first element are replaced
by a, and au;
(b) all the six diphthongs with long first element have dis
appeared ( coalescing with those with short fir� element)
except that three of them §till survive at the ends of words.

This represents a total loss of five diruna Jndo-European 
diphthongs and a much reduced occurrence of 3 more. 

(3) Frequent accumulations, within a word, of vowels not
separated (i.e., unprotected) by consonants. This is due to the total 
disappearance in Greek of intervocalic .s and j (soon followed also 
by the loss of digamma in Ionian-Attic). The consequences of this 
we shall see presently. 

It appears from points (1) and (2) that simplification and unifica
tion of the vowel-system marks the very origin of the language. We 
shall observe the same process also in examining the treatment of 
consonants and the formation of the inflexional sy�em peculiar to 
Greek. As for vocalism, it is clear that it became diruna from that 
of the parent tongue by unifying different vowels and diphthongs 
under a single value, and so reducing the variety of sounds. Subse
quent development only carries this process further. 

But this is to say very little. All Indo-European languages arose 
in this way ; that is, by levelling out the primal complexity of the 
parent tongue. Speaking of Greek, one has to show the direction
proper and peculiar to that language-in which the unification pro
ceeded. To some extent the direction was given only later-by the 
' fronting-raising-closing ' tendency examined above ; but in cer
tain other respetts it had been already fixed at the time when Greek 
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was first becoming Greek. Take for instance the treatment of Indo
European diphthongs with long first element. After three of them 
had been eliminated, and the occurrence of the remaining three 
gravely restricted, the next step---complete loss of these also--was 
predetermined (this is No. 3 in our table of vowel-changes). Also 
we have seen, in the evolution of av, w, and 7111, the specific way 
in which a vowel-sound had been ruled out by passing into the 
corresponding consonant (Nos. 8, 9 and 10 of the table). The same 
procedure is prefigured to some extent in the original elimination of 
two Indo-European vowels-vocalic r and /-which appear in 
Greek as the corresponding consonants. 

But it is the 3rd point which is of special interest and importance 
in this respect. Greek starts by eliminating intervocalic .s and j 
( =English initial y), and in this it stands alone among Inda-European 
languages. The disappearance of these two consonants-more than 
any other feature of the original Greek-<letermines the future 
development of its vocalism. It brought about the innumerable 
encounters of vowels in Common Greek. And this results in various 
fusions (contraB:ions) of the juxtaposed and "uncovered" vowels, 
dirunct syllable-forming sounds running together into a single 
syllable or single sound. Then the process which originally started 
by the loss of intervocalic .s andj is completed by the loss of digamma, 
the w-sound (a prehistoric loss in Ionian-Attic). Thus one more 
oMtacle falls between vowels, and the vocalic fusion goes on with 
increasing force. 

Yet although this process had been predetermined from the first 
origins of Greek, its working is gradual and fills the whole history of 
the language. We can still get some idea of what the vocalism of 
Common Greek was like at the time when the intervocalic barriers 
had been lifted but the resulting contraB:ions were only starting 
their levelling aB:ion. It is in the Homeric language that we can catch 
a brief glimpse of something that still recalls that state. Here_, stde 
by side with contracted forms, forms yet uncontraB:ed are delightfully 
abundant. In these the consonantal dams have been washed away 
but the vowels have not yet run together-and there is a liquid, 
continuous vocal flow, a slow, free gliding of the voice from vowel 
to vowel. This is a glorious and passing moment in the history of 
Greek. For precisely that which conrututes the charm of Homeric 
vocalism is also the germ of its future decay. And the decay is 
already apparent in the contracl:ed forms. 
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In the earliest Attic texts we meet with a much more advanced 
stage of the process. And everywhere the transformation is going on. 
While old diphthongs collapse and the resulting vowels, together 
with the original ones, are being narrowed under the aB:ion of the 
' fronting-raising-closing' tendency, contraB:ions ceaselessly level 
down the variety of vocalic juxtapositions which, becoming 
diphthongs or simple vowels, are in their turn seized and shaped 
further by the first tendency. Of this we have seen some examples 
in the development of e, and ov, where the two proces�es meet and 
join. In faB:, their workings are always closely interwoven and often 
indistinguishable. Both carry Greek vocalism towards the state it 
reached in the first centuries of our era-which is on the whole also 
its present state. 

• • • • 

CONSONANTS. 

The evolution of consonants (of which we know rather little) 
was apparently much simpler than that of vowels. And as a whole 
the consonantism of Modern Greek differs from the original sound
system far Jess than does its vocalism. And this in spite of the fact 
that out of 15 diruncl: consonantal sounds noted by the Greek alphabet 
(i.e., not counting ,; and ,p) only eight have preserved their earlier 
value ; and even among these, four assume new values in certain 
combinations. The remaining seven have all changed, and to them 
must be added the digamma, and initial h (" rough breathing ") 
which have both disappeared. Let us begin with the last two. 

In a different connection we have seen that the loss of digamma 
took place in Ionian-Attic in prehistoric time and that this loss was 
the natural completion of a process started at the very beginnings of 
Greek. 

Digamma would not have detained us, but that it offers one 
more striking example of how changes really occur in Greek. In

the main line of development which leads from the Homeric language 
through Attic and the xomj to the common usage of to-day, the loss 
of digamma must be dated 8th c. B.C at late§t, yet in reality, though 
continuously vanishing, it has never completely vanished from Greek. 
When it was no longer in Ionian-Attic, it rull persisted, e.g., in 
Arcadian ( only initially) and in Corinthian, where it remained in all 
positions for some centuries. In Laconian it survived throughout, 
and still emerges here and there in Tsaconian speech. Here as else
where Greek offers the curious example of a language in which the 
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was first becoming Greek. Take for instance the treatment of Indo
European diphthongs with long first element. After three of them 
had been eliminated, and the occurrence of the remaining three 
gravely restricl:ed, the next step---complete loss of these also--was 
predetermined (this is No. ; in our table of vowel-changes). Also 
we have seen, in the evolution of av, EV, and ,iv, the specific way 
in which a vowel-sound had been ruled out by passing into the 
corresponding consonant (Nos. 8, 9 and 10 of the table). The same 
procedure is prefigured to some extent in the original elimination of 
two Indo-European vowels-vocalic r and /-which appear in 
Greek as the corresponding consonants. 

But it is the 3rd point which is of special interest and importance 
in this respect. Greek starts by eliminating intervocalic s and j 
(=English initialy), and in this it stands alone among Indo-European 
languages. The disappearance of these two consonants-more than 
any other feature of the original Greek-<letermines the future 
development of its vocalism. It brought about the innumerable 
encounters of vowels in Common Greek. And this results in various 
fusions (contractions) of the juxtaposed and "uncovered" vowels, 
distinct syllable-forming sounds running together into a single 
syllable or single sound. Then the process which originally started 
by the loss of intervocalic s andj is completed by the loss of digamma, 
the w-sound (a prehistoric loss in Ionian-Attic). Thus one more 
obstacle falls between vowels, and the vocalic fusion goes on with 
increasing force. 

Yet although this process had been predetermined from the first 
origins of Greek, its working is gradual and fills the whole history of 
the language. We can still get some idea of what the vocalism of 
Common Greek was like at the time when the intervocalic barriers 
had been lifted but the resulting contractions were only starting 
their levelling action. It is in the Homeric language that we can catch 
a brief glimpse of something that still recalls that state. Here_, stde 
by side with contraaed forms, forms yet uncontracl:ed are delightfully 
abundant. In these the consonantal dams have been washed away 
but the vowels have not yet run together-and there is a liquid, 
continuous vocal flow, a slow, free gliding of the voice from vowel 
to vowel. This is a glorious and passing moment in the history of 
Greek. For precisely that which constitutes the charm of Homeric 
vocalism is also the germ of its future decay. And the decay is 
already apparent in the contracted forms. 
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In the earliest Attic texts we meet with a much more advanced 
stage of the process. And everywhere the transformation is going on. 
While old diphthongs collapse and the resulting vowels, together 
with the original ones, are being narrowed under the action of the 
'fronting-raising-closing' tendency, contractions ceaselessly level 
down the variety of vocalic juxtapositions which, becoming 
diphthongs or simple vowels, are in their turn seized and shaped 
further by the firS't tendency. Of this we have seen some examples 
in the development of e, and ov, where the two processes meet and 
join. In fact, their workings are always closely interwoven and often 
indiS'tinguishable. Both carry Greek vocalism towards the state it 
reached in the first centuries of our era-which is on the whole also 
its present state. 

• • • * 

CoNSONANTS. 
The evolution of consonants (of which we know rather little) 

was apparently much simpler than that of vowels. And as a whole 
the consonantism of Modem Greek differs from the original sound
system far less than does its vocalism. And this in spite of the fact 
that out of I j distina consonantal sounds noted by the Greek alphabet 
(i.e., not counting ,; and tp) only eight have preserved their earlier 
value ; and even among these, four assume new values in certain 
combinations. The remaining seven have all changed, and to them 
mu� be added the digamma, and initial h (" rough breathing ") 
which have both disappeared. Let us begin with the last two. 

In a different connection we have seen that the loss of digamma 
took place in Ionian-Attic in prehistoric time and that this loss was 
the natural completion of a process started at the very beginnings of 
Greek. 

Digamma would not have detained us, but that it offers one 
more §triking example of how changes really occur in Greek. In 
the main line of development which leads from the Homeric language 
through Attic and the ia>mj to the common usage of to-day, the loss 
of digamma mu§t be dated 8th c. B.C at latest, yet in reality, though 
continuous} y vanishing, it has never completely vanished from Greek. 
When it was no longer in Ionian-Attic, it still persisted, e.g., in 
Arcadian ( only initially) and in Corinthian, where it remained in all 
positions for some centuries. In Laconian it survived throughout, 
and still emerges here and there in Tsaconian speech. Here as else
where Greek offers the curious example of a language in which the 
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successive stages of evolution are coexistent, contemporary. Of 
course, fa& not unlike this occur also in other languages, but no
where so persistently, and nowhere for more than short fragments of 
development ; whilst here, as in the case of 11, the development covers 
27 centuries. 

lntial h-' rough breathing '-was aspiration preceding the 
initial vowel of certain words (it represents Inda-European J and} 
in the same position). This was a sound of little resistance, and at 
the beginning of historical time it no longer existed in East-Ionic or 
Lesbian. To these, the '1/JiAwt:ueol, ancient grammarians oppose 
the 00(11Jn,xol, such as the speakers of Attic, among whom the 
rough breathing still persisted. But with Attic the question is very 
much obscured by the adoption in 403 B.C. of the East-Ionian 
alphabet, in which there was no sign for the rough breathing. So 
from this time on, the sound no longer figures in notation, and it 
is difficult to follow the process of its elimination from a&ial usage. 
Still, certain new formations, arising after the reform of spelling, point 
to the fact that initial h was still extant and active. On the other hand, 
before 403, inscriptions betray a confusion which suggesl:s that en plein 
sth century the Athenians were already beginning to ' drop their 
aitches.' The ruling-out of the sound seems to have been a very 
comp!ex process, varying according to social level, and we may 
conjecture that in Attic, as in English, the 'psilosis ' began from 
below; and, meeting with organised resistance, it took a long time 
to propagate upward. We know even less of how the process went 
on in other dialects, in which the sound had not been lost from the 
start. It was not till the first centuries of our era that initial h had dis
appeared generally. 

The remaining changes fall into two groups. The first is repre
sented by P, 8, y, and g. From their original values-b, d, g and zd
these consonants developed respectively into v, voiced th (as in Engl.), 
a fricative_({, orj as in German (according to position), and z. 

As for the present value of y it is, before back-vowels and 
consonants, a fricative g. This sound has no parallel in the Indo
European languages I know, except in the Ukrainian dialect of 
Russian.1 Before front-vowels y sounds now as the English initialy. 

I Mr. George Thomson, of Kin$'s College, kindly informs me that this
sound is identical with gb in modem Imh. 
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The sounds b, d, g, have not disappeared from Greek : n � b
when preceded by µ or ,, ; 1:..,.d when preceded by ,, (and in the 
combination 1:g); "=g after y (>11), and y itself is still g after ,, or 
y (>n). As a matter of fact, 8 too has preserved its original value 
after µ or v, at least in living Greek. But in this case it is usually 
noted by t:, e.g., dnea, in face of the traditional spelling cll'<lqa, 
(pronounced with voiced th by pedants). It may be added that a 
when followed by a voiced consonant becomes voiced ; but this was 
probably so already in Oassical times (cf. Schwyzer, p. u7). 

As for topography and chronology of these changes, we are 
ill-informed, as ever with consonants. 

The v-value of P is betrayed from 4th and 3rd centuries B.c. 
in Laconian, Cretan, Boeotian, and in Egypt. A little later digamma 
for P begins to occur also in Elis, and in Smyrna we have e{J for ro 
from the 3rd c. In Attic the change is first traceable only ,. A.D. in 
trani-criptions of Latin names, such as Ae,{Jla for Livia. 

For 8=th, signs appear much earlier, in the 6th c. in Rhodes 
and Elis, where g is used for /J. But the spread of the change 
cannot be followed. 

For y=fricative we have the witness of Pamphylian, Argive and 
Attic inscriptions from the 4th c. B.c. (ex. 1Iema1; for 1Iecria,). 

From these data one would place the passage of P, lJ, and y 
to fricatives sometime before A.O. But Pernot (pp. 1 s s sqq.) points 
out a fact which sugge�s a later date. We have seen that Greek still 
possesses the sounds b, d, g. So it is able to preserve these by special 
notation in borrowing foreign words in which they occur ; and this 
it usually did. But there is a group of words borrowed, as their forms 
show, from Vulgar Latin not earlier than the beginning of our era. 
Now in all these borrowings the Latin b, d, g are simply noted by 
P, iJ, y (not by µn, vr, yx), which shows that at that time these 
sounds still had their original value. We may therefore place the 
generalisation of the change in the first centuries A.O., say about 
300. 

The original value of 8-zd-is not absolutely certain. The 
notation covers a compound sound ( or sounds ?) of different origins, 
so in certain cases it might have been dz. or even already z. However, 
the later development is fairly clear : g was z in common usage about 
JOO B.C. 
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successive ftages of evolution are coexi§tent, contemporary. Of 
course, fael:s not unlike this occur also in other languages, but no
where so persistently, and nowhere for more than short fragments of 
development ; whil§t here, as in the case of 11, the development covers 
27 centuries. 

Intial �' rough breathing '-was aspiration preceding the 
initial vowel of certain words (it represents Indo-European s and j
in the same position). This was a sound of little resi�ce, and at 
the beginning of historical time it no longer existed in East-Ionic or 
Lesbian. To these, the v,,A.Cl)TP«Jl, ancient grammarians oppose 
the ooavvrP«Jl, such as the speakers of Attic, among whom the 
rough breathing §till persisted. But with Attic the que§tion is very 
much obscured by the adoption in 403 B.C. of the East-Ionian 
alphabet, in which there was no sign for the rough breathing. So 
from this time on, the sound no longer figures in notation, and it 
is difficult to follow the process of its elimination from a&ial usage. 
Still, certain new formations, arising after the reform of spelling, point 
to the fact that initial h was §till extant and active. On the other hand, 
before 403, inscriptions betray a confusion which suggeSls that en plein 
5th century the Athenians were already beginning to 'drop their 
aitches.' The ruling-out of the sound seems to have been a very 
complex process, varying according to social level, and we may 
conje&ire that in Attic, as in English, the ' psilosis ' began from 
below; and, meeting with organised resi�ce, it took a long time 
to propagate upward. We know even less of how the process went 
on in other dialects, in which the sound had not been lo§t from the 
start. It was not till the firit centuries of our era that initial h had dis
appeared generally. 

The remaining changes fall into two groups. The firit is repre
sented by {J, 6, y, and 8. From their original values-b, d,g and z.d
these consonants developed respectively into v, voiced lh (as in Engl.), 
a fricativeg, orjas in German (according to position), and z. 

As for the present value of y it is, before back-vowels and 
consonants, a fricative g. This sound has no parallel in the Indo
European languages I know, except in the Ukrainian dialect of 
Russian.1 Before front-vowels y sounds now as the English initialy. 

l Mr, George Thomson, of Kinf s College, kindly informs me that this
60und is identical with gh in modern Insh. 
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The sounds b, d, g, have not disappeared from Greek: n•·b 
when preceded by µ or v; T-7d when preceded by v (and in the 
combination -rg); �=g after y (>11), and y itself is still g after v or 
y (>n). As a matter of fact, 6 too has preserved its original value 
after µ or v, at lea� in living Greek. But in this case it is usually 
noted by -r, e.g., ilnea, in face of the traditional spelling dJl6ear; 
(pronounced with voiced th by pedants). It may be added that a 
when followed by a voiced consonant becomes voiced ; but this was 
probably so already in Oassical times (cf. Schwyzer, p. 2.17). 

As for topography and chronology of these changes, we are 
ill-informed, as ever with consonants. 

The v-value of {J is betrayed from 4th and 3rd centuries B.c. 
in Laconian, Cretan, Boeotian, and in Egypt. A little later digamma 
for /J begins to occur also in Elis, and in Smyrna we have t/J for 6tl 

from the 3rd c. In Attic the change is firft traceable only,. A.D. in 
tramcriptions of Latin names, such as Ae,{J{a for Livia. 

For 6=th, signs appear much earlier, in the 6th c. in Rhodes 
and Elis, where g is used for 6. But the spread of the change 
cannot be followed. 

For y=fricative we have the witness of Pamphylian, Argive and 
Attic inscriptions from the 4th c. B.c. (ex. 1Ieeuar; for 1Iecyiar;). 

From these data one would place the passage of /J, 6, and y 
to fricatives sometime before A.O. But Pernot (pp. 1 5 5 sqq.) points 
out a fact which suggests a later date. We have seen that Greek still 
possesses the sounds b, d, g. So it is able to preserve these by special 
notation in borrowing foreign words in which they occur ; and this 
it usually did. But there is a group of words borrowed, as their forms 
show, from Vulgar Latin not earlier than the beginning of our era. 
Now in all these borrowings the Latin b, d, g are simply noted by 
{J, iJ, y (not by µn, n, yx), which shows that at that time these 
sounds still had their original value. We may therefore place the 
generalisation of the change in the first centuries A.O., say about 
300. 

The original value of g-zd-is not absolutely certain. The 
notation covers a compound sound ( or sounds ?) of different origins, 
so in certain cases it might have been dz. or even already z.. However, 
the later development is fairly clear : l was z in common usage about 
300 B.C. 
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The second group of consonantal changes is formed by 'P, IJ, x-originally p, t and k each followed by an aspiration, and atpresent/, unvoiced th (as in Engl.) and eh (as in Ger. "Buch").
In Laconian inscriptions the notation u for f> is current from the 4th c. B.C. But earlier still, Aristophanes in imitating the Laconian speech puts u for {J ; and the same sigma appears also in the formula wl -rw uirfJ (dual of f>e&,, i.e., the Dioskouroi). Now this is just how the Modern Greek {J and the English unvoiced th appear to those whose language does not possess this very peculiar sound, and in his attempt to emit it a foreigner usually produces a kind of messy s-sound. It is thus clear that the present pronunciation of theta wasalready fixed in Laconia in the 5th c. B.C., but not yet in Attica. Thisis almost all we know. It is worse still with 'P and x. It is impossibleto reconstrucl: from the sporadic and uncertain data at our disposalhow the change spread in time and space. So it is no wonder thatopinions vary between 3rd c. B.c. and 4th c. A.D. as the date whenthe loss of the old aspirates became general in Greek usage.

* * * * 

To sum up, from original Greek to that of to-day, the main consonantal changes were these :-
Original valid. (1) Digamma=.111(2) Rough breathing=initial h(3) /J=b

(4) 6=d(5) y=g (6) 3,.;.z.d (dz? Z.?)(7) 111-P+aspiration(8) {J-- 1+ aspiration(9) X,..... k + aspiration

Prtunl 11alt11. Pre.uni value beeomu general. disappeared c. 8th c. B.c.disappeated } 11 First centuriesvoiced lh of our era. g-fricativc
Z C. 300B.C. 

unv!ced Jh } First centuries of our era. ,h (German) 
The Modern Greek system of consonants (like that of vowels) was then fully constituted near the beginning of the Christian era. 

In comparing the two systems it appears that, although some of the original consonantal values have changed, no unification of distincl: sounds under a single value has ever occurred. So that the new system presents the same variety of sounds as the old one. In facl:, the early loss of digamma and the subsequent disappearance of the rough-breathing are compensated by the preservation, in special conditions, of the b, d, g sounds (noted above). 
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In this, the evolution of Greek consonantism is strikingly different from that of its vocalism. In the former there is no sign of the simplifying and unifying tendency which characl:erises the latter. Consonantal changes have operated in a different direcl:ion. This we have now to determine. No. 1 stands apart from the rest. The early loss of digamma in common usage forms a prelude to the consonantal evolution, rather than an event within it. It marks, as we have seen, the last stage of the process which had already largely determined the strucl:ure of Common Greek; and its main importance lies elsewhere, in the consequences it brought about in the domain of vocalism. The rest of the changes translate two processes : ( 1) the vanishing of aspiration; (2.) the dissolution of stops into corresponding fricatives. The first is expressed in no. 2., the second in nos. 3 to 6, and both processes are fused in nos. 7 to 9. The reducl:ion of aspirated elements had started early. The original Greek constituted its consonantal system by breaking down the complicated array of aspirates of the parent-tongue. The whole series of Indo-European voiced aspirates had been abandoned, and their funcl:ion assumed by the only three that remained-unvoiced aspirates D, <p, X· The ruling-out of these too was left to historic time. With this process (the vanishing of aspiration within a word) must be correlated the loss of the initial aspiration. The two express the same tendency and are certainly connecl:ed. The latter, which sets in earlier, might to some extent have facilitated the former. The second process is more curious ; It is manifest throughout the 7 changes (nos. 3 to 9). In facl: the three aspirated stops IJ, tp, x, have not merely lost their aspiration, but have also developed into corresponding fricatives. It is of course vain to inquire whether it was the aspiration that undermined the stop which preceded it, by provoking an anticipatory removal of the obstacle necessary for the producl:ion of a stop; or whether, on the contrary, it was the raising of the obstacle (the dissolution of the stop) that drowned the distincl: aspiration. The facl: remains : the stop passed into the corresponding fricative, and the distincl: second element-the aspiration-vanished. In nos. 3 to 6 the process is simpler. In all of them we have merely a resolution of voiced stops into corresponding voiced fricatives (in no. 6 it is more exailly the removal of the stopelement in a compound sound). 
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The second group of consonantal changes is formed by rp, 6, 
x-originally p, t and k each followed by an aspiration, and at 
present/, unvoiced th (as in Engl.) and eh (as in Ger. "Buch").

In Laconian inscriptions the notation a for (} is current from 
the 4th c. B.C. But earlier still, Ari�ophanes in imitating the Laconian 
speech puts u for (} ; and the same sigma appears also in the formula 
val no a,w (dual of (}£&,, i.e., the Dioskouroi). Now this is ju� 
how the Modern Greek (J and the English unvoiced th appear to 
those whose language does not possess this very peculiar sound, and 
in his attempt to emit it a foreigner usually produces a kind of messy 
.r-sound. It is thus clear that the present pronunciation of theta was 
already fixed in Laconia in the 5th c. B.C., but not yet in Attica. This 
is almo� all we know. It is worse still with rp and x. It is impossible 
to recomnrucl: from the sporadic and uncertain data at our disposal 
how the change spread in time and space. So it is no wonder that 
opinions vary between 3rd c. B.c. and 4th c. A.D. as the date when 
the loss of the old aspirates became general in Greek usage. 

* * * * 

To sum up, from original Greek to that of to-day, the main 
consonantal changes were these :-

OrigifllJI value. 
(1) Digamma=111
(2) Rough breathing=initial h
(3) /J=b
(4) fJ=d 
(5) y=g (6) 3=z.d (dz? Z. ?)
(7) rp_• p+aspiration
(8) if---t+aspiration
(9) x=k+aspiration

PreJtnl valm. Pre.1mt valm beeomt.t gmeral. 
disappeared c. 8th c. B.c. 
disappeared 

} 11 First centuries
voiced th of our era. 
g-fricative

Z C. 300 B,C.

unvJced th } First centuries of our era. 
,h (German) 

The Modern Greek sy�em of consonants (like that of vowels) 
was then fully constituted near the beginning of the Christian era. 
In comparing the two sy�ems it appears that, although some of the 
original consonantal values have changed, no unification of di�cl: 
sounds under a single value has ever occurred. So that the new 
sy�em presents the same variety of sounds as the old one. In facl:, 
the early loss of digamma and the subsequent disappearance of the 
rough-breathing are compensated by the preservation, in special 
conditions, of the b, d, g sounds (noted above). 
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In this, the evolution of Greek consonantism is �rikingly 
different from that of its vocalism. In the former there is no sign of 
the simplifying and unifying tendency which characterises the latter. 
Consonantal changes have operated in a different direcl:ion. This we 
have now to determine. 

No. 1 funds apart from the re�. The early loss of digamma in 
common usage forms a prelude to the consonantal evolution, rather 
than an event within it. It marks, as we have seen, the last �age of the 
process which had already largely determined the �ructure of Common 
Greek; and its main importance lies elsewhere, in the consequences 
it brought about in the domain of vocalism. 

The rest of the changes translate two processes: (1) the vanish
ing of aspiration; (.2) the dissolution of �ops into corresponding 
fricatives. The first is expressed in no. .2, the second in nos. 3 to 6, 
and both processes are fused in nos. 7 to 9. 

The reducl:ion of aspirated elements had �arted early. The 
original Greek constituted its consonantal sy�em by breaking down 
the complicated array of aspirates of the parent-tongue. The whole 
series of Indo-European voiced aspirates had been abandoned, and 
their funcl:ion assumed by the only three that remained-unvoiced 
aspirates 6, <p, X· The rulingaout of these too was left to hi�oric 
time. With this process (the vanishing of aspiration within a word) 
mu� be correlated the loss of the initial aspiration. The two express 
the same tendency and are certainly connecl:ed. The latter, which sets 
in earlier, might to some extent have facilitated the former. 

The second process is more curious ; It is manife� throughout 
the 7 changes (nos. 3 to 9). In facl: the three aspirated �ops (}, rp, x, 
have not merely lo� their aspiration, but have also developed into 
corresponding fricatives. It is of course vain to inquire whether it 
was the aspiration that undermined the stop which preceded it, by 
provoking an anticipatory removal of the ob�acle necessary for the 
producl:ion of a �op; or whether, on the contrary, it was the raising 
of the obstacle (the dissolution of the stop) that drowned the di�ct 
aspiration. The facl: remains : the stop passed into the corresponding 
fricative, and the di�ct second element-the aspiration-vanished. 

In nos. 3 to 6 the process is simpler. In all of them we have 
merely a resolution of voiced �ops into corresponding voiced 
fricatives (in no. 6 it is more exactly the removal of the stop
element in a compound sound). 
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Thus, of 10 original stops only 3 have survived as such: the 
three unvoiced stops n, -r, "; the remaining 7 are now all fricatives. 
According to Meillet (p. 22) n, -r, "' represented the only stable 
element in the system of stops of the original Greek, the rest were 
from the start very weakly articulated, and were slowly undermined 
by " une tendance a ne pas realiser pleinement le mouvement de 
fermeture." So the tendency whose aaion through the historic period 
we have been examining had already started its work. 

Thus, the consonantal system of to-day, no less than the vocalism, 
is the produB: of forces that have been moulding Greek from its 
remotest origins. 

* * * * 

Another phenomenon that has occurred in Greek is of far wider 
purport than all the changes of isolated phonetic elements, or groups 
of elements, which we have been examining so far. It is the replacement 
of pitch-accent by stress-accent and the abolishing of the fixed 
quantities of vowels and syllables, on which the rhythm of the 
language-a purely quantitative rhythm-was originally based. 

The two facts are closely correlated and are necessarily simul
taneous. The pitch-accent does not affeB: the quantity of the syllable 
upon which it falls (although it is itself dependent on this to some 
extent). Being a mere difference in height, it cannot interfere with 
the rhythm of the word constituted by the play of quantities : it 
operates on a different plane. While stress-accent consists no longer 
in a heightening of tone, but in a greater intensity of articulation 
which involves the lengthening of the stressed vowel, while the 
unstressed ones are perforce weakened and tend to become 
uniformly short. 

According to Meillet (p. 204) the loss of distinaion between 
long and short vowels is traceable in popular Attic as early as the 
sth c. B.c., and becomes more obvious in the 3rd c. About that time 
the confusion is betrayed also in Egyptian papyri. Thus, Meillet 
concludes, "the feeling of quantitative distinaions tended to dis
appear from Greek from before the 3rd c. B.c." But in versification 
the quantitative rhythm, which becomes more and more a mere 
literary convention, remains for a long time rigorously preserved. 
Here the first attempt at a compromise with the real state of the 
language was made only about 200 B.c. by Babrius. And Babrius, 
it must be remembered, was a Syrian. 
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The change in question can hardly be interpreted as the outcome 
of tendencies proper and peculiar to Greek. It is only a particul11r 
episode of that wide-spread process of transformation that embraced 
the whole Indo-European family, and sooner or later brought each 
of its members to abandon the original quantitative rhythm. (Only 
the Letto-Lithuanian group has to some extent kept it ; and here it 
is a case of ' arrested development ' rather than the living persistence 
of the primordial type). The meaning of the change cannot 
be discussed here, and reluB:antly I have to content myself by merely 
stating the linguistic event without touching on the complexity of its 
cultural and psychological implications. 

* * * * 

Thus the original rhythm of Greek was abolished, vowel 
quantities were levelled, and the main accent became one of intensity. 
Yet stress has not entirely ruled out pitch. This still survives to 
some extent in modern speech (for a particular region the fact has 
been verified experimentally by Pernot, see Phonitiqm du parleri de 
Chio, p. so sqq.). The stressed vowel is always accompanied by an 
elevation of tone varying between a third and a fifth. And it is 
curious to remember that in describing the ancient accent Dionysius 
of Halicarnassus (De ,omp. verb., n) estimates at a fifth the raising of 
tone which it involved. 

Thus accompanied by pitch, the stress has never been strong in 
Greek, and this was of great consequence for the development of the 
language. Although the primal melody of the speech has been sub
dued and its rhythm changed, at least the architecture of words is 
remarkably preserved : the place of accent and the number of 
syllables in words have in very few cases changed since classical 
times. Compare with this the destruaive aaion a strong stress-accent 
has exercised in most Indo-European languages, where it brought 
about a general shrinkage of words and an almost total collapse of 
their endings (cf. Meillet, p. 222). Of this the most striking instance is 
English, where the greater part of the original vocabulary has been 
reduced to monosyllables. Chaucer's language is still rich in native 
dissyllahic nouns, verbs and adjeaives, and of these praaically none 
has come down to modern usage without losing the second syllable. 
And of the abundant loan-words of Romance origin, very few have 
retained the accent on the final syllable, where it was in the 14th 
century. In these two points the change since Chaucer has been 
greater in English than the corresponding change in Greek since 
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Thus, of 10 original stops only 3 have survived as such: the 
three unvoiced stops n, T,"; the remaining 7 are now all fricatives. 
According to Meillet (p. 22) n, -i-, ", represented the only stable 
element in the system of stops of the original Greek, the re§t were 
from the start very weakly articulated, and were slowly undermined 
by " une tendance a ne pas realiser pleinement le mouvement de 
fermeture." So the tendency whose action through the historic period 
we have been examining had already started its work. 

Thus, the consonantal system of to-day, no less than the vocalism, 
is the produB: of forces that have been moulding Greek from its 
remotest origins. 

* * * * 

Another phenomenon that has occurred in Greek is of far wider 
purport than all the changes of isolated phonetic elements, or groups 
of elements, which we have been examining so far. It is the replacement 
of pitch-accent by stress-accent and the abolishing of the fixed 
quantities of vowels and syllables, on which the rhythm of the 
language-a purely quantitative rhythm-was originally based. 

The two facts are closely correlated and are necessarily simul
taneous. The pitch-accent does not affect the quantity of the syllable 
upon which it falls (although it is itself dependent on this to some 
extent). Being a mere difference in height, it cannot interfere with 
the rhythm of the word confututed by the play of quantities : it
operates on a different plane. While stress-accent consists no longer 
in a heightening of tone, but in a greater intensity of articulation 
which involves the lengthening of the stressed vowel, while the 
unstressed ones are perforce weakened and tend to become 
uniformly short. 

According to Meillet (p. 204) the loss of di§tinB:ion between 
long and short vowels is traceable in popular Attic as early as the 
sth c. B.c., and becomes more obvious in the 3rd c. About that time 
the confusion is betrayed also in Egyptian papyri. Thus, Meillet 
concludes, "the feeling of quantitative diftinctions tended to dis
appear from Greek from before the 3rd c. B.c." But in versification 
the quantitative rhythm, which becomes more and more a mere 
literary convention, remains for a long time rigorously preserved. 
Here the first attempt at a compromise with the real state of the 
language was made only about 200 B.c. by Babrius. And Babrius, 
it must be remembered, was a Syrian. 
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The change in quefuon can hardly be interpreted as the outcome 
of tendencies proper and peculiar to Greek. It is only a particular 
episode of that wide-spread process of transformation that embraced 
the whole Indo-European family, and sooner or later brought each 
of its members to abandon the original quantitative rhythm. (Only 
the Letto-Lithuanian group has to some extent kept it ; and here it 
is a case of ' arre§ted development ' rather than the living persistence 
of the primordial type). The meaning of the change cannot 
be discussed here, and reluB:antly I have to content myself by merely 
stating the linguifuc event without touching on the complexity of its 
cultural and psychological implications. 

* * • * 

Thus the original rhythm of Greek was abolished, vowel 
quantities were levelled, and the main accent became one of intensity. 
Yet �ress has not entirely ruled out pitch. This full survives to 
some extent in modern speech (for a particular region the faB: has 
been verified experimentally by Pernot, see Phonetiqm des parler1 de 
Chio, p. 50 sqq.). The �ressed vowel is always accompanied by an 
elevation of tone varying between a third and a fifth. And it is 
curious to remember that in describing the ancient accent Dionysius 
of Halicarnassus (De comp. verb., 11) estimates at a fifth the raising of 
tone which it involved. 

Thus accompanied by pitch, the �ress has never been �rong in 
Greek, and this was of great consequence for the development of the 
language. Although the primal melody of the speech has been sub
dued and its rhythm changed, at least the architecture of words is 
remarkably preserved : the place of accent and the number of 
syllables in words have in very few cases changed since classical 
times. Compare with this the defuuctive action a �rong stress-accent 
has exercised in most Indo-European languages, where it brought 
about a general shrinkage of words and an almost total collapse of 
their endings (cf. Meillet, p. 222). Of this the most striking instance is 
English, where the greater part of the original vocabulary has been 
reduced to monosyllables. Chaucer's language is full rich in native 
dissyllabic nouns, verbs and adjectives, and of these practically none 
has come down to modern usage without losing the second syllable. 
And of the abundant loan-words of Romance origin, very few have 
retained the accent on the final syllable, where it was in the 14th 
century. In these two points the change since Chaucer has been 
greater in English than the corresponding change in Greek since 
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Homer; and this is true of the phonetic change as a whole (though 
not of morphology or syntax). 

We have seen that there have b�en 10 main vowel-changes 
(z. simple vowels and 8 diphthongs) from Original to Modern Greek. 
From Chaucer to the present day there have been 13 vowel-changes 
in English (4 diphthongs and 9 simple vowels, if we include the loss 
of final unStressed e). Moreover the suppression of r except initially and 
between vowels has led in innumerable cases to a levelling of distinct 
sounds under one (e.g., bird, word, learn, etc.). For consonants the 
comparison cannot be formulated numerically. In Greek the greater 
part of consonantal changes (though not all) is covered, once we 
have indicated the new values acquired by 7 signs of the alphabet and 
the loss of z. others. In English this would mean nothing : only one 
distincl: sound has been lost (gh=Mod. Gr. ,:), and no single letter 
as such has acquired a new value (if we ignore the finer shades). In
stead of this there have been countless losses, shiftings, fusions and 
interchanges in particular positions and combinations. 

Since Chaucer is usually pronounced in the modern way, an 
Englishman is rarely aware of the phonetic gulf which separates the 
z.oth century from the 14th. Nor, for that matter, is a Greek of to-day, 
in reading Homer, conscious of any change of the sort. You may � 
deeply offend a village schoo�er, an ardent reader of Homer, by 
expressing doubt whether the poet pronounced Greek exaffiy as he 
does. 
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III. 

MORPHOLOGY 

T
HE process of unification and ' raising of oMtacles ' which 
we observed in the evolution of sounds finds expression also on 
the plane of morphology. 

The splitting off from the parent tongue and the formation of 
Greek is marked by a considerable levelling out of the infinite 
complexity of the Indo-European inffexional system. Here the 
changes were much more radical than in phonetics, the fi� step more 
decisive-and the new system thus constituted proved more enduring. 
Save for the creation of the Article, at the dawn of our textual tradition, 
and the early loss of the dual, no loss or innovation of any importance 
is to be registered in Greek morphology till about the beginning of 
our era. Then a process, long kept in check, sets in : the inffexional 
system undergoes a second transformation in the direa:ion fixed 
from the start, and c. 500 A.D. the declensions and conjugations in 
the spoken language become roughly those of to-day. But for a 
long time the old morphology still persists in varying degree in, 
literary texts, which only incidentally and indirea:Iy betray the real 
state of the language. To some extent this is so even to-day, and 
brings about the curious phenomenon of hiykuuula and the ensuing 
ykuue1"'& g?j-r17µa to be discussed later on. 

Now let us survey briefly some of the most prominent features 
of Greek morphology and see how they developed. We will limit 
ourselves to declension and verb-morphology, referring to the rest 
only incidentally. 

The history of declension well illustrates the peculiar characl:er 
of the morphological evolution of Greek ; that is, a very radical 
beginning followed by a remarkably conservative later development. 

Take for example the treatment of the category of case. All 
Inda-European languages began by reducing the number of cases 
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Homer ; and this is true of the phonetic change as a whole ( though 
not of morphology or syntax). 

We have seen that there have b�en 10 main vowel-changes 
(z simple vowels and 8 diphthongs) from Original to Modern Greek. 
From Chaucer to the present day there have been 13 vowel-changes 
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III. 

MORPHOLOGY 

T
HE process of unification and ' raising of obstacles ' which 
we observed in the evolution of sounds finds expression also on 
the plane of morphology. 

The splitting off from the parent tongue and the formation of 
Greek is marked by a considerable levelling out of the infinite 
complexity of the Inda-European inffexional system. Here the 
changes were much more radical than in phonetics, the first step more 
decisive-and the new system thus constituted proved more enduring. 
Save for the creation of the Article, at the dawn of our textual tradition, 
and the early loss of the dual, no loss or innovation of any importance 
is to be registered in Greek morphology till about the beginning of 
our era. Then a process, Jong kept in check, sets in : the inffexional 
system undergoes a second transformation in the direction fixed 
from the start, and c. 500 A.D. the declensions and conjugations in 
the spoken language become roughly those of to-day. But for a 
long time the old morphology still persists in varying degree in, 
literary texts, which only incidentally and indirectly betray the real 
state of the language. To some extent this is so even to-day, and 
brings about the curious phenomenon of '5,yJ.waala and the ensuing 
yAW<1<11>eO 8,j-rnµa to be discussed later on. 

Now let us survey briefly some of the mo§t prominent features 
of Greek morphology and see how they developed. We will limit 
ourselves to declension and verb-morphology, referring to the re§t 
only incidentally. 

The history of declension well illustrates the peculiar charaB:er 
of the morphological evolution of Greek ; that is, a very radical 
beginning followed by a remarkably conservative later development. 

Take for example the treatment of the category of case. All 
Inda-European languages began by reducing the number of cases 
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of the parent tongue, but none of them, it seems,1 did this at the 
beginning so decidedly as Greek: out of the 8 Indo-European cases 
it took over only 6. Russian has even now six cases and vdtiges of 
a seventh. 

But on the other hand, Latin, for instance, �rted with 6 cases, 
yet none of these has survived in the Romance languages; while 
of its 5 original cases Greek has lost only one, the Dative. This 
means, as we shall see, two things; first, that the analytical mode of 
expression made its appearance in Greek earlier than elsewhere ; 
second, that it never became strong here. So much so, that in 
accidence as in all other respects Modern Greek is still among the 
best representatives in our family of the archaic inflexional type. 

The loss of the Dative is the main event in the history of Greek 
declension, just as in its formation the loss of 3 Indo-European cases 
had been the chief innovation. Both express the same tendency, 
and it appears that to some extent the two events are even directiy 
correlated. 

Of the 5 Indo-European cases preserved in the original Greek, 
each expressed a definite grammatical relation (Nom.-the subject, 
Accus.-the direct object, etc.). The three cases abolished by 
Greek had all purely concrete meanings: the Ablative, the Instru
mental and the Locative. The function of the Ablative was assumed 
by the Genitive, while the Dative took over the funtl:ions of Locative 
and Imtrumental. 

Thus the same case had often to express now a variety of distinct: 
meanings, and it could do this only in a very general way. Hence, 
to make the meaning more specific, the necessity of using prepositions, 
whose importance goes on increasing in Greek. That is to say, the 
case-ending becomes incapable of expressing by itself the precise 
meaning required, and has to be supplemented by an additional 
word ; or else the meaning is distributed between the elements of 
a periphrastic formula. This is the analytical mode of expression 
as opposed to the purely inflexional one, in which the morphological 
characteristics of a word are able to bear and specify its full and exact 
meaning. 

1 I say " seems " because some of the Inda-European languages elude our 
knowledge in the firft � of their development. Thus when Germanic firft 
comes to notice (Gothic), 1t bas only 4 cases-but this is the 4th c. A.D., and in a 
much more advanced §late than Homeric Greek. While Slav, Lithuanian, Armenian, 
even in their later ftages, have more cases than the original Greek. 
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In such circum§tances an ever increasing part of the meaning 
of a case devolves on the concomitant prepositions, or is taken over 
by periphrastic formulas ; while the case-ending as such tends 
gradually to lose its expressive force, until it becomes finally divested 
of any specific significance, and the case itself vanishes from usage. 

In Greek this happened only with the Dative. Why precisely 
with the Dative ? Because it was the Dative that, at the formation of 
Greek accidence, happened to receive the largest share of functions. 
And by their growing complexity it later became overburdened 
and at length collapsed. It had been charged to express at once : 
(1) the indirect object (the original function of the Dative); (2.) place
(the function of the abolished Locative); (3) instrument or cause
(the function of the lost Instrumental). And each of these main
senses is capable of innumerable variations and extensions, which
become necessary and multiply, as Greek life goes on increasing in
complexity, and Greek civilisation grows, in Helleni§tic times, into
a world-civilisation. But when too many distintl: senses have accu
mulated under a single formal characteristic, it becomes unable to
convey them, and mu§t vanish, making way for other and more
effective means of expression.

That is why the category of Dative formed the point of least 
resistance in Greek noun-inflexion: it was from the start too wide 
a category and so was doomed to become also too vague-and 
hence superfluous. 

The vanishing of this case was long and gradual : §tarting about 
the beginning of our era, it was completed only in the 10th c. A.D. 
The process was a very complex one, variously interrelated with 
other changes in morphology and syntax. Among other things, 
it was closely conneB:ed with the gradual rehandling of the use and 
meaning of prepositions, which it affetl:ed and by which it was affetl:ed 
in tum. E.g. At a certain moment, ,,, tends to coalesce with tl,, 
the second assuming the funtl:ions of both. Thus we read in the 
Gospels (Luke u, 7): Td :11.awla µov µt:r' lµofi ek T,}'JJ ,eo£-r71v 
elulv. That is, the Dative, together with its prepositional prop, 
is beginning to vanish in its locative funtl:ion, and the distintl:ion 
between " re§t in " and " motion towards " is being taken over by 
the "context." In other words, the meaning is differently analysed 
and di§tributed ; namely, not between iv and l((Jl-rn, but between 
el�, ,eo[T7Jv, and elul'JJ. Thus the sense is preserved, and the means 
are reduced by the removal of the two elements felt as superfluous, 
since no longer "expressive." 
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of the parent tongue, but none of them, it seems,1 did this at the 
beginning so decidedly as Greek: out of the 8 Indo-European cases 
it took over only 6. Russian has even now six cases and vestiges of 
a seventh. 

But on the other hand, Latin, for instance, $tarted with 6 cases, 
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second, that it never became strong here. So much so, that in 
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The loss of the Dative is the main event in the history of Greek 
declension, just as in its formation the loss of 3 Indo-European cases 
had been the chief innovation. Both express the same tendency, 
and it appears that to some extent the two events are even directly 
correlated. 

Of the 5 Indo-European cases preserved in the original Greek, 
each expressed a definite grammatical relation (Nom.-the subjetl:, 
Accus.-the diretl: objetl:, etc.). The three cases abolished by 
Greek had all purely concrete meanings: the Ablative, the Instru
mental and the Locative. The function of the Ablative was assumed 
by the Genitive, while the Dative took over the functions of Locative 
and Instrumental. 

Thus the same case had often to express now a variety of distintl: 
meanings, and it could do this only in a very general way. Hence, 
to make the meaning more specific, the necessity of using prepositions, 
whose importance goes on increasing in Greek. That is to say, the 
case-ending becomes incapable of expressing by itself the precise 
meaning required, and has to be supplemented by an additional 
word ; or else the meaning is distributed between the elements of 
a periphraruc formula. This is the analytical mode of expression 
as opposed to the purely inflexional one, in which the morphological 
charaaerirucs of a word are able to bear and specify its full and exaa 
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In such circumstances an ever increasing part of the meaning 
of a case devolves on the concomitant prepositions, or is taken over 
by periphraruc formulas ; while the case-ending as such tends 
gradually to lose its expressive force, until it becomes finally divested 
of any specific significance, and the case itself vanishes from usage. 

In Greek this happened only with the Dative. Why precisely 
with the Dative ? Because it was the Dative that, at the formation of 
Greek accidence, happened to receive the largest share of funaions. 
And by their growing complexity it later became overburdened 
and at length collapsed. It had been charged to express at once : 
(1) the inditetl: objetl: (the original function of the Dative); (z.) place
(the function of the abolished Locative); (3) instrument or cause
(the function of the lost Instrumental). And each of these main
senses is capable of innumerable variations and extensions, which
become necessary and multiply, as Greek life goes on increasing in
complexity, and Greek civilisation grows, in Hellenistic times, into
a world-civilisation. But when too many diruntl: senses have accu
mulated under a single formal characteristic, it becomes unable to
convey them, and must vanish, making way for other and more
effective means of expression.

That is why the category of Dative formed the point of least 
resistance in Greek noun-inflexion: it was from the start too wide 
a category and so was doomed to become also too vague-and 
hence superfluous. 

The vanishing of this case was long and gradual : starting about 
the beginning of our era, it was completed only in the 10th c. A.D. 
The process w:is a very complex one, variously interrelated with 
other changes in morphology and syntax. Among other things, 
it was closely connected with the gradual rehandling of the use and 
meaning of prepositions, which it affected and by which it was affecled 
in tum. E.g. At a certain moment, iv tends to coalesce with et,, 
the second assuming the functions of both. Thus we read in the 
Gospels (Luke II, 7): -rd nawla µoo µer' iµou tk -r,)11 ,eo£-r7111 
d11{11. That is, the Dative, together with its prepositional prop, 
is beginning to vanish in its locative function, and the diruntl:ion 
between " rest in " and " motion towards " is being taken over by 
the "context." In other words, the meaning is differently analysed 
and distributed; namely, not between i11 and ,eo(Tn, but between 
el�, "°'TIJ", and e[qfr. Thus the sense is preserved, and the means 
are reduced by the removal of the two elements felt as superfluous, 
since no longer " expressive.'' 
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But I cannot here go into any details. For the ten centuries 
which the Dative took to disappear we have a careful monograph 
by J. Humbert, La diJparition d11 datif gm (Paris, 1930), to which I 
refer the reader. Humbcrt's survey �rts with the di: c. A.D. and 
deals only with the process of acl:ual abolishing and supplanting of 
the Dative. Thus the previous evolution of that " doomed case ,. 
remains outside his scope. But the faas colleaed and classified by 
Humbert fully confirm my deductions concerning the original cause 
of the process. Among other things, it is curious to observe that 
the Dative first vanishes in the two funcl:ions which arc not proper 
to it, and by which it had been burdened since the abolishing of the 
Indo-European Locative and lns'trumental, which marked the 
formation of Greek accidence. For the locative function, the fir§!: 
signs of decay are obvious from the 1st c. A.D., for the others from 
the 3rd. While in its true function, as "datif proprement dit," it 
shows a striking resis'tance to subs'titutions. " Cc n'est pas avant 
le IXe. ou le Xe. siccle qu'on peut relever clans les ouvrage litteraires 
des exemples a peu prcs nets de sub§titution" (p. 161). 

Surveys such as that made by Humbert are very much needed, 
especially if carried out through the whole development of Greek 
(which this one is not). We arc much better provided with synchronic 
surveys of Modern dialeB:s, or groups of d1aleas; among these we 
have works of such lasting value as Krctschmer's book on the Lesbian 
dialeB:s, Dawkins' on those of Asia Minor, and Pernot's on the 
dialects of Chios. But diachronic sections of the linguis'tic evolution 
along some definite and limited morphological phenomenon exist 
only for the ancient period.1 Yet only such works would prepare
the material for a History of Greek. For this we shall have long to 
wait. At the moment, all we have is the brilliant but all too short 
and general sketch by a great philologis't: Meillet's Aper;11. 

"' "' "' "' 

There is not much to be said concerning the category of number. 
As in all other Indo-European languages, it remains in Greek what 
it had been originally, except of course for the early loss of the Dual. 
For Homer already the Dual is a mere archaism which he uses quite 
inconsis'tently. In historic time it is entirely absent from Ionic as 
well as from Lesbian, but is still s'triB:ly used in Attic inscriptions 

I We have, it is true, Psichari's Emzir J, Grammair, Hifwrif/lle Nfo-Gr"f/1# 
(x886), which was a gxeat pioneering work. in that line, but much of it is now out 
of date. 
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till 409 n.c., and in literature till somewhat later. Then even there 
it becomes more and more sporadic, and disappears completely 
about 3 3 o n.c. As for the subsequent revival of the Dual in Atticising 
diction, this" n'a ete que l'amuscttc sans portee de lettres archaisant�,. 
(Meillet). 

The loss of the Dual is one more expression of the unifying 
and simplifying tendency, but it is not peculiar to Greek. Nor can 
the acl:ual process of its elimination throw any light on the subsequent 
evolution of the language, or be correlated with any particular fa8: 
of that evolution. So we will not mention the Dual again when 
dealing with the Verb. 

"' * "' "' 

An innovation of primal importance for the morphology and 
syntax of the Noun was the creation of the Article. This does not 
go back to Common Greek, but takes place to some extent before 
our eyes. In Homeric usage the Article is still in process of becoming, 
oscillating as it is between its former, demons'trative, function, and 
the one to be finally assigned to it later. Even in some archaic inscrip
tions it had not yet taken its place fully and firmly. But once estab
lished and fixed in its new role, the Article retains it without any 
perceptible change till to-day. In Modern Greek its use has even 
been extended (e.g. with proper names}. Side by side with the old 
Definite Article, an Indefinite Article has arisen, the numeral ' one ' 
having a��umed this new function. As for declension, that of o 
and i-6 has remained unaltered save for the fall of final 11 before 
certain consonants (except in the Gen. plur.). Further,the Nom.plur. 
of ,} is assimilated to that of &, and its Accus. plur. is TI,. These 
changes reflecl: the transformation undergone by the Greek declension 
as a whole, which we can now consider. 

* "' "' * 

Indo-European declension seems to have been extremely complex. 
It presented an infinite variety of inems, and the expression of case 
and number involved subtle variations within the §tern itself : changes 
in tone, in quantity and quality of vowels, disappearance and 
reappearance of the vowels themselves. Of this some Ancient Greek 
declensions-that of .mrnje for example-can still give some idea. 
But such anomalous types were from the beginning in the minority, 
and their number gradually decreasing. On the whole, Greek tends 
from the fi� to confine marks of case and number to the endings, 
and to coninitute wide and uniform groups each chara8:edsed by 
the same type of �em and by identical case-endings-such as the 
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But I cannot here go into any details. For the ten centuries 
which the Dative took to disappear we have a careful monograph 
by J. Humbert, La disparition du datif gn, (Paris, 1930), to which I 
refer the reader. Humbcrt's survey starts with the 1st c. A.O. and 
deals only with the process of actual abolishing and supplanting of 
the Dative. Thus the previous evolution of that " doomed case " 
remains outside his scope. But the facts collecl:ed and classified by 
Humbert fully confirm my deducl:ions concerning the original cause 
of the process. Among other things, it is curious to observe that 
the Dative first vanishes in the two funcl:ions which are not proper 
to it, and by which it had been burdened since the abolishing of the 
Indo-European Locative and Instrumental, which marked the 
formation of Greek accidence. For the locative funcl:ion, the first 
signs of decay are obvious from the 1st c. A.o., for the others from 
the 3rd. While in its true funcl:ion, as " datif proprement dit," it 
shows a striking resistance to subrututions. "Cc n'est pas avant 
le IXe. ou le Xe. siccle qu'on peut relever dans les ouvrage littcraires 
des exemples a peu prcs nets de subrutution" (p. 161). 

Surveys such as that made by Humbert are very much needed, 
especially if carried out through the whole development of Greek 
(which this one is not). We arc much better provided with synchronic 
surveys of Modern diale&, or groups of dialects; among these we 
have works of such larung value as Kretschmer's book on the Lesbian 
dialecl:s, Dawkins' on those of Asia Minor, and Pernot's on the 
dialects of Chios. But diachronic secl:ions of the linguistic evolution 
along some definite and limited morphological phenomenon exist 
only for the ancient period.1 Yet only such works would prepare 
the material for a History of Greek. For this we shall have long to 
wait. At the moment, all we have is the brilliant but all too short 
and general sketch by a great philologist : Meillet's Aper;u. 

* * * * 

There is not much to be said concerning the category of number. 
As in all other Indo-Europcan languages, it remains in Greek what 
it had been originally, except of course for the early loss of the Dual. 
For Homer already the Dual is a mere archaism which he uses quite 
inconsistently. In historic time it is entirely absent from Ionic as 
well as from Lesbian, but is still stricl:ly used in Attic inscriptions 

I We have, it is true, Psichari's Emzi.t d, Grammain Hil1oriqw N{o-Gr«qw 
(1886), which was a great pioneering work. in that line, but much of it is now out 
of date. 
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till 409 n.c., and in literature till somewhat later. Then even there 
it becomes more and more sporadic, and disappears completely 
about 3 3 o n.c. As for the subsequent revival of the Dual in Atticising 
dicl:ion, this " n'a ctc que l'amusette sans portee de lettrcs archaisants,. 
(Meillet). 

The loss of the Dual is one more expression of the unifying 
and simplifying tendency, but it is not peculiar to Greek. Nor can 
the actual process of its elimination throw any light on the subsequent 
evolution of the language, or be correlated with any particular fac.l: 
of that evolution. So we will not mention the Dual again when 
dealing with the Verb. 

* * * * 

An innovation of primal importance for the morphology and 
syntax of the Noun was the creation of the Article. This does not 
go back to Common Greek, but takes place to some extent before 
our eyes. In Homeric usage the Article is still in process of becoming, 
oscillating as it is between its former, demonstrative, funcl:ion, and 
the one to be finally assigned to it later. Even in some archaic inscrip
tions it had not yet taken its place fully and firmly. But once estab
lished and fixed in its new role, the Article retains it without any 
perceptible change till to-day. In Modern Greek its use has even 
been extended (e.g. with proper names). Side by side with the old 
Definite Article, an Indefinite Article has arisen, the numeral ' one ' 
having assumed this new function. As for declension, that of o 
and To has remained unaltered save for the fall of final v before 
certain consonants (except in the Gen. plur.). Further, the Norn. plur. 
of ,} is assimilated to that of o, and its Accus. plur. is TI,;. These 
changes reflecl: the transformation undergone by the Greek declension 
as a whole, which we can now consider. 

* * • * 

Inda-European declension seems to have been extremely complex. 
It presented an infinite variety of �ems, and the expression of case 
and number involved subtle variations within the �em itself: changes 
in tone, in quantity and quality of vowels, disappearance and 
reappearance of the vowels themselves. Of this some Ancient Greek 
declensions-that of =�t> for example-can still give some idea. 
But such anomalous types were from the beginning in the minority, 
and their number gradually decreasing. On the whole, Greek tends 
from the first to c-onfine marks of case and number to the endings,. 

and to constitute wide and uniform groups each charaaerised by 
the same type of �em and by identical case-endings-such as the 
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groups in -o, and -a (or -11), On the other hand, there is a marked 
tendency to unify distinct morphological groups under a single 
inflexional regime. It is true, the distinctive line between noun
inflexion and adjective-inflexion was probably vague even in Indo
European; but in Greek many pronouns, too, had lost their par
ticular declension and became assimilated with adjectives (cf. ,cai.oi; 
and wroi; as opposed to bonus and ifle, where the distinction had 
been preserved). However, within the inflexional system thus unified, 
the diversity of stems and types of declension remains considerable. 

Modern Greek represents a further step in that direction. In 
the wide whole embracing all declinable words-nouns, adjeai.ves, 
pronouns and numerals-uniformity has greatly spread. Apart 
from numerous partial survivals, only two old types remain unaltered 
(save for the loss of the Dative, of course): those of ;,edµµa and 
l6110t;. The ancient " First " and " Second " declensions continue 
to form distinct groups, but their case-endings have slightly changed. 
The former has even been widely increased by assimilating feminine 
nouns of the ancient "Third" declension: yvvaixa, noi.71 ( <noi.it;), 
etc. The " Third " declension itself has dissolved and the various 
irreducible types which it included ( except for the two mentioned 
above) have been unified, some joining the " First" declension, 
some going to constitute new uniform groups-such as that of 
masculines in -at; (gen. sing. in -a) : mnieai; ,c6e=,, etc. A 
wide group apart is that of neuters in -, ( <wv), fed mostly by 
diminutives ; etc. 

Together with the unification of types, that of case-endings is 
apparent. Thus the Nom. plur. ending -et; of the ancient " Third" 
declension had been extended (with few exceptions) to all masculine 
and feminine nouns, adjectives and numerals, and to almost all 
pronouns. 

The charaB:er and meaning of all these changes will best appear 
from some particular instances. 

Sing. Norn. 6 lµ7W(!Ot; 
Voc. 
Acc. 

lµ:rrOQB 
Tov lµ1ioeo 
TOti 

ol 

l1mo{!OV 
Sµm>(!Bt; 

lµ7WQet; 
Tov, lµ:rrol]O!Ji; 
Twv e1"'-roecovt) 
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!} yvvaixa 
yvvaixa 

T?7 yvvai,ca 
Tii, yvvabeat; 
o 1 yvvaiJett;

yvvai>ttt; 
T lt; yvvai,cti;-
-i wv yvvauewv �) 

I,; 

0 

TOIi 

-ioti 

oi 

7'0Tt(lat; 
nmeea 
naTB(!O 
1iaTt(!a 
mneeec; 
naTeQe, 

Tov, 1iITTee,, 
Tf I) 7'QTE(!W1' 'l'.'I 

These examples belong to the three mo§t usual types and show 
together the relative parts of change and persistence in Modern Greek 
declension. 

In the first example, Case and Number are expressed throughout 
by inflexion, and the displacements of accent which characterise the 
underlying ancient paradigm have remained everywhere. The 
only innovation is the -ec; ending of the Norn. plur., now common 
to all declensions (though for this group o, is still frequent in general 
usage). As for the fall of final" in the Acc. sing., it is a purely phonetic 
phenomenon. In the Gen. plur. the phonetic change has been 
counteraB:ed and the " preserved, because here it has a morphological 
function (since the displacement of accent, only an additional case
mark, does not occur in dissyllabic words). 

In the second example the change . is wider. It shows how 
the unification of types proceeded. The prevalent (and hence 
significant) form of the §tem, which occurs in all cases of the ancient 
inflexion except Norn. and Voc., is extended also to these; and thus 
reshaped, the word can join the wide group in -a without losing 
its main element. In this way, many anomalous types were resolved. 
It will be noticed also that the a of the Norn. sing. is maintained in 
all cases. More important ic; this : by the fall of the final v in Acc. 
sing. and the extension of the e,-ending to Acc. plur., the distinction 
between Acc. and Nom. in both Numbers is left without any mor
phological mark. It is then expressed by the form of the Article 
and sometimes, when the Article is omitted (which is rare), even by 
the "context." 

The third example shows again the resolution of an anomalous 
type. But masculine nouns of the former Third declension are not 
reshaped according to an old type, but constitute a new group in 
-� with Gen. -a. In this group, too, 2 cases of the plural and
2 of the singular are not distinguished morphologically. Thus, to a
limited extent, the analytical tendency has found its way into Modern
Greek declension, which yet on the whole remains a typical repre
sentative of the old inflexional type.

The constitution of the new sy§tem began early. Forms like 
Accus. nat(!�a11 or Norn. plur. l,ca,xu, (for l,coooa,) have been 
attested from the 1st c. A.D. And such "mistakes," which break 
out in written texts since that time with an ever-increasing persi§tence,. 

cannot be easily disregarded. In Thumb's words (lo, . .it. p. 190), 
" that which aB:ually lies in the direction of Modern Greek develop-
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groups in -o, and -a (or -71). On the other hand, there is a marked 
tendency to unify di�inB: morphological groups under a single 
inflexional regime. It is true, the distinaive line between noun
inflexion and adjective-inflexion was probably vague even in Indo
European ; but in Greek many pronouns, too, had lo� their par
ticulai: declension and became assimilated with adjeaives (cf. ,eaM, 
and o6Tor; as opposed to bon11s and ifle, where the distinB:ion had 
been preserved). However, within the inflexional sy!ll:em thus unified, 
the diversity of !ll:ems and types of declension remains considerable. 

Modern Greek represents a further !ll:ep in that dire&on. In 
the wide whole embracing all declinable words-nouns, adjec'lives, 
pronouns and numerals-uniformity' has greatly spread. Apart 
from numerous partial survivals, only two old types remain unaltered 
(save for the loss of the Dative, of course): those of yqaµµa and 
ll>vor;. The ancient " Fir!ll: " and " Second •• declensions continue 
to form distinB: groups, but their case-endings have slightly changed. 
The former has even been widely increased by assimilating feminine 
nouns of the ancient "Third" declension: yvvaixa, mSJ.71 { <mSA,,), 
etc. The "Third " declension itself has dissolved and the various 
irreducible types which it included (except for the two mentioned 
above) have been unified, some joining the "Fir!ll:" declension , 
some going to constitute new uniform groups-such as that of 
masculines in -� (gen. sing. in -a): narfear; xoqaiea,, etc. A 
wide group apart is that of neuters in -, ( <wii), fed moruy by 
diminutives ; etc. 

Together with the unification of types, that of case-endings is 
apparent. Thus the Norn. plur. ending -er; of the ancient " Third " 
declension had been extended (with few exceptions) to all masculine 
and feminine nouns, adje&ves and numerals, and to almo§t all 
pronouns. 

The charaB:er and meaning of all these changes will be!ll: appear 
from some particular in!ll:ances. 

�-·n.,\"a.s. Sing. Norn. o lµ.nOQOr;
,r;.... ... .,f:...-- Voc. [llTFOOe 
v' .., 

,._., .. 

�t< n "f :,, '7';',� Acc. Tov lµ.noeo 
�'. ......... ·e.�<tf'tu" "-\""-,.Gen. Toii Awio(.100

1 
' 

'f__El/,i<gzw. Nom. ol lµnO(!E!; 
Voc. lµ,-r.ogE, 

Tov, lwr:oQOV, 
TWV lµ,.()ewv(.

J 
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?j yvvaixa 
yvvabea 

T,} yvvaixa 
t:ijr; yvval,ear; 
ol yvvaixe, 

yvvaixer; 
T lr; yvvabcer; 
Twv yvvaixwv�) 

I;; 

0 

TOV 
TOU 

ol 

naTlQa, 
nal'iea 

naTlea 
naTlea 
naTlee, -r:a 
narlger; 

Tovi; na-riqer; 
1v nat:t(!WJ/ ,:,

,,s 

These examples belong to the three moft usual types and show 
together the relative parts of change and persi!ll:ence in Modern Greek 
declension. 

In the fir§t example, Case and Number are expressed throughout 
by inflexion, and the displacements of accent which characterise the 
underlying ancient paradigm have remained everywhere. The 
only innovation is the -e, ending of the Norn. plur., now common 
to all declensions (though for this group o, is !ll:ill frequent in general 
usage). As for the fall of final v in the Acc. sing., it is a purely phonetic 
phenomenon. In the Gen. plur. the phonetic change has been 
counteracted and the ii preserved, because here it has a morphological 
fun&on (since the displacement of accent, only an additional case
mark, does not occur in dissyllabic words). 

In the second example the change . is wider. It shows how 
the unification of types proceeded. The prevalent (and hence 
significant) form of the §tern, which occurs in all cases of the ancient 
inflexion except Norn. and Voc., is extended also to these; and thus 
reshaped, the word can join the wide group in -a without losing 
its main element. In this way, many anomalous types were resolved. 
It will be noticed also that the a of the Nom. sing. is maintained in 
all cases. More important ic; this : by the fall of the final v in Acc. 
sing. and the extension of the er;-ending to Acc. plur., the di§tinB:ion 
between Acc. and Norn. in both Numbers is left without any mor
phological mark. It is then expressed by the form of the Article 
and sometimes, when the Article is omitted (which is rare), even by 
the "context." 

The third example shows again the resolution of an anomalous 
type. But masculine nouns of the former Third declension are not 
reshaped according to an old type, but constitute a new group in 
-ar; with Gen. -a. In this group, too, z. cases of the plural and
z. of the singular are not distinguished morphologically. Thus, to a
limited extent, the analytical tendency has found its way into Modern
Greek declension, which yet on the whole remains a typical repre
sentative of the old inflexional type.

The constitution of the new sy§tem began early. Forms like 
Accus. :nareldav or Norn. plur. lxoo<1er; (for lxoooa,) have been 
attefted from the x!ll: c. A.O. And such "mi§takcs," which break 
out in written texts since that time with an ever-increasing persi§tence,. 
cannot be easily disregarded. In Thumb's words (lo, . .it. p. 190), 
" that which aB:ually lies in the direa.ion of Modern Greek develop-
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ment cannot be a mere slip of the pen or an individual blunder, it 
must be evidence of the linguistic condition of its age.'' 

On the other hand, the unification attempted in the new system, 
as it had been earlier attempted by the old, has never been fully 
achieved. Of our three examples, the first represents a type fully 
unified already in Common Greek, and the two others belong to 
newly unified groups in which all anomalies are resolved. In this 
sense the examples are misleading. They give no idea of the actual 
complexity of the present system, which swarms with old and still 
unresolved anomalies. It is also curious to observe that, side by 
side with these, some quite new irregularities have arisen which defy 
the levelling process going on round them. Thus, although most 
of the ancient imparisyllabics have been levelled, and others are 
being levelled, new imparisyllabics have been constituted in the 
meantime, such as a group of nouns in -� and -1'Jf; with plural in 
-ooer; and -7JIJer;. 

All that has been said refers only to common usage, and takes 
no account of any dialectal peculiarities. But if from the relatively 
smooth and stable surface of common usage we turned to popular 
speech, in all the diversity of its local variations, the picture would 
become infinitely more complex. There, the language is in perpetual 
creative fermentation, and forms of the distant past are living side 
by side with those belonging to the far future of Greek. 

* * * * 

Before passing to the Verb, a few words may be said on the 
category of Gender. 

Greek took it over from Indo-European, and even somewhat 
-ftrengthened it. Thus, in Indo-European the distinction between
masculine and feminine nouns had no morphological sign and was
expressed only through agreement (masculine nouns agreeing with
masculine adjectives, etc.). This way of expressing Gender is made
clearer in Greek by the creation of the Article, which marks the
Gender of a noun even in the absence of an adjective. Moreover
Greek fortified the distinction by providing it often-though by
no means always-with morphological characteristics. Modern
Greek goes further in this direction : here the gender of a noun is
practically always marked, at least in spelling, by its nominative-ending.
But concerning Gender, Modern Greek presents a curious peculiarity :
a striking increase of the neuter at the expense of masculine and
feminine. All these new neuters clearly betray their origin : they
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are diminutives (usually neuter in Greek) in form, not in meaning. 
The process is, then, a common one. A language with a long past 
tends often to refresh the expressiveness of old words blunted by 
usage by giving them a diminutive form which implies no diminutive 
meaning whatever. Thus, in reading Apuleius' novel, one accus
tomed to classical Latin has the queer impression of a continuous 
" baby·talk," until he realises that all these diminutives must not be 
taken as such. And one knows also the large number of nouns in 
Romance languages for which corresponding diminutive forms must 
be postulated, or are actually found, in Vulgar Latin. Yet in Latin, 
diminutives preserved the gender of the plain form ; and in the 
thorough lingui§tic reorientation which led to the formation of 
Romance languages, it was the Neuter that dissolved, and nouns 
belonging to that gender emerged into new life as masculines. In 
Greek there has been no such rehandling of Gender. 

Thus the Neuter has kept its widely extended domain, which 
goes on extending almost before our eyes ; and I see no process 
operating in the opposite direction. In peasant speech the tendency 
is working towards its climax. Here, more and more nouns tend to 
acquire a diminutive form and become neuter. Conjointly with 
this there are signs of confusion pointing in the same direction. I 
have noticed that some feminines in -11 ( =i), especially abstracl: 
nouns (belonging to the ancient group in -1�>-11), are sometimes 
treated as neuters in -,( <-w,,). Also (but this is of very limited 
purport), old feminine place-names in -a are often perceived as 
plural neuters, e.g. Ta •oAvµ.,·na (thus accented). 

As far as my impression goes (for I have made no methodical 
investigation), the tendency is not confined to any particular region 
or group of dialects-though it may vary in §trength from place to 
place-but is general in popular usage. One can almoft imagine a 
time when all nouns will have been levelled under a single gender
the neuter-and the category of Gender itself, thus losing its meaning, 
will vanish from Greek. 

These are very tentative remarks. As far as I can see, the fa8: 
has escaped notice so far. Only detailed research-resulting in 
statistics of all relevant facts in time and space-would permit one to 
draw general conclusions and formulate a prognosis. 

• • * * 

In Indo-European moft verbs, like moft nouns, were derived 
straight from Roots (and only occasionally nouns from verbs and 
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ment cannot be a mere slip of the pen or an individual blunder, it 
must be evidence of the linguistic condition of its age." 

On the other hand, the unification attempted in the new system, 
as it had been earlier attempted by the old, has never been fully 
achieved. Of our three examples, the fi� represents a type fully 
unified already in Common Greek, and the two others belong to 
newly unified groups in which all anomalies are resolved. In this 
sense the examples are misleading. They give no idea of the afual 
complexity of the present system, which swarms with old and still 
unresolved anomalies. It is also curious to observe that, side by 
side with these, some quite new irregularities have arisen which defy 
the levelling process going on round them. Thus, although most 
of the ancient imparisyllabics have been levelled, and others are 
being levelled, new imparisyllabics have been constituted in the 
meantime, such as a group of nouns in -ar; and -71r; with plural in 
-ooer; and -17!5er;.

All that has been said refers only to common usage, and takes 
no account of any dialeaal peculiarities. But if from the relatively 
smooth and �hie surface of common usage we turned to popular 
speech, in all the diversity of its local variations, the pifure would 
become infinitely more complex. There, the language is in perpetual 
creative fermentation, and forms of the distant past are living side 
by side with those belonging to the far future of Greek. 

* * * * 

Before passing to the Verb, a few words may be said on the 
category of Gender. 

Greek took it over from Indo-European, and even somewhat 
·strengthened it. Thus, in Indo-European the distinction between
masculine and feminine nouns had no morphological sign and was
expressed only through agreement (masculine nouns agreeing with
masculine adjectives, etc.). This way of expressing Gender is made
clearer in Greek by the creation of the Article, which marks the
-Gender of a noun even in the absence of an adjeB:ive. Moreover
Greek fortified the distinction by providing it often-though by
no means always-with morphological charaeteristics. Modern
Greek goes further in this direction : here the gender of a noun is
practically always marked, at least in spelling, by its nominative-ending.
But concerning Gender, Modern Greek presents a curious peculiarity :
a striking increase of the neuter at the expense of masculine and
feminine. All these new neuters clearly betray their origin : they
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are diminutives (usually neuter in Greek) in form, not in meaning. 
The process is, then, a common one. A language with a long past 
tends often to refresh the expressiveness of old words blunted by 
usage by giving them a diminutive form which implies no diminutive 
meaning whatever. Thus, in reading Apuleius' novel, one accus
tomed to classical Latin has the queer impression of a continuous 
" baby-talk," until he realises that all these diminutives must not be 
taken as such. And one knows also the large number of nouns in 
Romance languages for which corresponding diminutive forms must 
be postulated, or are aetually found, in Vulgar Latin. Yet in Latin, 
diminutives preserved the gender of the plain form ; and in the 
thorough linguistic reorientation which led to the formation of 
Romance languages, it was the Neuter that dissolved, and nouns 
belonging to that gender emerged into new life as masculines. In 
Greek there has been no such rehandling of Gender. 

Thus the Neuter has kept its widely extended domain, which 
goes on extending almost before our eyes ; and I see no process 
operating in the opposite direction. In peasant speech the tendency 
is working towards its climax. Here, more and more nouns tend to 
acquire a diminutive form and become neuter. Conjointly with 
this there are signs of confusion pointing in the same direction. I 
have noticed that some feminines in -11 ( =i), especially abstraa 
nouns (belonging to the ancient group in -,�>-17), are sometimes 
treated as neuters in -,( <-wJ1). Also (but this is of very limited 
purport), old feminine place-names in -a are often perceived as 
plural neuters, e.g. -rd 'OAvµ..·na (thus accented). 

As far as my impression goes (for I have made no methodical 
investigation), the tendency is not confined to any particular region 
or group of dialects-though it may vary in strength from place to 
place-but is general in popular usage. One can almost imagine a 
time when all nouns will have been levelled under a single gender
the neuter-and the category of Gender itself, thus losing its meaning, 
will vanish from Greek. 

These are very tentative remarks. As far as I can see, the faa 
has escaped notice so far. Only detailed research-resulting in 
�tistics of all relevant faets in time and space-would permit one to 
draw general conclusions and formulate a prognosis. 

• * * * 

In Inda-European mosl: verbs, like most nouns, were derived 
straight from Roots (and only occasionally nouns from verbs and 
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verbs from nouns, as in Greek). And what was thus derived was 
not a verb as a whole, which would then differentiate into various 
' tense-stems ' ; each tense-stem was derived from the Root direaJ.y. 
Thus all the stems of a verb were independent and not deducible 
front one another; they were unconnected formally, except through 
their common Root. Root was, then, a distinct and perceptible unit, 
always capable of new derivations. 

From its origin Greek knows no ' radical derivation.' Roots 
as such have ceased to be perceptible, and words are derived only 
from one another. Yet there was in Common Greek a v� quantity 
of radical verbs taken over from the parent tongue. The various 
�ems of any such " Strong " verb point no longer to their common 
Root. Nor are they always susceptible of being deduced from one 
another according to any rule, since they stand to one another in no 
definite relation of form: naaxw, newoµa,, l,ea.lJ.c,,,, nenot1l>a
each form is autonomous and irreducible. They simply exist side 
by side and are connected only by a common meaning which each 
of them specifies in a particular ' tense '-direction. 

But together with these radical verbs, there are the more recent 
derivative verbs formed from nouns, mostly within the language 
itself, and ever increasing in number. These fall into clear-cut and 
unified types, and each is provided with a regular set of tense-stems 
which, except for the present-stem, can all be deduced from one 
another according to fixed rules. It is these verbs which set the 
general model of inflexion perceived as the norm. While the others, 
which represented the normal type in Indo-European, have become 
mere anomalies in Greek. And the anomalies tend gradually to be 
reduced. 

Thus two groups are distinct and opposed in Greek from its 
origin : the old radical verbs with their irrational complexity of 
stems and inflexion, and the new ones, strengthened by their regularity 
and their growing number. And the second tends from the start to 
encroach on the domain of the other. This encroachment is clearly 
perceptible even in Homer. For in Homer, already some old verbs 
are treated as if they were ' regular/ and provided with normal 
tense-stems and conjugations-,eevmw, for instance. By this the 
main theme in the evolution of Greek verb-inflexion is set ; the main, 
but not the only one. Conjointly with the reduction of' strong' verbs 
to normal types, other processes of unification go on, which operate 
in the domain of the 'regular' verbs themselves, abolishing or 
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simplifying morphological marks, levelling distinct categories under 
the same marks, etc. 

On the other hand, processes of a quite opposite nature arise, 
ceaselessly counteracting or undoing the work of the unifying tendency. 
Often the reduction of an old anomaly leads direaJ.y to the rise of a 
new one, and unification results in increasing differentiation. Strong 
verbs are far from being abolished. There are still in common usage 
hundreds of verbs in which certain tense-�ems cannot be foreseen 
or deduced by any rule. And not all of these are old radical verbs ; 
some are former 'regular' verbs with newly constituted anomalies. 
So that, on the whole, Modern Greek verb-morphology is hardly 
less varied, complicated, and rich in expressive anomalies, than the 
Ancient. 

* * * * 

The main lines along which the rehandling of verb-inflexion 
proceeded can be briefly stated as follows:-

(1) Elimination of old anomalies (e.g. strong forms replaced
by ' regular ' ones).

(z.) Unification of distinct types of inflexion (e.g. µ,-verbs 
assimilated tow-verbs). 

(3) Simplification of morphological marks (e.g. temporal augment
eliminated; aorist endings extended to imperfe6:).

(4) Morphological marks of distinct categories become identical
(e.g. forms of Passive and Middle identified in all tenses).

(j) Certain categories cease to be morphologically expressed
(e.g. Dual, Optative, Infinitive).

(6) Certain simple tenses replaced by compound tenses (future,
perfect, pluperfecl:).

All these points show the movement towards unity and simplification. 
But a process of differentiation is equally apparent :-

( 7) Rise of innumerable new anomalies.
(8) New tense-distinction acquires expression.
(9) A new category acquires expression (constitution of Con

ditional Mood).
(10) Two categories originally unified under the same marks

become morphologically distinct (the Absolute and the
Continuous Future). This translates a more general process:

(n) An old category originally obscured is brought to fuller
expression (the category of Aspect).
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verbs from nouns, as in Greek). And what was thus derived was 
not a verb as a whole, which would then differentiate into various 
'tense-stems'; each tense-stem was derived from the Root direaty. 
Thus all the stems of a verb were independent and not deducible 
front one another; they were unconnected formally, except through 
their common Root. Root was, then, a distinct and perceptible unit, 
always capable of new derivations. 

From its origin Greek knows no ' radical derivation! Roots 
as such have ceased to be perceptible, and words are derived only 
from one another. Yet there was in Common Greek a vast quantity 
of radical verbs taken over from the parent tongue. The various 
stems of any such " Strong " verb point no longer to their common 
Root. Nor are they always susceptible of being deduced from one 
another according to any rule, since they stand to one another in no 
definite relation of form: naaxw, newoµai, lna&,,, nino,,{}a
each form is autonomous and irreducible. They simply exist side 
by side and are connected only by a common meaning which each 
of them specifies in a particular ' tense '-direction. 

But together with these radical verbs, there are the more recent 
derivative verbs formed from nouns, moruy within the language 
itself, and ever increasing in number. These fall into clear-cut and 
unified types, and each is provided with a regular set of tense-stems 
which, except for the present-stem, can all be deduced from one 
another according to fixed rules. It is these verbs which set the 
general model of inflexion perceived as the norm. While the others, 
which represented the normal type in Indo-European, have become 
mere anomalies in Greek. And the anomalies tend gradually to be 
reduced. 

Thus two groups are distinct and opposed in Greek from its 
origin : the old radical verbs with their irrational complexity of 
stems and inflexion, and the new ones, strengthened by their regularity 
and their growing number. And the second tends from the start to 
encroach on the domain of the other. This encroachment is clearly 
perceptible even in Homer. For in Homer, already some old verbs 
are treated as if they were ' regular,' and provided with normal 
tense-stems and conjugations-,eevmw, for instance. By this the 
main theme in the evolution of Greek verb-inflexion is set ; the main, 
but not the only one. Conjointly with the reduction of' strong' verbs 
to normal types, other processes of unification go on, which operate 
in the domain of the 'regular' verbs themselves, abolishing or 
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simplifying morphological marks, levelling distina categories under 
the same marks, etc. 

On the other hand, processes of a quite opposite nature arise, 
ceaselessly counteracting or undoing the work of the unifying tendency. 
Often the reduction of an old anomaly leads direaty to the rise of a 
new one, and unification results in increasing differentiation. Strong 
verbs are far from being abolished. There are still in common usage 
hundreds of verbs in which certain tense-stems cannot be foreseen 
or deduced by any rule. And not all of these are old radical verbs; 
some are former ' regular ' verbs with newly constituted anomalies. 
So that, on the whole, Modern Greek verb-morphology is hardly 
less varied, complicated, and rich in expressive anomalies, than the 
Ancient. 

* * * * 

The main lines along which the rehandling of verb-inflexion 
proceeded can be briefly stated as follows :-

( 1) Elimination of old anomalies (e.g. strong forms replaced
by ' regular • ones).

(2.) Unification of distinct types of inflexion (e.g. µ,-verbs 
assimilated tow-verbs). 

(3) Simplification of morphological marks (e.g. temporal augment
eliminated; aorist endings extended to imperfea).

(4) Morphological marks of distinct categories become identical
(e.g. forms of Passive and Middle identified in all tenses).

(5) Certain categories cease to be morphologically expressed
(e.g. Dual, Optative, Infinitive).

(6) Certain simple tenses replaced by compound tenses (future,
perfea, pluperfect).

All these points show the movement towards unity and simplification. 
But a process of differentiation is equally apparent :-

( 7) Rise of innumerable new anomalies.
(8) New tense-distinction acquires expression.
(9) A new category acquires expression (constitution of Con

ditional Mood).
(10) Two categories originally unified under the same marks

become morphologically distina (the Absolute and the
Continuous Future). This translates a more general process:

(n) An old category originally obscured is brought to fuller
expression (the category of Aspea).
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Conjointly with this there is, of course, continuous enrichment 
of the analytical resources of the language, providing various new 
ways of expressing categories which had lost their morphological 
marks. 

Now let us see these processes at work (without always keeping 
to the order in which they have just been enumerated), and the final 
result of their joint aB:ion. 

In some of their manifestations they are coextensive in time with 
the language itself. Thus Homer, with all the complexity of his stems 
and inflexions, represents a state of Greek in which many strong 
forms have already been levelled and many conjugations regularized. 
Classical Greek carries on this work of unification. Fifth century 
Attic, it is true, does not show much advance in that direcl:ion (here 
the process sets in later, and more abruptly). But contemporary 
Ionic represents a decisive step further, and conjugations like ol'.i5aµe11, 
-are, -au, are frequent in Herodotus. In the :0.:0111�, olda, -a� (already
in Od. I. 337) etc. becomes the rule. And olda is only one of many
strong verbs which are being thus reshaped.

On the other hand, from the 4th c. B.c. begins the dissolution 
of the group of µ,-verbs. From a much earlier date there were, 
side by side with the µ,-forms, a few parallel formations in -w, such 
as d;,wllvco, 6emww, etc. They occurred sporadically here and 
there, but remained without importance. But in the 1C00•� such 
forms tend more and more to become prevalent, and ever new 
w-forms arise to replace the corresponding verbs of the original type.

These and simlar phenomena, ever increasing in frequency, 
seem all to point towards the same final goal : the reduction of con
jugations to a single type and, within this type, complete elimination 
of isolated peculiarities. 

If from the early signs of the process we turn now to its present 
results, they appear somewhat surprising. It is true, all verbs may 
be said to have acl:ually been reduced to one type, since all conjuga
tions are now characl:erised by the same endings-from this neither 
the former µ,-verbs nor the strong verbs make any exception. These 
uniform endings themselves have been simplified, as well as reduced 
in number (aorist endings being extended to the imperfect). Besides 
endings, some other inflexion-marks have undergone a similar trans
formation ; e.g. the temporal augment exists no longer, and the 
syllabic augment is usually omitted if unstressed. 
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But this superficial unification of the whole has everywhere 
resulted in an increased complexity in details, and was made possibly 
partly by it. Take for instance the loss of the temporal augment. 
Since it leads to no confusion between tenses it is obviously a simpli
fication. Verbs beginning with a vowel take no augment-the rule 
is clear and general. But there are some verbs in Modern Greek whose 
present-form has lost its initial vowel : these escape the action of the 
new rule and as of old continue to take the temporal augment. Thus 
litNJJ gives the imperfect 171?-e.la-totally unforeseen and irrational in 
the present linguistic context. A complication is eliminated, but 
there are always some persistent fragments of the abolished norm 
that evade destrucl:ion; once normal, they are mere anomalies now. 

Some other simplifications not only breed complexity, but are 
themselves bred by it; e.g. extension of aorist endings to the imperfect. 
If this was possible without divesting the two tenses of morophological 
diftinction, it was mainly because the old gulf between the present
stem and the aorist-stem, far from becoming narrower or being bridged 
by some rule of formation, has even widened and become more 
irrational. Verbs whose aorist can be formed or deduced from the 
present are far less numerous in Modern Greek than they were in 
Ancient. Only a few of the old strong verbs have been entirely 
remodelled according to the regular pattern. A verb such as na11xw 
still has aorist lnaDa; here, one sees, the unifying tendency has 
touched only the surface, smoothing down the ending, but not 
striking at the core of the old form. 

But side by side with the persisting old strong aorists, innu�
merable new ones have arisen. These are all the results of unification
-mostly fragments of dissolved autonomous groups. Once
' regular > within the limits of their particular groups and, to some
extent, " previsible " by analogy with other members of the same
group, they now defy all rules and escape all analogy; each is per
fectly unique and individual. Thus, when an independent µ,-group
still stood apart in the ancient inflexional system, and 61.&oµ, and
lcrn1µ, were its representatives, such forms as l6w"a (imp. 6d!:)
and lC1TdDT/11 were by no means irregularities, but normal elements
of a consistent type of conjugation. But the old group-autonomy
had broken down since late Hellenistic times ; and now that the two
verbs belong to the type common to all Greek verbs without excep
tion-the co-type-there is no relation between their present-forms
8/ll(J) and C1Tbtoµa1 and their aorists Mw11a (imp . .56�) and C1TaD7i:o.:a ;
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Conjointly with this there is, of course, continuous enrichment 
of the analytical resources of the language, providing various new 
ways of expressing categories which had lost their morphological 
marks. 

Now let us see these processes at work (without always keeping 
to the order in which they have just been enumerated), and the final 
result of their joint aaion. 

In some of their manifestations they arc coextensive in time with 
the language itself. Thus Homer, with all the complexity of his stems 
and inflexions, represents a state of Greek in which many strong 
forms have already been levelled and many conjugations regularized. 
Classical Greek carries on this work of unification. Fifth century 
Attic, it is true, does not show much advance in that direction (here 
the process sets in later, and more abruptly). But contemporary 
Ionic represents a decisive step further, and conjugations like o�o.µe11, 
-au, -arn are frequent in Herodotus. In the :,,:on•�, oloo, -a, (already
in Od. I. 337) etc. becomes the rule. And o1(5a is only one of many
fu'ong verbs which are being thus reshaped.

On the other hand, from the 4th c. B.c. begins the dissolution 
of the group of µ,-verbs. From a much earlier date there were, 
side by side with the µ,-forms, a few parallel formations in -w, such 
as t:broll00>, �ei:,,:vvw, etc. They occurred sporadically here and 
there, but remained without importance. But in the iro,11,j such 
forms tend more and more to become prevalent, and ever new 
w-forms arise to replace the corresponding verbs of the original type.

These and simlar phenomena, ever increasing in frequency, 
seem all to point towards the same final goal : the reduaion of con
jugations to a single type and, within this type, complete elimination 
of isolated peculiarities. 

If from the early signs of the process we turn now to its present 
results, they appear somewhat surprising. It is true, all verbs may 
be said to have actually been reduced to one type, since all conjuga
tions are now characterised by the same endings-from this neither 
the former µ,-verbs nor the strong verbs make any exception. These 
uniform endings themselves have been simplified, as well as reduced 
in number (aorist endings being extended to the imperfect). Besides 
endings, some other inflexion-marks have undergone a similar trans
formation ; e.g. the temporal augment exists no longer, and the 
syllabic augment is usually omitted if unstressed. 
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But this superficial unification of the whole has everywhere 
resulted in an increased complexity in details, and was made possibly 
partly by it. Take for instance the loss of the temporal augment. 
Since it leads to no confusion between tenses it is obviously a simpli
fication. Verbs beginning with a vowel take no augment-the rule 
is clear and general. But there are some verbs in Modern Greek whose 
present-form has lo� its initial vowel : these escape the aaion of the 
new rule and as of old continue to take the temporal augment. Thus 
lhMI> gives the imperfect 178-u.a-totally unforeseen and irrational in 
the present lingui�ic context. A complication is eliminated, but 
there are always some persistent fragments of the abolished norm 
that evade destruclion; once normal, they are mere anomalies now. 

Some other simplifications not only breed complexity, but are 
themselves bred by it; e.g. extension of aorist endings to the imperfea. 
If this was possible without divesting the two tenses of morophological 
di�inaion, it was mainly because the old gulf between the present
§tem and the aorist-stem, far from becoming narrower or being bridged 
by some rule of formation, has even widened and become more 
irrational. Verbs whose aorist can be formed or deduced from the 
present arc far less numerous in Modern Greek than they were in 
Ancient. Only a few of the old iftrong verbs have been entirely 
remodelled according to the regular pattern. A verb such as :nduxw 
still has aori� l:noi>o.; here, one sees, the unifying tendency has 
touched only the surface, smoothing down the ending, but not 
�triking at the core of the old form. 

But side by side with the persi�ing old §trong aorists, innu
merable new ones have arisen. These are all the results of unification
-moftl.y fragments of dissolved autonomous groups. Once
' regular ' within the limits of their particular groups and, to some
extent, " previsible " by analogy with other members of the same
group, they now defy all rules and escape all analogy ; each is per
fectly unique and individual. Thus, when an independent µ,-group
still §tood apart in the ancient inflexional sy§tem, and M&nµ, and
1'1T'1}µ& were its representatives, such forms as l&»,co (imp. M,)
and hnd.lh}" were by no means irregularities, but normal elements
of a consistent type of conjugation. But the old group-autonomy
had broken down since late Hellenistic times ; and now that the two
verbs belong to the type common to all Greek verbs without excep
tion-the w-type-there is no relation between their present-forms
d/wi, and ,nha,µa, and their aorists l&»aa (imp. &S,) and ,nd,lh}:,,:a;
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these have become absolute anomalies (here again, only the endings 
have been remodelled according to the pattern now common to all 
verbs). 

Now consider another group, the Contracted Verbs, which !ltil.t 
bod apart since their endings preserve the peculiarities due to 
ancient contractions. This group, formed of recent derivative verbs, 
was a paragon of regularity in ancient verb-inflexion. Since then it 
has undergone much simplification, which is to say that it has become 
very complex. First, the group has been reduced to two types only ; 
the verbs in -ow have ceased to be ' contracted,' being provided with 
new present-stems (mostly in -ooro.i). The conjugation of the remain
ing two types-dycmw, -q, and n:aT&;, -d!:-has been simplified : it 
differs for the two only in Pres. Active. But at the same time many 
new complications have arisen. Thus the verbs in -ew present 
unforeseen diver,ences in aorist-stems, e.g. =w, ''miTI'/aa, f/JO(liiJ,
<p«Seeaa and {)aq(!w, t>aeeey,a. And inside the type in -dw, the Media
Passive forms of most verbs are made on a special stem-e.g. dycm11,eµm 
-while others preserve the same stem--1ro,µotiµa1, etc.

It appears from these few examples that in Modern Greek as in
Ancient, the expressiveness of a verbal form in mainly ind ividual. 
While in the rare fully ' regular' formations like llwa, the 
particular sense is obtained so to speak mechanically, by mere addition 
of fixed morphological marks to a changeless stem-a form like 
ancient nen:o'I'� or modern 11vea is unique and thoroughly ainaexi!, : 
engendering and bearing in itself the indivisible fulness of its 
meaning. 

We have seen that any such form is always the result of a 
ftruggle : each is the persistent fragment of some abolished order. 
In Ancient Greek they were all survivals of the I'ndo-European 
ioflexional system. Some of these Modern Greek has preserved, adding 
to them many unresolved survivals of a more recent past, and thus 
re-establishing anew the living equilibrium between the two tendencies 
presiding at the growth of a language: the drive towards uniformity, 
and the opposing powers of differentiation. The process which on 
the surface appears one of mere unification was in fact a double 
process-naUvroro, rde d(!µo'l'l,i-di.versity ceaselessly asserting itself 
through, by means of, unification, and balance being ever main
tained by the ftruggle of two irreconcilable forces. If one of these 
gives up, and yields to the other-a language is doomed to decline. 
But this has not happened in Greek. 

* * * * 
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Another aspect of the same process appears from a different 
group of phenomena. 

Certain categories have confused their diftinB: marks, while 
others have entirely ceased to be expressed morphologically. The 
firft happened to the Middle and Passive. From the start, although 
the difference in meaning between them persIBted through all tenses, 
it was expressed formally only in the future and aorift. At present 
the formal difference has vanished from these two tenses also, and 
passive forms have prevailed throughout for both voices. Yet the 
original distinction in sense between them has fully survived with all 
the wealth of shades attached to it. And it is no less perceptible now 
in the future and aorift than it has always been in present or imperfect, 
where it never was marked formally. 

Thus the identification of marks does not imply in itself a con
fusion of the underlying categories. Nor does the loss of morpho
logical expression for a category necessarily mean that the category 
itself has been loft. This was clearly not so in the earliest and simpleft 
fact of that sort, the disappearance of the dual ; it was merely a 
question of economy of means. 

But the loss of the optative, which occurred next, is less simple. 
Besides Greek, the Inda-Iranian languages alone, and only in their 
earliest stages, preserved the subtle original distinction between the 
optative and the subjunctive. And in Greek, as elsewhere, it begins 
from a certain moment to atrophy. From the 4th c. B.c. onward, 
the use of the optative gradually decreases (see statistics in Meillet, p. 
u1) until finally, in the first centuries of our era, it disappears, and 
the subjunctive remains for some time the only mood opposed to the 
indicative. An economy of means had certainly been realised by 
the removal of the complex array of optative forms, but there was 
no doubt much more in this than mere economy. The loss of formal 
expression seems here to imply, if not actual loss, at least a perceptible 
shifting of the category expressed, and a general reorganisation of the 
perception of moods. This reorganisation is completed in Modern 
Greek where, side by side with the old subjunctive, a new modal 
category has arisen and found morphological expression-a mood 
not coinciding in sense with the lo§t optative, though partly over
lapping with it. This is the Conditional or Unreal mood, provided 
with a complete set of compound forms for two tenses-present and 
past. 
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these have become absolute anomalies (here again, only the endings 
have been remodelled according to the pattern now common to all 
verbs). 

Now consider another group, the Contracted Verbs, which gtill 
bod apart since their endings preserve the peculiarities due to 
ancient contractions. This group, formed of recent derivative verbs, 
was a paragon of regularity in ancient verb-inflexion. Since then it 
has undergone much simplification, which is to say that it has become 
very complex. First, the group has been reduced to two types only ; 
the verbs in -ow have ceased to be 'contracted,' being provided with 
new present-stems (mostly in -wvw). The conjugation of the remain
ing two types-dyanw, �- and ncnw, -Ei1:-has been simplified : it 
differs for the two only in Pres. Active. But at the same time many 
new complications have arisen. Thus the verbs in -ew present 
unforeseen diver�ences in aorist

-_
ste!lls, e.g. mn:w,' miT1111a, qx,e_ru,

1q,oee11a and (Jaeew, Daeeey,a. And 1ns1de the type m -aw, the Medio
Passive forms of most verbs are made on a special stem�.g. dyans,iµa, 
-while others preserve the same stem--1'0,µoiJµa,, etc.

It appears from these few examples that in Modern Greek as in
Ancient, the expressiveness of a verbal form in mainly ind ividual. 
While in the rare fully ' regular' formations like lAwa, the 
particular sense is obtained so to speak mechanically, by mere addition 
of fixed morphological marks to a changeless stem-a form like 
ancient nino,,,,Oa or modern Tf6ea is unique and thoroughly at>-rae,cs, : 
engendering and bearing in itself the indivisible fulness of its 
meaning. 

We have seen that any such form is always the result of a 
ftruggle : each is the persistent fragment of some abolished order. 
In Ancient Greek they were all survivals of the Indo-European 
inflexional system. Some of these Modern Greek has preserved, adding 
to them many unresolved survivals of a more recent past, and thus 
re-establishing anew the living equilibrium between the two tendencies 
presiding at the growth of a language: the drive towards uniformity, 
and the opposing powers of differentiation. The process which on 
the surface appears one of mere unification was in fact a double 
process-nallnoroi; ydq cfeµovl�versity ceaselessly asserting itself 
through, by means of, unification, and balance being ever main
tained by the ftruggle of two irreconcilable forces. If one of these 
gives up, and yields to the other-a language is doomed to decline. 
But this has not happened in Greek. 

* * * * 
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Another aspect of the same process appears from a different 
group of phenomena. 

Certain categories have confused their diftinct marks, while 
others have entirely ceased to be expressed morphologically. The 
firft happened to the Middle and Passive. From the start, although 
the difference in meaning between them persisted through all tenses, 
it was expressed formally only in the future and aorift. At present 
the formal difference has vanished from these two tenses also, and 
passive forms have prevailed throughout for both voices. Yet the 
original distinction in sense between them has fully survived with all 
the wealth of shades attached to it. And it is no less perceptible now 
in the future and aorist than it has always been in present or imperfea, 
where it never was marked formally. 

Thus the identification of marks does not imply in itself a con
fusion of the underlying categories. Nor does the loss of morpho
logical expression for a category necessarily mean that the category 
itself has been loft. This was clearly not so in the earliest and simple� 
fact of that sort, the disappearance of the dual ; it was merely a 
queruon of economy of means. 

But the loss of the optative, which occurred next, is less simple. 
Besides Greek, the Indo-Iranian languages alone, and only in their 
earliest stages, preserved the subtle original distinction between the 
optative and the subjunctive. And in Greek, as elsewhere, it begins 
from a certain moment to atrophy. From the 4th c. B.c. onward, 
the use of the optative gradually decreases (see statistics in Meillet, p. 
u1) until finally, in the first centuries of our era, it disappears, and 
the subjunctive remains for some time the only mood opposed to the 
indicative. An economy of means had certainly been realised by 
the removal of the complex array of optative forms, but there was 
no doubt much more in this than mere economy. The loss of formal 
expression seems here to imply, if not actual loss, at least a perceptible 
shifting of the category expressed, and a general reorganisation of the 
perception of moods. This reorganisation is completed in Modern 
Greek where, side by side with the old subjunctive, a new modal 
category has arisen and found morphological expression-a mood 
not coinciding in sense with the loft optative, though partly over
lapping with it. This is the Conditional or Unreal mood, provided 
with a complete set of compound forms for two tenses-present and 
past. 
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Far more puzzling is another loss which followed that of the 
opative, and whose first traces appear here and there from the begin
ning of our era-in the language of the New Testament, for instance. 
It is the infinitive that begins to lose its place, and by now it has 
totally vanished from Greek. (See the relevant facts in Prof. D. 
Hesseling's essay, Etudes de Phil. Neo-Gretqm ed. by J. Psichari, 1892.) 

This is something very different from the case just examined_ 
There we had a category taken over from the parent tongue, which 
is undermined by a new perception of moods and finally collapses, 
together with its morphological expression. Here we have a category 
first conceived and a form first created by Greek itself. And unlike 
other kindred tongues in which the infinitive also appeared, Greek 
gave it peculiar prominence and made it a unique means of expression. 
This means is now lost. The disappearance of the form cannot here 
be explained by the loss or shifting of the underlying category. The 
category still exists, and continues to be expressed analytically. But 
the analytical way this time leads only to complications and incon
venience: it is clumsy, involved and often ineffectual, where Ancient 
Greek would have easily triumphed with a winged infinitive. So 
no economy of means or effort has been thus achieved, and this 
explanation also is to be rejected. Nor can there be any question of 
foreign influence, which is sometimes claimed. The process is so 
slow and continuous, and its first signs so early, that similar and quite 
recent faB:s in neighbouring languages (Roumanian, Albanian, 
Bulgarian) could perhaps be explained by Greek influence, but not 
the reverse. 

The matter, it must be admitted, remains unexplained. It seems, 
however, that there is some connection between the loss of the 
infinitive and its particular treatment in Ancient Greek. For what 
distinguished the Greek usage from that of other languages was 
the tendency to treat the infinitive more and more as a mere nomen 
"tionis, preceded by an article and thus provided with a kind of 
declension. Duly restrained, this use offers unique opportunities of 
swiftness and supple concision. But it bears the seed of its own des
truction, and the language of a writer like Polybius, swarming with 
such nominalized infinitives, shows a stage in which this treatment 
has gone too far. Or take these few examples from a papyrus of the 
z.nd c. B.C. (quoted by Hesseling, p. 9): 

••• Tep 08 µr, ,}µa, elvai (JtJI' aunp ....

. . . vnep TOV µTJ tlJ.riipevai naea TWll leee,wv .. . 

Mad -ro 7'(!dtpa, r�• npd TaVT')s emaroJ.,jv .... etc . 
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The subtle balance constituting the specific tension proper to the 
Greek infinitive is here broken; its verbal characl:er is completely 
obscured, and the form, losing its expressiveness, ceases to ju�fy 
its existence. So one can to some extent conceive how a revulsion 
would arise against the hybrid form, one can imagine a growing 
reluctance to using it, and a preference for putting plain nouns or 
plain verbs instead. This is precisely the modern usage. If the 
verbal character is felt vividly, a Greek will use a plain verb: IMAt» va

,ea,i,."w--" I want to smoke " ( one can use also the aorist stem, 
with a perceptible difference in meaning, but of this later). Where 
the verbal charaB:er is inessential, he will put a plain noun: dnayO()evETai 
'TO "anv,aµa Smoking Prohibited. But in official places one often 
sees instead : dn(l)'O()evaai To "an11lCew---official jargon is the only 
context where infinitives are still to be met with. 

Some minor phenomena translate the same aversion from 
forms in which the verbal charaB:er has become too much obscured. 
(This provides an indirect confirmation of our hypothesis concerning 
the loss of the infinitive). Verbal adjectives are now of very limited 
occurrence, and participles have been considerably reduced. StriB:ly 
speaking, there are only two participles that have fully maintained 
themselves in common usage : the present active and the aorist 
passive ( <anc. perf. pass.). The former preserves nothing of its 
adjectival charaB:er. By losing its declension it appears to have 
become "re-verbalised." In face of the ancient Tet-xwv, modern 
TetxoVTa, is a form with a far more dynamic meaning. Properly 
speaking it is not a participle at all (i.e. verbal adjective); in sense and 
in use it is something very like the Russian gerund, indeclinable and 
intensely verbal-very different from the Latin gerund, declinable 
and fully nominalized. 

* * * * 

The rehandling of the system of tenses presents a curious inter
play of various forces : new tense-distinctions seeking for expression, 
the analytical tendency dissolving simple forms into compound 
formulas, and an old half-forgotten category reasserting itself on 
all levels of the tense-scale. Compared with the old, the new system 
thus constituted shows at once persistence, innovation and reversion 
to type. 

Instead of the 7 tenses of the ancient conjugation we now have 
8: three simple (present, imperfeB: and aorist), and five compound 
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Far more puzzling is another loss which followed that of the 
opative, and whose first traces appear here and there from the begin
ning of our era-in the language of the New Testament, for instance. 
It is the infinitive that begins to lose its place, and by now it has 
totally vanished from Greek. (See the relevant fa& in Prof. D. 
Hesseling's essay, Ett«ies de Phil. Neo-Grecqm ed. by J. Psichari, 1892.) 

This is something very different from the case just examined. 
There we had a category taken over from the parent tongue, which 
is undermined by a new perception of moods and finally collapses, 
together with its morphological expression. Here we have a category 
first conceived and a form first created by Greek itself. And unlike 
other kindred tongues in which the infinitive also appeared, Greek 
gave it peculiar prominence and made it a unique means of expression. 
This means is now lost. The disappearance of the form cannot here 
be explained by the loss or shifting of the underlying category. The 
category still exists, and continues to be expressed analytically. But 
the analytical way this time leads only to complications and incon
venience: it is clumsy, involved and often ineffettual, where Ancient 
Greek would have easily triumphed with a winged infinitive. So 
no economy of means or effort has been thus achieved, and this 
explanation also is to be rejecl:ed. Nor can there be any question of 
foreign influence, which is sometimes claimed. The process is so 
slow and continuous, and its first signs so early, that similar and quite 
recent facl:s in neighbouring languages (Roumanian, Albanian, 
Bulgarian) could perhaps be explained by Greek influence, but not 
the reverse. 

The matter, it must be admitted, remains unexplained. It seems, 
however, that there is some conneaion between the loss of the 
infinitive and its particular treatment in Ancient Greek. For what 
distinguished the Greek usage from that of other languages was 
the tendency to treat the infinitive more and more as a mere nomen 
actionis, preceded by an article and thus provided with a kind of 
declension. Duly restrained, this use offers unique opportunities of 
swiftness and supple concision. But it bears the seed of its own des
truaion, and the language of a writer like Polybius, swarming with 
such nominalized infinitives, shows a stage in which this treatment 
has gone too far. Or take these few examples from a papyrus of the 
znd c. B.C. (quoted by Hesseling, p. 9): 

•.• Tep OS µq ,},,a, elvai avv adnp ....

. . • vnep TOV Wf/ elJ.7J<peva, naea TWII leee,wv ••• 
Mnd TO i'(.ldtpa, T�l' :ipd TUVT'/� eitiO'To.l.,jv .... etc . 
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The subtle balance constituting the specific tension proper to the 
Greek infinitive is here broken; its verbal charaeter is completely 
obscured, and the form, losing its expressiveness, ceases to justify 
its exisl:ence. So one can to some extent conceive how a revulsion 
would arise against the hybrid form, one can imagine a growing 
relufunce to using it, and a preference for putting plain nouns or 
plain verbs insl:ead. This js precisely the modern usage. If the 
verbal charaeter is felt vividly, a Greek will use a plain verb : f}e}.p, vd 
,ean-v"w--" I want to smoke" (one can use also the aorist stem, 
with a perceptible difference in meaning, but of this later). Where 
the verbal charaB:er is inessential, he will put a plain noun: dnayoqwera, 
To ,eanv10'µa Smoking Prohibited. But in official places one often 
sees instead : dnayoqevnm To ,ean11lCm•--official jargon is the only 
context where infinitives are still to be met with. 

Some minor phenomena translate the same aversion from 
forms in which the verbal characl:er has become too much obscured. 
(This provides an indireB: confirmation of our hypothesis concerning 
the loss of the infinitive). Verbal adjeaives are now of very limited 
occurrence, and participles have been considerably reduced. Striffiy 
speaking, there are only two participles that have fully maintained 
themselves in common usage : the present acl:ive and the aorisl: 
passive ( <anc. perf. pass.). The former preserves nothing of its 
adjeaival chariller. By losing its declension it appears to have 
become "re-verbalised." In face of the ancient Teixw-v, modern 
T(!tXOVTa\; is a form with a far more dynamic meaning. Properly 
speaking it is not a participle at all (i.e. verbal adje&ve) ; in sense and 
in use it is something very like the Russian gerund, indeclinable and 
intensely verbal-very different from the Latin gerund, declinable 
and fully nominalized. 

* * * * 

The rehandling of the system of tenses presents a curious inter
play of various forces : new tense-distin&ons seeking for expression, 
the analytical tendency dissolving simple forms into compound 
formulas, and an old half-forgotten category reasserting itself on 
all levels of the tense-scale. Compared with the old, the new system 
thus constituted shows at once persistence, innovation and reversion 
to type. 

Instead of the 7 tenses of the ancient conjugation we now have 
8 : three simple (present, imperfecl: and aorisl:), and five compound 
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(perfea, pluperfetl:, future perfecl:, continuous future and absolute 
future). 

Of the compound tenses, the first three arose to replace the 
original perfea and the two tense-forms based on it ; all three are 
due to the collapse of the ancient perfea-form. This collapse is 
interesting. We have here not a mere replacement of a simple form 
by a compound one, but the rise of a new tense-dirunaion requiring 
a new expression. As for pluperfetl: and future perfea, the change 
is secondary and mainly formal. 

In Modern Greek the difference in meaning between present 
and perfecl: is one between aaion now being performed and action now 
(already) achieved. The difference, then, has as little to do with time 
as in Ancient Greek : it takes place on the same time-level, the 
present. But ancient present and perfea express a dirunction of a 
different kind : between action now being performed and the Rate 
of one that has achieved it. Thus, where in Mod. Greek we have 1Mvw 
=1 am binding, and l1.w 6eue,�I have bound, in Ancient Greek 
6ew-I am binding, but Jei,e,ea=(something like) "I am having 
bound." Similarly in the passive; yAwaaa 6e ol 6e6na, (Theogn. 
178)-he is tongue-tied (his tongue is tied). While in Mod. Greek 
dll' ,} yi.ciic1o-a TOIi lze, t5e0ei would mean: his tongue has been tied; 
and to give the exaa meaning of Theognis' words one would have 
to recur to the passive aorHt participle: µd ,} yi.waua -rov elva, 6eµe"'I 1v 
or µd T� yAwuaa -rov, T�v lze, t5eµe"'I (lit. but his tongue, he has it tied). 
The difference, however subtle, is a real one, and in the Mod. Greek 
perfea a new form translates a new tense-dirunction-if one can use 
this term to indicate a difference which is not temporal. 

As a matter of facl:, before giving a new meaning to the perfecl:, 
Greek had to lose the old one. It is clear from the use of the perfecl: 
in Helleni�ic times that the difference between it and the present 
was more and more perceived as a temporal one, and the perfea 
came to be felt as expressing a pa� and completed action. But this 
is also the main sense of the aori�. Hence the growing confusion 
between the two tenses in Helleniruc texts (see some typical in�ances 
in Hatridakis, Einl. p. 204 sq.). Hatzidakis (ib.) quotes a curious 
passage from Ammonius-4th c. A.o.-from which it appears that 
the meaning of the perfecl: was by then a complete my�ery even 
to a learned grammarian : dneOa"e ml TiOllfP't 6,a,pe(!t, • dneihi"e µAv 
1'iiV1 Ti§{)lltp'll '5j ndJ.a&, w, 1fe(/&EnllT'70'E µA'1 0 Jti'1a O',jp£l!OV, 1U(!Jn61rl1.T7l"B 

Je ndJ.a,. 
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A form which has thus lo� all its meaning muft disappear. And it 
is clear that Modern Greek perfecl: is not only different from Ancient, 
in form and in sense, but totally unconnected with it hi�orically. 
It is not the result of rehandling the old perfea (which, having 
acquired the aori� sense, simply vanished), but a quite independent 
formation. And the only survival of the ancient perfect-the passive 
participl<:>-became naturally attached not to the new perfect but 
to the aori� : it is now the passive aori� participle. 

As for pluperfect and future perfea, which the perfea involved 
in its collapse, they have re-emerged in a changed form, but their 
meaning and use remain more or less the same. 

* * * * 

The category of future has differentiated in Modern Greek 
into three diruna " tenses," as agai� the two of the Ancient conjuga
tion. The meaning of the future perfect, corresponding to that in 
Ancient Greek, is partly temporal, partly not, while the difference 
between Continuous and Absolute future is devoid of any temporal 
sense: it is merely a difference of" aspecl:." Here we come to the 
mo� curious phenomenon of Modern Greek morphology : the 
revival of the Indo--European category of Aspect which was con
siderably weakened and obliterated already in Ancient Greek. 

It is not easy to explain the archaic category of Aspea to the 
speaker of a language in which it has been entirely superseded by 
that of Tense, and survives only as a shade attached to this or that 
tense. Yet it is perfea:ly obvious to a Greek who has now recovered 
it, or to a Russian who never lo� it. In Russian the category has 
been preserved in its integrity, and correspondingly the tense-scale 
has remained extremely vague and primitive : there is only a present, 
a pa.� and a very rudimentary future, which is not really a ' tense,' 
but rather a peculiar future-shade attached to the present of certain 
verbs (cf. Anc. Gr. elµ,). In facl:, Aspea and Tense translate two 
different perceptions of time and action, and one usually predominates 
at the expense of the other. 

In a developed syftem of tenses, actions are classified and neatly 
�ributed along the line of time. Time is here ' spatialized ' into a 
kind of scale with levels marked on it-present, various p�s and 
futures characl:erised by their different di�ces from the present, 
the ' zero' of the scale, What a tense expresses is, then, above all 
the place which a given aaion occupies on the time-scale : I am doing, 
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(perfe8:, pluperfetl:, future perfecl:, continuous future and absolute 
future). 

Of the compound tenses, the fu� three arose to replace the 
original perfect and the two tense-forms based on it ; all three are 
due to the collapse of the ancient perfect-form. This collapse is 
intere�g. We have here not a mere replacement of a simple form 
by a compound one, but the rise of a new tense-di�aion requiring 
a new expression. As for pluperfect and future perfe8:, the change 
is secondary and mainly formal. 

In Modern Greek the difference in meaning between present 
and perfeB: is one between action now being performed and action now 
(alretu/y) (l(hieved. The difference, then, has as little to do with time 
as in Ancient Greek : it takes place on the same time-level, the 
present. But ancient present and perfect express a dirunction of a 
different kind : between aB:ion now being performed and the flate 
of one that has (l(hieved it. Thus, where in Mod. Greek we have <5Al'C.t> 

I am binding, and lxw 6eae, ,I have bound, in Ancient Greek 
6Aw=l am binding, but dideiea..,(something like) "I am having 
bound." Similarly in the passive : yJ.waaa de ol 6Mna, (Theogn. 
178)=he is tongue-tied (his tongue is tied). While in Mod. Greek 
d.U' 1} ylci:io'aa Toti Exe, 6d}Ei would mean : his tongue has been tied ; 
and to give the exacl: meaning of Theognis' words one would have 
to recur to the passive aori� participle: µd 1} yi.@aaa Toti elvai 6eµA"1} ·,i
or µd T,} yi.@aaa .ou, T,},, lxu 6eµe"1} (lit. but his tongue, he has it tied). 
The difference, however subtle, is a real one, and in the Mod. Greek 
perfea a new form translates a new tense-di�ction-if one can use 
this term to indicate a difference which is not temporal. 

As a matter of fact, before giving a new meaning to the perfeB:, 
Greek had to lose the old one. It is clear from the use of the perfeB: 
in Helleni�ic times that the difference between it and the present 
was more and more perceived as a temporal one, and the perfea 
came to be felt as expressing a pa� and completed aB:ion. But this 
is also the main sense of the aori�. Hence the growing confusion 
between the two tenses in Helleniftic texts (see some typical in�nces 
in Hatzidakis, Einl. p. 204 sq.). Hatzidakis (ib.) quotes a curious 
passage from Ammonius-4th c. A.o.-from which it appears that 
the meaning of the perfect was by then a complete my�ery even 
to a learned grammarian : dnMJa,,ll 1eal d{}"1]1'1l 15,aq,eee, • aneOave µiv 
116,,, Tf{}"1}1't /JA ndla,, 0>{; n�itndn/<1t µd,, 6 t5eiva a,jµ�o,,, nee11wid.17iee 
�e ndla,. 
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A form which has thus lo� all its meaning muft disappear. And it 
is clear that Modern Greek perfect is not only different from Ancient, 
in form and in sense, but totally unconnected with it hi�orically. 
It is not the result of rehandling the old perfect (which, having 
acquired the aori� sense, simply vanished), but a quite independent 
formation. And the only survival of the ancient perfect-the passive 
participle-became naturally attached not to the new perfect but 
to the aori� : it is now the passive aori� participle. 

As for pluperfea and future perfea, which the perfecl: involved 
in its collapse, they have re-emerged in a changed form, but their 
meaning and use remain more or less the same. 

* * * * 

The category of future has differentiated in Modern Greek 
into three dirunB:" tenses," as again� the two of the Ancient conjuga
tion. The meaning of the future perfecl:, corresponding to that in 
Ancient Greek, is partly temporal, partly not, while the difference 
between Continuous and Absolute future is devoid of any temporal 
sense: it is merely a difference of" aspea." Here we come to the 
mo� curious phenomenon of Modern Greek morphology : the 
revival of the Indo-European category of Aspect which was con
siderably weakened and obliterated already in Ancient Greek. 

It is not easy to explain the archaic category of Aspect to the 
speaker of a language in which it has been entirely superseded by 
that of Tense, and survives only as a shade attached to this or that 
tense. Yet it is perfectly obvious to a Greek who has now recovered 
it, or to a Russian who never lo� it. In Russian the category has 
been preserved in its integrity, and correspondingly the tense-scale 
has remained extremely vague and primitive : there is only a present, 
a pa� and a very rudimentary future, which is not really a 'tense,' 
but rather a peculiar future-shade attached to the present of certain 
verbs (cf. Anc. Gr. tlµ,). In fact, Aspea and Tense translate two 
different perceptions of time and action, and one usually predominates 
at the expense of the other. 

In a developed sy�em of tenses, aB:ions are classified and neatly 
�ributed along the line of time. Time is here ' spatialized ' into a 
kind of scale with levels marked on it-present, various pa�s and 
futures characterised by their different di�nces from the present, 
the ' zero ' of the scale, What a tense expresses is, then, above all 
the place which a given acl:ion occupies on the time-scale : I am doing, 
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I have done, I was doing, I did, I had done, and so on. Aspect is not 
a projetl:ion of atl:ions into spatialised time according to their sequence, 
relative positions and distances on the scale. It expresses the specific 
charatl:er and tension of an atl:ion : as incipient, imminent, or 
recurrent, perceived in the rute of becoming or as become, in its 
process or in its results, grasped as a whole or in a fragment of its 
duration, etc. To use Bergsonian language, we are here not in 
"geometric time,. but in the living "duree." That is why one can 
always explain to a pupil the system of tenses in a language, but one 
can only make him feel a system of aspects. One who has taught or 
learned Russian knows only too well that, to master the Aspect, one 
has to reorganize the whole perception of time and atl:ion as it has 
been shaped by a modern Western tongue. 

But as a matter of fact, there is no language which would present 
a pure system of aspects quite unaffected by the category of Tense. 
Nor is the reverse possible, and in a system of tenses, however 
advanced, there are always perceptible aspect-shades added to the 
dominant, temporal, meaning of this or that tense. Take the English 
sentence: "When he came into the room I was reading." By 
putting the first atl:ion in the preterite and the second in the 
imperfect, their level and mutual position on the time-scale is clearly 
fixed : both are situated in the past, and the first atl:ion in its whole 
extent coincides with a part of the extent of the second, which had 
begun earlier (further from the zero-point, the present). This is a 
purely temporal relation, but it is not the only one expressed. The 
juxtaposition of preterite and imperfefr conveys also a different 
relation : that between an atlion grasped as a whole, in its complete
ness (I came), and an atl:ion perceived in its duration, as a process 
(I was reading). (For a modern language, it is true, English is 
peculiarly rich in aspect-shades, always expressed analytically). The 
constant interplay of the two categories is more pronounced in 
Ancient Greek. From its origin, Greek built up a highly developed 
and organised system of tenses. But in many points of that system 
the aspect-sense is clearly apparent, completing or even replacing 
the temporal meaning of a tense-form. We have seen that the dis
tintl:ion between ancient present and perfect has nothing temporal 
in it, although it takes place on a definite time-level, the present. 
That between Mbuo and l).incw is partly temporal, partly not. But 
if we take the corresponding infinitives, the distintl:ion between them 
is not only not temporal in itself, but it is totally removed from time 
and is perceived on no time-level whatever. 
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The origin of Greek Aspect and its revival, we will now briefly 
consider. 

* * * * 

In Indo-European, the Verb was entirely dominated by the 
category of Aspect ; that of Tense was vague and poor. The time 
of atl:ion was marked-if at all-not by a particular stem, but only 
by inflexion, and sometimes also by the augment. While the so-called 
" tense-stems " had no temporal sense whatever, and were much 
rather" aspect-stems." These were five in number, each independent 
of the others and derived straight from the root. Their original 
meanings in Inda-European and their treatment in Greek may be 
summed up as follows :-

( 1) A stem expressing action in process of becoming. This is
the Greek present-stem. Projected on to the time-scale it differentiated 
into two distinct tenses, the present and the imperfect. Both pre
served, however, each on its own time-level, much of the original 
aspect-meaning, as opposed to :-

( z) A stem expressing atl:ion as such-an all: complete and
indivisible. This is the Greek aorist-stem, which also finds its place 
on the time-scale, becoming a past, but keeps its fint sense intafr, 
especially in moods other than the indicative. 

(3) A stem expressing the ru.te resulting from afuon accom
plished-the Greek perfefr-stem. On the time-scale it differentiates 
into a kind of present (perfect), a past (pluperfect) and a future 
(future perfect). As we have seen, it disappeared from Greek later ; 
but the meaning of the new perfect and its derivatives, although 
different from the old, is not purely temporal. 

The two remaining Indo-European stems have not resulted in 
Greek in definite tense-formations. These were :-

(4) A stem expressing action in its causative, productive aspefr
(a similar meaning is sometimes expressed in Greek by aorists with 
reduplication, e.g., MMXeiv as opposed to Aaxeiv). 

(5) A stem expressing action in its passage to realisation. To
these must be added numerous other " aspects " not provided with 
special stems, but conveyed in lndo-European, and sometimes also 
in Greek, by various other means (suffixes, etc.)-such as the in
choative, the momentaneous, the iterative aspects, and so on. 

The two main aspects, 1 and 2., are usually called the dm-ative or 
imperfective and the perfective (or, quite inadequately, the momenfa11eo,u,. 
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I have done, I was doing, I did, I had done, and so on. Aspect is not 
a projea.ion of aa.ions into spatialised time according to their sequence, 
relative positions and distances on the scale. It expresses the specific 
character and tension of an aa.ion : as incipient, imminent, or 
recurrent, perceived in the state of becoming or as become, in its 
process or in its results, grasped as a whole or in a fragment of its 
duration, etc. To use Bergsonian language, we are here not in

" geometric time" but in the living " duree." That is why one can 
always explain to a pupil the system of tenses in a language, but one 
can only make him feel a system of aspects. One who has taught or 
learned Russian knows only too well that, to master the Aspect, one 
has to reorganize the whole perception of time and action as it has 
been shaped by a modern Western tongue. 

But as a matter of fact, there is no language which would present 
a pure system of aspe& quite unaffected by the category of Tense. 
Nor is the reverse possible, and in a system of tenses, however 
advanced, there are always perceptible aspect-shades added to the 
dominant, temporal, meaning of this or that tense. Take the English 
sentence: "When he came into the room I was reading." By 
putting the first action in the preterite and the second in the 
imperfect, their level and mutual position on the time-scale is clearly 
fixed : both are situated in the past, and the first aa.ion in its whole 
extent coincides with a part of the extent of the second, which had 
begun earlier (further from the zero-point, the present). This is a 
purely temporal relation, but it is not the only one expressed. The 
juxtaposition of preterite and imperfeB: conveys also a different 
relation : that between an action grasped as a whole, in its complete
ness (I came), and an aa.ion perceived in its duration, as a process 
(I was reading). (For a modern language, it is true, English is 
peculiarly rich in aspect-shades, always expressed analytically). The 
constant interplay of the two categories is more pronounced in 
Ancient Greek. From its origin, Greek built up a highly developed 
and organised system of tenses. But in many points of that system 
the aspect-sense is clearly apparent, completing or even replacing 
the temporal meaning of a tense-form. We have seen that the dis
tina.ion between ancient present and perfect has nothing temporal 
in it, although it takes place on a definite time-level, the present. 
That between J..£(11,(J.) and l.tinov is partly temporal, partly not. But 
if we take the corresponding infinitives, the distina.ion between them 
is not only not temporal in itself, but it is totally removed from time 
and is perceived on no time-level whatever. 
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The origin of Greek Aspect and its revival, we will now briefly 
consider. 

• • • • 

In lndo-European, the Verb was entirely dominated by the 
category of Aspect ; that of Tense was vague and poor. The time 
of aa.ion was marked-if at all-not by a particular stem, but only 
by inflexion, and sometimes also by the augment. While the so-called 
" tense-stems " had no temporal sense whatever, and were much 
rather" aspect-stems." These were five in number, each independent 
of the others and derived straight from the root. Their original 
meanings in Indo-European and their treatment in Greek may be 
summed up as follows :-

( 1) A stem expressing aa.ion in process of becoming. This is
the Greek present-stem. Projected on to the time-scale it differentiated 
into two distinct tenses, the present and the imperfect. Both pre
served, however, each on its own time-level, much of the original 
aspect-meaning, as opposed to :-

( 2.) A stem expressing aa.ion as such-an act complete and 
indivisible. This is the Greek aorist-stem, which also finds its place 
on the time-scale, becoming a past, but keeps its fir� sense intact, 
especially in moods other than the indicative. 

(3) A stem expressing the state resulting from aa.ion accom
plished-the Greek perfect-stem. On the time-scale it differentiates 
into a kind of present (perfect), a past (pluperfecl:) and a future 
(future perfect). As we have seen, it disappeared from Greek later ; 
but the meaning of the new perfect and its derivatives, although 
different from the old, is not purely temporal. 

The two remaining Indo-European stems have not resulted in 
Greek in definite tense-formations. These were :-

(4) A stem expressing aa.ion in its causative, produa.ive aspect·
(a similar meaning is sometimes expressed in Greek by aorists with 
reduplication, e.g., .teJ.axeiv as opposed to MIXtiv). 

(5) A �em expressing action in its passage to realisation. To
these must be added numerous other " aspeB:s •• not provided with 
special stems, but conveyed in Indo-European, and sometimes also 
in Greek, by various other means (suffixes, etc.)-such as the in
choative, the momentaneous, the iterative aspects, and so on. 

The two main aspects, 1 and 2., are usually called the durative or 
imperfe,tive and the perft,tive (or, quite inadequately, the momentt1111011.t,. 
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which is a different aspect altogether). The dirunction between 
them was to some extent obscured in Ancient Greek. In fact, by 
being projected onto the time-scale, it became attached to certain 
levels of that scale while it is absent from others. Thus it is fully 
marked on the level of the past : the imperfect (formed from the 
present-stem) expresses past durative acl:ion ; the aorist, past per
fecl:ive action. But the present, since it is formed from stem 1 is, 
in principle, bound to translate only durative action, and in the few 
particular cases where it actually expresses perfective action, this 
specific sense is not marked formally ; nor can it be transmuted, for 
the same verb, into the corresponding imperfective sense. That is, 
Ancient Greek has no means of expressing on the level of the Present 
the fundamental difference between perfective and imperfective 
action, at least in the indicative mood. 

Neither is Ancient Greek capable of conveying the two aspects 
on the level of the future. Not that the future is bound, like the 
present, to express only one aspea. Being a recent formation not 
attached to any definite Indo-European aspect-stem, it is generally 
devoid of any aspect-meaning, and its sense is merely temporal. 

This deficiency of Greek in marking the two aspe& on all 
time-levels was felt especially in the earlier stages of the language 
and led to various particular uses applied to remedy it, such for instance 
as the "aorist-present" (e.g. II. IX. 398) or the "aorist-future" 
{e.g. ibid. 4u). 

Now let us ask what would be, theoretically speaking, the 
complete expression of an aspect-distincl:ion in a language with a fully 
constituted tense-system. The answer is clear : the possibility of 
marking the distinction on all time-levels. Since in Greek the 
durative aspect is attached to the present-stem, and the perfective 
to the aorist-stem, it would mean here the possibility of forming 
from both these stems not only pasts but also presents and futures. 
And this is just what happened in Greek. 

There are now two futures : one formed from the present
stem and expressing the durative aspect-fJa { <liBMJ fva) ,eanv{Cw 
·" I will smoke " (" be smoking ") ; the other formed from the
aorist-stem and expressing the perfecl:ive aspect-6-d ,eanvfow " I will
smoke" (roughly, "have a smoke").

As for the present, the revival of the aspetl:-sense has not yet 
resulted in the formation of two distincl: and fixed presents for each 

verb. Yet the language seems to be slowly moving in that d.ireaion. 
Side by side with the ordinary durative present (based on the present
stem) some verbs tend to constitute a second, perfective, present 
formed from the aorist-stem, e.g. ncfoxw (aor. 8nalia) and :riafJalvw. 

In surveying the infle:xional system of Modern Greek we had 
to register persistence, rehandling or loss of this or that form or 
category. But on this particular point the new system, if compared 
with the old, presents neither loss nor rehandling nor mere per
sistence, but a reversion to a more archaic type. A category half
obliterated already in the original Greek has now come to full 
expression-

Namque aliud putrescit, et aevo debile languet ; 
Porro aliud concrescit, et e contemptibus exit. 

I cannot attempt here to discuss the various new possibilities of 
expression resulting from the revival of the Aspett. And this is 
hardly necessary, since a synchronical survey of aspea-expression 
in Greek has been recently and brilliantly made by Prof. A. Mirambel. 
I can only refer the reader to his essay: Le.r divers valenrs de l'a.rpect 
verbal en Gree Moderne (Bull. Soc. L;ng., Paris, 1932., pp. 3 I sqq.). 
Among other things, it appears from M. Mirambel's analysis that 
the expression of Aspecl: has gone beyond the domain of the verb. 
A certain group of nouns, derived from verbs, preserve in meaning 
and use the marks of Aspect. 

* * * * 

This short consideration of the main morphological elements 
of present-day Greek will suffice for our purpose. As for Modern 
Greek Syntax, it need not and cannot be treated separately in this 
Introduction. A survey of the various common types of sentence 
and the usual ways of conneaing them belongs to Descriptive 
Grammar ; while the general characl:er of the new syntax, which 
alone concerns us here, is fully stated once we have stated the range, 
character and meaning of the present morphological resources of 
the language. The "autonomy of syntax '' recently advocated by 
Prof. V. Broendal of Copenhagen, is an illusion. It supposes, as a 
necessary counterpart, an equally " autonomous " morphology
a study of pure isolated forms, abstracted from their significance and 
treated in no connection with other significant forms. Such a study 
is of course impossible. One cannot examine the form of the dative, 
for instance, without examining the category of the dative in its 
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which is a different aspea altogether). The dis'tinaion between 
them was to some extent obscured in Ancient Greek. In fact, by 
being projecl:ed onto the time-scale, it became attached to certain 
levels of that scale while it is absent from others. Thus it is fully 
marked on the level of the pa� : the imperfect (formed from the 
present-�em) expresses pa� durative aaion ; the aori�, pa� per
feaive aaion. But the present, since it is formed from �em 1 is, 
in principle, bound to translate only durative aaion, and in the few 
particular cases where it acl:ually expresses perfeaive aaion, this 
specific sense is not marked formally ; nor can it be transmuted, for 
the same verb, into the corresponding imperfeaive sense. That is, 
Ancient Greek has no means of expressing on the level of the Present 
the fundamental difference between perfeaive and imperfeaive 
aaion, at le� in the indicative mood. 

Neither is Ancient Greek capable of conveying the two aspe& 
on the level of the future. Not that the future is bound, like the 
present, to express only one aspect. Being a recent formation not 
attached to any definite Indo-European aspetl-�em, it is generally 
devoid of any aspet.l.-meaning, and its sense is merely temporal. 

This deficiency of Greek in marking the two aspe& on all 
time-levels was felt especially in the earlier �ges of the language 
and led to various particular uses applied to remedy it, such for in�nce 
as the "aori�-prcsent" (e.g. JI. IX. 398) or the "aori�-future" 
(e.g. ibid. 411). 

Now let us ask what would be, theoretically speaking, the 
complete expression of an aspecl:-dirun&on in a language with a fully 
<:onrututed tense-sy�em. The answer is dear : the possibility of 
marking the dirunction on all time-levels. Since in Greek the 
durative aspect is attached to the present-�em, and the perfective 
to the aori�-�em, it would mean here the possibility of forming 
from both these �ems not only pa�s but also presents and futures. 
And this is ju� what happened in Greek. 

There are now two futures : one formed from the present
�em and expressing the durative aspetl:-Da ( <i>eNJ> t11a) ,um,,,[Co, 
.,, I will smoke " (" be smoking "} ; the other formed from the 
aor�-�em and expressing the perfective aspeet-Dd Hcmvluw " I will 
smoke" (roughly, "have a smoke"). 

As for the present, the revival of the aspect-sense has not yet 
-resulted in the formation of two diruntl: and fixed presents for each 
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verb. Yet the language seems to be slowly moving in that diretl:ion. 
Side by side with the ordinary durative present (based on the present
�em) some verbs tend to conrutute a second, perfective, present 
formed from the aori�-�em, e.g. nduxw (aor. lmiDa) and naDa{'l'<lJ. 

In surveying the inflexional sy�em of Modern Greek we had 
to regi�er pers�ence, rehandling or loss of this or that form or 
category. But on this particular point the new syftem, if compared 
with the old, presents neither loss nor rehandling nor mere per
si�ence, but a reversion to a more archaic type, A category half
obliterated already in the original Greek has now come to full 
expression-

Namque aliud putrescit, et aevo debile languet ; 
Porro aliud concrescit, et e contemptibus exit. 

I cannot attempt here to discuss the various new possibilities of 
expression resulting from the revival of the Aspect. And this is 
hardly necessary, since a synchronical survey of aspect-expression 
in Greek has been recently and brilliantly made by Prof. A. Mirambel. 
I can only refer the reader to his essay : Les divers valeurs de I' a.rpe,t 
verbal en Gru Modern, (Bull. Soc. Ung., Paris, 1932., pp. 31 sqq.). 
Among other things, it appears from M. Mirambel's analysis that 
the expression of Aspea has gone beyond the domain of the verb. 
A certain group of nouns, derived from verbs, preserve in meaning 
and use the marks of Aspect. 

• • * * 

This short consideration of the main morphological elements 
of present-day Greek will suffice for our purpose. As for Modern 
Greek Syntax, it need not and cannot be treated separately in this 
Introduction. A survey of the various common types of sentence 
and the usual ways of connecting them belongs to Descriptive 
Grammar ; while the general character of the new syntax, which 
alone concerns us here, is fully �ated once we have �ted the range, 
charaaer and meaning of the present morphological resources of 
the language. The "autonomy of syntax " recently advocated by 
Prof. V. Broendal of Copenhagen, is an illusion. It supposes, as a 
necessary counterpart, an equally " autonomous " morphology
a �dy of pure isolated forms, ab�ra8ed from their significance and 
treated in no connection with other significant forms. Such a �dy 
is of course impossible. One cannot examine the form of the dative, 
for in�nce, without examining the category of the dative in its 
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relation to other categories and other means of expression (inflexional 
and analytical). That is, Morphology and Syntax of the dative are 
one. 

This being so, Syntax as an autonomous domain does not exift; 
and even as a separate study, based on morphology, it can be ad vacated 
only for pedagogical purposes. In so far as the ftru&xre and con
neaion of sentences is determined by the morphological resources of 
the language, it falls into the domain of morphology ; in so far as 
it is not determined, but left to choice or aesthetic preference, it 
belongs to ftylistics. There is no place left for Syntax as such. Thus 
in Modern Greek the expression of the category of the Infinitive by 
means of a noun, or by J1d ( <?va) + subjunctive (aor. or pres.), is 
determined by the loss of the infinitive-form. And we have had to 
examine it in that connection. While, on the other hand, the 
inflexional means of Modern Greek make possible practically all the 
complex ways of subordination used in Ancient Greek. If in our 
days a speaker or writer usually avoids them, and prefers co-ordination 
to subordination and short sentences to long periods-a new literary 
fashion may change all that. It is a question of ta�e and ftyle, which 
does not concern us here. 

But all the possible changes of ta�e and ftyle can operate only 
within the limits firmly fixed by the morphological ftruB:ure of the 
language, described above. And it appears from our survey that in 
Modern Greek, as in Ancient, these limits are particularly wide. 
Much that is rigidly fixed by Grammar in a language of the analytical 
type, like English or French, is ruled in Greek by supple require
ments of ftyle and expression : the order of words, for inftance. 
This is so because Greek, while acquiring innumerable new possi
bilities in the direction of analysis, has lo� scarcely any of the old 
advantages of an inflexional language of the archaic type. " In this 
respecl:., says M. A. Meillet (p. 149), " it shows, even in its mo� 
popular forms, a conservative charaaer comparable to that of Russian 
or Lithuanian"; that is, the two most archaic tongues in our linguistic 
family. 

IV. � 

VOCABULARY 

T
HE phonetic and morphological evolution of a language is 
constituted by the multiple interplay of various laws and 
tendencies. Some of these, inherent in the nature of language as 
such, or expressing the essence of this particular language, 

are of very general and permanent charaaer; others are less so, in 
varying degrees. But within its domain, which can be more or less 
clearly delimited, each aas with regularity and conftancy. Hence the 
evolution, as a whole or in any of its details, can be interpreted in 
terms of these laws and tendencies. 

Thus, in dealing with Greek vocabulary, it is usually possible 
to explain why and how a given word--e.g .. Anc. Gk. if(!'l'M;,- has 
acquired in modern Greek the form 8(!11,1'a-why indeed it had to 
acquire it. And even if llev� had vanished from all ancient texts, 
it would still be possible to deduce it, with some probability, from 
the modern form, and claim for it the rights of an addendum lexicis, 

But no amount of knowledge could enable one to deduce the 
present meaning of the word (" hen ") from the ancient (" bird ") 
and vice versa, or to explain how and why the meaning evolved in 
that direaion. It would not help much to say that we have here a 
typical inftance of semantic alteration by" r�riction" (specification) 
and to quote the exaB:ly parallel change in English-from " fowl "= 
"bird" to "fowl"..," hen." Why there should be any change at 
all, and why it operated by " restriction " and not by " extension " 
or " displacement," remains unexplained in this case, as in any other 
where semantic change is concerned. It may be convenient to 
classify facts of that sort in such or such groups and sub-groups
but this does not mean that we are explaining them, or establishing 
the general laws of the semantic evolution of a language. 

Yet these are precisely the faas constituting the domain proper 
to the study of vocabulary. Vocabulary must be defined as the 
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relation to other categories and other means of expression (inflexional 
and analytical). That is, Morphology and Syntax of the dative are 
one. 

This being so, Syntax as an autonomous domain does not exist ; 
and even as a separate study, based on morphology, it can be advocated 
only for pedagogical purposes. In so far as the structure and con
nection of sentences is determined by the morphological resources of 
the language, it falls into the domain of morphology ; in so far as 
it is not determined, but left to choice or aes"thetic preference, it 
belongs to Slylis"tics. There is no place left for Syntax as such. Thus 
in Modern Greek the expression of the category of the Infinitive by 
means of a noun, or by 11d ( <tm} + subjunctive (aor. or pres.), is 
determined by the loss of the infinitive-form. And we have had to 
examine it in that connection. While, on the other hand, the 
inflexional means of Modern Greek make possible practically all the 
complex ways of subordination used in Ancient Greek. If in our 
days a speaker or writer usually avoids them,and prefers co-ordination 
to subordination and short sentences to long periods-a new literary 
fashion may change all that. It is a ques"tion of taste and style, which 
does not concern us here. 

But all the possible changes of taste and S'tyle can operate only 
within the limits firmly fixed by the morphological structure of the 
language, described above. And it appears from our survey that in 
Modern Greek, as in Ancient, these limits are particularly wide. 
Much that is rigidly fixed by Grammar in a language of the analytical 
type, like English or French, is ruled in Greek by supple require
ments of S'tyle and expression : the order of words, for instance. 
This is so because Greek, while acquiring innumerable new possi
bilities in the direction of analysis, has lost scarcely any of the old 
advantages of an infl.exional language of the archaic type. " In this 
respea" says M. A. Meillet (p. 249), " it shows, even in its moft 
popular forms, a conservative character comparable to that of Russian 
or Lithuanian"; that is, the two most archaic tongues in our lingui§tic 
family. 
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VOCABULARY 
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HE phonetic and morphological evolution of a language is 
conftituted by the multiple interplay of various laws and 
tendencies. Some of these, inherent in the nature of language as 
such, or expressing the essence of this particular language, 

are of very general and permanent charatl:cr ; others are less so, in 
varying degrees. But within its domain, which can be more or less 
clearly delimited, each acts with regularity and con�ncy. Hence the 
evolution, as a whole or in any of its details, can be interpreted in 
terms of these laws and tendencies. 

Thus, in dealing with Greek vocabulary, it is usually possible 
to explain why and how a given word-e.g .. Anc. Gk. 6e11,r;,- has 
acquired in modern Greek the form 6(}11,Da-why indeed it had to 
acquire it. And even if 6e11,t; had vanished from all ancient texts, 
it would S'till be possible to deduce it, with some probability, from 
the modern form, and claim for it the rights of an addmdllm lexia.r,

But no amount of knowledge could enable one to deduce the 
present meaning of the word (" hen ") from the ancient (" bird ") 
and vice versa, or to explain how and why the meaning evolved in 
that direction. It would not help much to say that we have here a 
typical ins"tance of semantic alteration by" res"triction" (specification) 
and to quote the cxaaiy parallel change in English-from "fowl"= 
"bird" to "fowl"=" hen." Why there should be any change at 
all, and why it operated by " restriction " and not by " extension " 
or "displacement," remains unexplained in this case, as in any other 
where semantic change is concerned. It may be convenient to 
classify fa& of that sort in such or such groups and sub-groups
but this does not mean that we are explaining them, or e�blishing 
the general laws of the semantic evolution of a language. 

Yet these are precisely the facts constituting the domain proper 
to the fuldy of vocabulary. Vocabulary must be defined as the 
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ensemble of words of a language considered in their semantic value ; 
and the development of a vocabulary consists in purely semantic 
events: words changing their meanings, or meanings changing the 
words by which they are denoted. Changes of form are accounted 
for by the two other branches of philology ; but they are closely 
connected with the changes of meaning and must therefore be con
�tly referred to in semasiological �dy. Morphological and 
phonetic considerations are here of great assi�ce. They often 
enable us to identify two forms very unlike in appearance as repre
senting the same word at different �ges in its evolution--e.g. 
Anc. Gk. IJµµa and Mod. Gk. µan ( <dµµa-no,,)-and this allows us 
to trace an etymology or to register a shifting or persistence of mean
ing. In other cases they make it possible to form a more precise 
notion of the extent of vocabulary at a given period by completing 
it with words not attested in textual tradition. In this way many 
words have been added to the ,romj, e.g. the adj. av;mA-rnl(),, lit. 
"knocking together"-" adjacent" (related to Anc. Gk. Evµn).TfYm,e;) 
deduced by Thumb from Mod. Gk. av;mlwr; "neighbour," and 
av;mJ.ia "near" (Indog. Forsch., XIV. pp. 349 sqq.), or the verb 
J.a{Jow "to wound," deduced from Mod. Gk. J.a{J<l>vw (Cl. Q. 1914, 
P· 194).

Yet it must always be borne in mind that Phonology and 
Morphology, however indispensable for the �dy of Vocabulary, 
have different objetl:s, and above all a different method. They 
proceed by generalliation, they deduce from particular fatl:s the under
lying laws and tendencies, and, conversely, can explain other fa& 
by these. Whereas semantic events are as such incapable of generaliza
tion, they are by their very nature unique and individual. One can 
collect and classify innumerable changes of meaning ; it will still be 
impossible to deduce from them any general law or tendency ruling 
semantic changes in the language. What they have in common is of 
little use or interest. Each must be left to speak for itself, for each 
has its own story to tell. The story is often puzzling. Take, for 
instance, the Anc. Gk. q,rn,oi;. It is the same word as Lat. fagus, Ger. 
Bnche, Russ. b11k, Eng. beech, and other words of the same root in 
various Ind. Eur. languages. They all have the same meaning as 
the English-beech-and point to a word with this meaning in the 
parent-tongue. Yet in Ancient Greek, and here alone, q,rn,o� means 
something different : a kind of oak, probably Q11trc11J Aegilops. Now 

. q,rn,oi; has survived in Modern Greek, but here it has come to mean 
again "beech" (see B. Legrand Diet. Gr. Mod.-Francai.r, .r.v.). This 
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late recovery of a sense lost at the time when the future Greeks broke 
off from the parent-stock, is neither more nor less strange than the 
passage from " bird " to " hen " ; both are determined by no 
formulable law, and so allow of no general" explanation." We mu� 
not ask of them what they cannot give, but must take them for what 
they are : " accidents." Only so can a semasiological change teach 
us anything. 

With these considerations in mind, we can now look at Modern 
Greek vocabulary. 

• * * * 

What strikes one most in this vocabulary-next to its over
whelming numeric wealth-is the ftrange scarcity of foreign borrow
ings. Most words look familiar, purely Hellenic, transparent in their 
�rucrore and their etymology. And of those which are not, so many 
go back to the obscure immemorial stratum of alien words with 
which Greek began its life in Aegean lands. Compared with these 
prehistoric and early Hellenic borrowings, the number of foreign 
words acquired later, in post-classical times, is less considerable. 
This translates in the domain of vocabulary a more general facl:, 
thus formulated by Thumb (p. 202): "I muft maintain emphatically 
that foreign influences play but a small part in comparison with the 
great number of innovations which have altered the charaB:er of 
Oassical Greek. For in their general characteristics, Hellenistic 
and Modern Greek are a natural development of Attic Greek." 

The purity of vocabulary is the more surprising, since for the 
last 2,000 years or so Greek history has been a continuous series of 
racial and cultural shiftings and fusions, of alien invasions, infiltrations, 
conquests and dominations. All that has, no doubt, left many 
indelible traces in Greece-but not on the Greek language. 

Latin words, which form the oldest stratum of post-classical 
borrowings, are relatively also the mo� numerous. Even so, they 
are very few, and among common terms, rmln ( <hospiti11m)1 "house," 
pdfl,ca and noeTa are their only prominent representatives. Greek 
is as quick to eliminate foreign words as to adopt them. • Pwµaio, 
which once became the name by which Greeks designated themselves, 
vanished again before the old • ElJ.,,,,et;. It left behind it the adj. 
•ewµatix« which is now used in familiar speech, with a pejorative
shade: "•ewµafo,a ned(y)µara," a Greek will say, shrugging his
shoulders, when he speaks of some typical and reprehensible feature
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ensemble of words of a language considered in their semantic value ; 
and the development of a vocabulary consists in purely semantic 
events : words changing their meanings, or meanings changing the 
words by which they are denoted. Changes of form are accounted 
for by the two other branches of philology ; but they are closely 
connected with the changes of meaning and must therefore be con
ftantly referred to in semasiological �dy. Morphological and 
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late recovery of a sense lost at the time when the future Greeks broke 
off from the parent-sl:ock, is neither more nor less ftrange than the 
passage from " bird " to " hen " ; both are determined by no 
formulable law, and so allow of no general" explanation." We muft 
not ask of them what they cannot give, but must take them for what 
they are : " accidents." Only so can a semasiological change teach 
us anything. 

With these considerations in mind, we can now look at Modern 
Greek vocabulary. 

• * • *

What strikes one most in this vocabulary�next to its over
whelming numeric wealth-is the strange scarcity of foreign borrow
ings. Most words look familiar, purely Hellenic, transparent in their 
strucl:ure and their etymology. And of those which are not, so many 
go back to the obscure immemorial stratum of alien words with 
which Greek began its life in Aegean lands. Compared with these 
prehistoric and early Hellenic borrowings, the number of foreign 
words acquired later, in post-classical times, is less considerable. 
This translates in the domain of vocabulary a more general faa, 
thus formulated by Thumb (p. 202): "I must maintain emphatically 
that foreign influences play but a small part in comparison with the 
great number of innovations which have altered the charaB:er of 
Oassical Greek. For in their general charaB:erirucs, Hellenistic 
and Modern Greek are a natural development of Attic Greek." 

The purity of vocabulary is the more surprising, since for the 
last 2,000 years or so Greek history has been a continuous series of 
racial and cultural shiftings and fusions, of alien invasions, infiltrations, 
conquests and dominations. All that has, no doubt, left many 
indelible traces in Greece-but not on the Greek language. 

Latin words, which form the oldest stratum of post-classical 
borrowings, are relatively also the most numerous. Even so, they 
are very few, and among common terms, anln ( <hospiti11111), "house," 
Pdexa and noeTa are their only prominent representatives. Greek 
is as quick to eliminate foreign words as to adopt them. • Pwµaro, 
which once became the name by which Greeks designated themselves, 
vanished again before the old • Ellqver;. It left behind it the adj. 
•ewµat� which is now used in familiar speech, with a pejorative
shade: "•ewµa(ixa ned(y)µara," a Greek will say, shrugging his
shoulders, when he speaks of some typical and reprehensible feature
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of Greek life, such as the �te of roads or the dishone§ty of the 
government. 

Next in time and in number are the Italian borrowings: 'Anlo 
(addio), O'alaTa, iewindti(,ioi;) <(Venet. capitanio), aaede.Ua, {Jcmoe, 
(Venet. vapor) "steamer,' and Aoii<n-eo!: (voc. J.ovcneo), the familiar 
Athenian figure of the shoe-black and general fa8:otum. This is 
pra8:ically all that survives. 

Slav and Albanian have left no traces except in place-names, and .,., 
Turkish is represented now-a-days only by three common words: 
m,i.dip,, y,aove·n, and NJIIK()vµ, (Turkish-delight), which are not peculiar 
to Greek, but sum up the Turkish contribution to the common 
treasury of civilization. There were many more words in use during 
the Turkish rule, but all were terms of Turkish admhmtration, and 
the like, for which no Greek words could, or should, have exifted. 
Together with the fez., the effendi, the bry, and their ne{JMr, (govern
ment), the borrowed words which designated them in Greek nave 

ii.o. . ..-o,..;l.<: also vanished from the language. Greek words are perhaps less 
quick to disappear from Turkish: in Con�ntinople, in any case, 
though it has been renamed Htambul, the power of the Greek language, 
if not of Greek arms, has reasserted itself againft the Barbarians. 
I�mbul is tk T�v ll6ATJ whose o became II in accordance with the 
laws of vowel-harmony in Turkish. 

The moft recent and ephemeral ftratum of borrowings in Greek 
is formed by a few French words (terms of " elegance and refine
ment"), and a few English (terms of sport), which are current only 
in large towns and among a y�ted se&on of society. ... :I '< 

The attitude to borrowing foreign words varies much from 
language to language, and it is always very significant. 

Take for inftance English. With its great assimilating power 
and an insatiable hunger for words, it is at the same time notably 
lacking itself in capacity for word-formation. So it borrows freely, 
but thoroughly digefts the adopted alien elements, transforming 
them into its own flesh and blood. 

It is quite otherwise with modern French, whose assimilating 
power is very small. Here a loan-word rarely acquires a thoroughly 
native air; it usually remains a foreign body in the vocabulary. 
That is why loan-words are so few in French The language recoils 
from borrowing and tends to satisfy its lexical needs by word
formation, for which its capacity is, however, rather moderate. 
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In French, as in English, the attitude to borrowing is only a 
particular ma.nife�tion of more general tendencies. Together 
with a reftri8:ed power for assimilation and word-formation, there 
.is in French an instin&ve revulsion from "rich" vocabulary. The 
language naturally tends to obtain its expressiveness through choice, 
precision, and redu&on of lexical means, not through their extent 
and variety, as in English. And it is no accident that the greate� 
English poet has something like 24,000 words at his command, a 
" richness " which has no parallel in all European literatures. Whereas 
the greateft French poet, Racine, achieves his task with what can be 
claimed to be the " pooreft " vocabulary that a great poet ever had 
at his disposal-1,soo words, if I remember rightly. It is from 
this supreme limitation that he draws his highe� power. 

In its violent lexical greed, Modern Greek far surpasses even 
English. But to satisfy it, Greek need not have recourse to foreign 
borrowings. So these are naturally few. Not that it recoils from 
loan-words, as French does. In its passionate demand for words, 
ever more words, Greek is rather quick and ready in borrowing 
foreign ones whenever they happen to be at hand. Only they do 
not remain in the language; quickly adopted, they are as quickly 
discarded. So great, and always available, are the lexical riches 
accumulated by the language, so unrestrained its power of forming 
new words, that the hastily-borrowed foreign word soon ceases to 
jurufy its exi�ence and vanishes from usage. How could it not ?
since for its meaning there are always words already in exiftence, 
and many more are potentially there, waiting to form themselves 
on the lips of the speaker, and ready to catch and convey the par
ticular shade required at the moment. Greek vocabulary is per
manently in the making. New words are always springing up on 
the spur of the moment, no di&onary is able to give a precise 
idea of the extent of the vocabulary, since part of it remains 
potential. 

This superabundance is not without its drawbacks, and it would 
be convenient to quote here the impression of a diftinguished scholar 
of Modern Greek, who is a Frenchman and thus, in respe8: of 
vocabulary, ftands as it were at the opposite pole to Greek: "Quand 
on parcourt un di&onnaire grec, on e� frappe a la fois de la sura
bondance des termes et de la difficulte qu'on eprouve a y trouver 
l'equivalent courant de beaucoup de mots etrangers tout a fait simples. 
11 y a en meme temps plethore et insuffisance." (H. Pemot, Lefon 
d'011Verl11re, p. 13). 
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of Greek life, such as the state of roads or the dishone� of the 
government. 

Next in time and in number are the Italian borrowings: • Anlo 
(addio), aw.d-i-a, ,eanei-av\�) <(Venet. ,apitanio), uae�ella, fJanoe, 
(Venet. vapor) "steamer,' and Mi'IO'Tf/0!: (voc. J.oii<neo), the familiar 
Athenian figure of the shoe-black and general factotum. This is 
practically all that survives. 

Slav and Albanian have left no traces except in place-names, and ..., 
Turkish is represented now-a-days only by three common words : 
nwig,,, y,aov(JT,, and AOl1"0vµ, (Turkish-delight), which are not peculiar 
to Greek, but sum up the Turkish contribution to the common 
treasury of civilization. There were many more words in use during 
the Turkish rule, but all were terms of Turkish administration, and 
the like, for which no Greek words could, or should, have existed. 
Together with the fez, the effendi, the bey, and their nePUn (govern
ment), the borrowed words which designated them in Greek have 
also vanished from the language. Greek words are perhaps less 
quick to disappear from Turkish : in Constantinople, in any case, 
though it has been renamed Htambul, the power of the Greek language, 
if not of Greek arms, has reasserted itself against the Barbarians. 
Istambul is ek T,}v llo).17 whose o became II in accordance with the 
laws of vowel-harmony in Turkish. 

The most recent and ephemeral stratum of borrowings in Greek 
is formed by a few French words (terms of "elegance and refine
ment "), and a few English (terms of sport), which are current only 
in large towns and among a li_!:rited section of society. .... \ �
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The attitude to borrowing foreign words varies much from 
language to language, and it is always very significant. 

Take for instance English. With its great assimilating power 
and an insatiable hunger for words, it is at the same time notably 
lacking itself in capacity for word-formation. So it borrows freely, 
but thoroughly digests the adopted alien elements, transforming 
them into its own flesh and blood. 

It is quite otherwise with modern French, whose assimilating 
power is very small. Here a loan-word rarely acquires a thoroughly 
native air; it usually remains a foreign body in the vocabulary. 
That is why loan-words are so few in French The language recoils 
from borrowing and tends to satisfy its lexical needs by word
formation, for which its capacity is, however, rather moderate. 
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In French, as in English, the attitude to borrowinH I� only 11 
particular manifestation of more general tendencies. 'l'oHOlht1r 
with a restricted power for assimilation and word-form:ation, lhc,·o 
is in French an instinctive revulsion from "rich" vocabulary. 'l'lu: 
language naturally tends to obtain its expressiveness through choice, 
precision, and reduction of lexical means, not through their extent 
and variety, as in English. And it is no accident that the greatc� 
English poet has something like 24,000 words at his command, a 
"richness" which has no parallel in all European literatures. Whereas 
the greatdl: French poet, Racine, achieves his task with what can be 
claimed to be the " poore� " vocabulary that a great poet ever had 
at his disposal-1,�oo words, if I remember rightly. It is from 
this supreme limitation that he draws his highei!t power. 

In its violent lexical greed, Modern Greek far surpasses even 
English. But to satisfy it, Greek need not have recourse to foreign 
borrowings. So these arc naturally few. Not that it recoils from 
loan-words, as French does. In its passionate demand for words, 
ever more words, Greek is rather quick and ready in borrowing 
foreign ones whenever they happen to be at hand. Only they do 
not remain in the language; quickly adopted, they are as quickly 
discarded. So great, and always available, are the lexical riches 
accumulated by the language, so unrestrained its power of forming 
new words, that the hastily-borrowed foreign word soon ceases to 
justify its existence and vanishes from usage. How could it not ?
since for its meaning there are always words already in existence, 
and many more are potentially there, waiting to form themselves 
on the lips of the speaker, and ready to catch and convey the par
ticular shade required at the moment. Greek vocabulary is per
manently in the making. New words are always springing up on 
the spur of the moment, no dictionary is able to give a precise 
idea of the extent of the vocabulary, since part of it remains 
potential. 

This superabundance is not without its drawbacks, and it would 
be convenient to quote here the impression of a distinguished scholar 
of Modern Greek, who is a Frenchman and thus, in respecl: of 
vocabulary, i!l:ands as it were at the opposite pole to Greek: "Quand 
on parcourt un dia:ionnaire grec, on ci!l: frappe a la fois de la sura
bondance des tcrmes et de la difficulte qu'on eprouve a y trouver 
l'equivalent courant de beaucoup de mots etrangcrs tout a fait simples. 
11 y a en m�me temps plethore et insuffisance." (H. Pernot, Lefon 
d'01111erl111'e, p. 13 ). 
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The greed for words and the unrdtrained freedom in forming 
them, which make Modern Greek vocabulary what it is, will be§t 
appear from particular in�ces. 

Take TO nall1J"cfe,, which is a very usual word, full of life and 
savour. It means "young man," and is generally used with the 
special shade " bold lad," " young brave." M11tatis mutandis, it is 
the modern equivalent of t'fawi;. Side by side with this form, there 
are two more, each specifying the main meaning in a definite direction: 
nallfJ"aea,, which gives it a more familiar shade, and is used also like 
the English "tommy" or the French "poilu," and with a slightly 
pejorative sense it comes to mean" braggart, bo�er"; and null�, 
which gives the word a less popular, a somewhat heavy, official or 
literary, air. From these there are innumerable derivations : verbs 
like n:allfJ"aeE/;w (to be in the flower of youth, in full §1:rength; 
to be, or behave as, a nall1J"ai1'); nouns like nall11,..aeu1 (bravery, 
daring, generosity, etc. ) ; adjectives, each provided with a corre
sponding adverb, nallfJ"ae,jaw,, na.U11"ae'ar"'o,, nall"'aelaTuros, 
etc ; not to mention the various diminutives-nallfJ"aewu, 
nall11xaeow,-whose number can be increased at will to translate 
all the range of caressive, diminutive, pejorative and other shades 
with which the Greek mind is so amply furnished. These are only 
the few mo� frequent derivations ; one could write a whole mono
graph on nall11"de' and its family-and on many other words, for 
that matter. 

Besides derivation, another type of word-coining is very charac
teriruc of Modern Greek and contributes to the continuous enrich
ment of the vocabulary. An old privilege of the language-the 
freedom to form compounds-has been fully preserved. Compounds 
are no less chara8:eriruc of Modern than of Ancient Greek ; and not 
only in the literary language, but also, and perhaps even more, in 
popular speech. The mo� familiar conversation swarms with them, 
and they intervene sometimes on mo� unexpe8:ed occasions; thus, ,. .-:'\:I 

the idiomatic way of saying " knife and fork" is µaxa&(!Omfeovvo. - - -
Formations of this sort are §1:rikingly frequent : things closely con-
ne8:ed or occurring together tend to assert their correlation on the 
verbal plane by coalescing into complex and articulated wholes. 

But I need not here enumerate the different types of compounds 
(they are exhauruvely classified by Thumb, Handbook, pp. 31 sq. , x u). 
The main ways of their formation have remained the same as in 
Ancient Greek, so that sometimes a new compound coincides in 
form with an old one, long since obliterated and forgotten : e. g. 
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the familiar word droeoyvvo(v) (often spelt 4vreoyv'l'O to preserve 
the d-value of 6). It is the proper word-not for the androgyne, 
as one would expe8:-but for a married couple; it means "husband 
and wife." It is certainly not the descendant of the ancient d!lc5eoyvvo,, 
but an independent popular formation, which spontaneously followed 
the old way and led to the same word, though with a quite different 
meaning. Semasiologically the comparison of the two " androgynes " 
is interefung too. There is between them identity not only of 
formation, but also of the main elements of sense : " man and 
woman" in both. It is the slight shifting of the conne8:ing" and"
from " at once " to " together with "-which results in the total 
difference of meaning. (A similar semantic shifting I once witnessed 
in a train, where I overheard a passenger describe Bedales as " one 
of those bi-sexual schools.") 

By means of compounds Modern Greek is able to achieve 
effe8:s of condensation possible in no other language. A compound 
is sometimes a picture given in bold foreshortening, such as 
xaµ11).o}.oy,dg0>--" to muse ftaring at the ground, with bent head." 
And sometimes it is a whole poem, like one of those pointed diruchs 
that spring spontaneously to the lips of a Greek peasant-only con
densed into a single word. Behind any such word there is usually 
a whole §1:ory, a long process of preparation: changes of sense, 
con§titution of more and more concise formulas in which words 
occur in ever closer juxtaposition until finally, without losing their 
di§tincl: meanings and charaB:erirucs, they grow together to form 
one word. Of this let us take an example, chosen not because it is 
particularly ruiking but because it is the simple§t. 

The verb {JaaiktJw has kept its main sense " to reign." But 
the denotation remaining the same, it has acquired a new connotation, 
gathering round it in the atmosphere of the Byzantine Empire a 
crimson halo of splendour and magnificence. The main sense has 
developed by way of metaphor another which, in a particular con
nection, is no less frequent. To say d -,JJ,o, {Jaawvei-" the sun is 
reigning, the sun is in its full glory and splendour, it is vested with 
royal purple "-is now the only way of saying "the sun is setting." 
Hence To {Jaath,µa Toii -,Ji.IOI/, " sunset." One ftep more, and we have 
To fJJw{JaalJ.Eµa, the proper term for " sunset " in Modern Greek. 

This and similar formations muft not be mi§taken for " dead 
metaphors." They are fully alive in Modern Greek, and are perceived 
with all the complexity of their implications. Since their components 
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The greed for words and the unregj:rained freedom in forming 
them, which make Modern Greek vocabulary what it is, will begi; 
appear from particular in�nces. 

Take TO na.V.17,ecfe,, which is a very usual word, full of life and 
savour. It means "young man," and is generally used with the 
special shade "bold lad," "young brave." MMtatis m11tandi1, it is 
the modern equivalent of ijew,;. Side by side with this form, there 
are two more, each specifying the main meaning in a definite direaion: 
:ira.U1J"czea,;, which gives it a more familiar shade, and is used also like 
the English "tommy" or the French " poilu," and with a slightly 
pejorative sense it comes to mean "braggart, boa�er"; and :ira.U�KO{)o,;, 
which gives the word a less popular, a somewhat heavy, official or 
literary, air. From these there are innumerable derivations: verbs 
like na.V.1J"aeejx» (to be in the flower of youth, in full �rength; 
to be, or behave as, a :mV,A'J"!ll1'); nouns like na.UfJ"ae,d (bravery, 
daring, generosity, etc.); adjeaives, each provided with a corre
sponding adverb, na.U17"ae,jaw,;, na.V.71xaq1dwro,;, naJJ.ucaemow,;, 
etc ; not to mention the various diminutives-naJJ.f)xaqdx,, 
na.V.71,eczeoi,d,-whose number can be increased at will to translate 
all the range of caressive, diminutive, pejorative and other shades 
with which the Greek mind is so amply furnished. These are only 
the few mo� frequent derivations ; one could write a whole mono
graph on na.V.f/xde1 and its family-and on many other words, for 
that matter. 

Besides derivation, another type of word-coining is very charac
te�c of Modern Greek and contributes to the continuous enrich
ment of the vocabulary. An old privilege of the language-the 
freedom to form compounds-has been fully preserved. Compounds 
a.re no less characl:eriruc of Modern than of Ancient Greek ; and not 
only in the literary language, but also, and perhaps even more, in 
popular speech. The mo� familiar conversation swarms with them, 
and they intervene sometimes on mo� unexpecl:ed occasions ; thus, 
the idiomatic way of saying " knife and fork " is µaxa,eonAe<,ullO. 11, 

Formations of this sort are §trikingly frequent: things closely con
necl:ed or occurring together tend to assert their correlation on the 
verbal plane by coalescing into complex and articulated wholes. 

But I need not here enumerate the different types of compounds 
(they are exhauruvely classified by Thumb, Handbook, pp. 31 sq., 1 u). 
The main ways of their formation have remained the same as in 
Ancient Greek, so that sometimes a new compound coincides in 
form with an old one, long since obliterated and forgotten : e.g. 
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the familiar word dvc5eoyv)IO(v) (often spelt 4ne&,,t,vo to preserve 
the d-value of o). It is the proper word-not for the androgyne, 
as one would expecl:-but for a married couple ; it means " husband 
and wife." It is certainly not the descendant of the ancient dmeoyv)IO,;, 
but an independent popular formation, which spontaneously followed 
the old way and led to the same word, though with a quite different 
meaning. Semasiologically the comparison of the two " androgynes " 
is interefung too. There is between them identity not only of 
formation, but also of the main elements of sense : " man and 
woman " in both. It is the slight shifting of the conne&ng " and "
from " at once " to " together with "-which results in the total 
difference of meaning. (A similar semantic shifting I once witnessed 
in a train, where I overheard a passenger describe Bedales as " one 
of those bi-sexual schools.") 

By means of compounds Modern Greek is able to achieve 
effe& of condensation possible in no other language. A compound 
is sometimes a picture given in bold foreshortening, such as 
xaµ11).o)uy,d3w-" to muse staring at the ground, with bent head." 
And sometimes it is a whole poem, like one of those pointed diruchs 
that spring spontaneously to the lips of a Greek peasant-· only con
densed into a single word. Behind any such word there is usually 
a whole �ory, a long process of preparation: changes of sense, 
co�itution of more and more concise formulas in which words 
occur in ever closer juxtaposition until finally, without losing their 
di�a meanings and characl:erifucs, they grow together to form 
one word. Of this let us take an example, chosen not because it is 
particularly �riking but because it is the simplest. 

The verb Pa<11AE1JW has kept its main sense " to reign." But 
the denotation remaining the same, it has acquired a new connotation, 
gathering round it in the atmosphere of the Byzantine Empire a 
crimson halo of splendour and magnificence. The main sense has 
developed by way of metaphor another which, in a particular con
necl:ion, is no less frequent. To say o 17Aro,; paa,kvei-" the sun is 
reigning, the sun is in its full glory and splendour, it is vested with 
royal purple "-is now the only way of saying "the sun is setting." 
Hence To PaalAEµa i-oii ijAIOfJ, " sunset." One step more, and we have 
Td f/AwPaatkµa, the proper term for " sunset " in Modern Greek. 

This and similar formations mu� not he mistaken for " dead 
metaphors." They are fully alive in Modern Greek, and are perceived 
with all the complexity of their implications. Since their components 
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remain in use, occurring with their original and metaphorical mean
ings, separately and in juxtaposition, they are prevented from fusing 
together into an unarticulated mass in the compounds also. There 
are words more intere§ting and complicated of this kind, but I must 
resist the temptation to quote and analyse them here. Among other
things it is the abundance of such words that makes colloquial Greek 
--especially peasant Greek-unique in its concreteness and variety 
of shades (while the xa-o«etwtx1a swarms with faded words and dead 
metaphors, and. is intolerable to anyone accu$lomed to meet them 
alive in ancient texts). 

M. Pernot may be quite right in complaining that Modern Greek
vocabulary is lacking in exa8: equivalents for many foreign words 
" tout a fait simples." Still, the pra8:ical inconvenience resulting 
from that is more than compensated by advantages of a quite different 
kind. 

• * * * 

To satisfy their growing or changing lexical needs, all languages 
with a p� and a literary tradition possess another resource besides 
word-coining. All of them, though in varying degrees, are able to 
reintroduce into their present vocabulary lexical elements fallen into 
disuse. 

It is to a quite unusual degree that Greek is endowed with the 
will and the capacity for keeping old words alive, or revitalizing 
afresh words long lost and forgotten. (I am speaking again of the 
living Greek, not of the xal>aetVOOOa which uses only dead words, 
preventing the old from becoming alive, and killing the new by 
di§torting them to fit an artificial pattern). I have already mentioned 
that in Greek the lexical treasures accumulated in the past remain 
constantly and dire8:ly available. M. Pernot quotes somewhere the 
saying of a witty Athenian lady : " The register of the Greek vocabu- 't J4,. 

lary records only births, never deaths." And this is true. No Greek 
word ever formed can be considered as dead. If it does not a8:ually 
occur in use, it still continues to exist so to speak potentially, and 
may at any moment be called back to life at the will of a poet. In 
his morphology and his sound-system a Greek poet is bound to follow 
present usage-just as an English poet is bound to write in English, 
and not in Anglo-Saxon or in Indo-European. But unlike the English, 
the Greek poet is strangdy free in his choice of vocabulary. Here 
he is limited only by his own power to revive, and his personal �e 
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and taa. What a great poet of our own day can attempt and achieve 
in this dire8:ion, appears be§t from the work of Kostis Palamas. 

But even without the intervention of the poet, a word, often 
after millennia of hidden germination, may re-emerge in current 
usage, sometimes with the same meaning as in the ancient period, 
sometimes with a new one, and sometimes-still more curious
with a meaning so old that it was already forgotten in classical times. 
There are many words of that kind in use to-day. We will mention 
two of them. 

In a quite different conne8:ion we have already met the nall1J"dei, 
"young man." Now in this word the old stem naiJ.ax-almoft 
lost in classical Greek-has re-emerged with its original meaning, 
forgotten already in Homer's time. (The st:em points probably to 
the same root as IlaJ.lai;, -aooi; on the one hand, and the large group 
na,Uw, 1UNJ)1 no.l.oi;, etc., on the other.) 

In facl:, the only representative of this st:em traceable in ancient 
literature is naUaxli;, its synodm na,Umoj and their derivatives (most J 
of them �ill in use). But in Homer already �ti; has lost its original 
sense " young woman " and has narrowed down semantically to mean 
"concubine." Yet the original sense has survived obscurely else
where, and has left traces in the lower ftrata of our textual tradition, 
where the words mflla;, na,U.11E and naUaxli; occur with the meaning 
" young man, young woman " (see the references in Stephanus' 
Thesa11r11s, J.v.). IlaJJ.11e by way of the diminutive, gave RW1J"aeiov 
becoming ncuJ.11xae,. 

The proper word for " mountain," " hill," in Modern Greek 
is To {Jovv6 (less popular form 6 {Ja,w6,;). •oeai; has fallen into disuse, 
though it has not altogether disappeared. It survives in a few deriva
tions, compounds and fossilized formulas, like • Ayiov "Oeoi;, i.e. Mt. 
Athos; and one may still hear it sometimes on the lips of a pedant 
or schoolm�er, ashamed of the supposed barbarous intruder {Jov116. 
This was already the opinion of Aelius Dionysius (c. 100 A.n.) quoted 
by Eustathius (in II. IX. 710) and of Eustathius himself, who takes 
it for a Libyan word. The word first: occurs in Herodotus (IV. 199);
the Cyrenians, he tdls us, called {Jovvou,; (acc. pl.) the part of their 
land between the coast-plains and the highest mountain-region-the 
hill-country, that is. Bovv6,; was then perceived by Herodotus as a 
local Cyreniac word that needed explanation. Could it then a8:ually 
have been borrowed by the Greek colonists from their African neigh
bours ? By no means, as appears from the following fa& : 
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remain in use, occurring with their original and metaphorical mean
ings, separately and in juxtaposition, they are prevented from fusing 
together into an unarticulated mass in the compounds also. There 
are words more interclting and complicated of this kind, but I muft 
resi.$1: the temptation to quote and analyse them here. Among other 
things it is the abundance of such words that makes colloquial Greek 
---especially peasant Greek-unique in its concreteness and variety 
of shades (while the ,ea{}aeevrnx1a swarms with faded words and dead 
metaphors, and is intolerable to anyone accuftomed to meet them 
alive in ancient texts). 

M. Pernot may be quite right in complaining that Modern Greek
vocabulary is lacking in exact equivalents for many foreign words 
"tout a fait simples." Still, the prailical inconvenience resulting 
from that is more than compensated by advantages of a quite different 
kind. 

* * * * 

To satisfy their growing or changing lexical needs, all languages 
with a paft and a literary tradition possess another resource besides 
word-coining. All of them, though in varying degrees, are able to 
reintroduce into their present vocabulary lexical elements fallen into 
disuse. 

It is to a quite unusual degree that Greek is endowed with the 
will and the capacity for keeping old words alive, or revitalizing 
afresh words long loft and forgotten. (I am speaking again of the 
living Greek, not of the xa{}aeWOl)(1a which uses only dead words., 

preventing the old from becoming alive, and killing the new by 
iliftorting them to fit an artificial pattern). I have already mentioned 
that in Greek the lexical treasures accumulated in the paft remain 
constantly and direaly available. M. Pemot quotes somewhere the 
saying of a witty Athenian lady : " The regifter of the Greek vocabu- "! "'�'> 
lary records only births, never deaths." And this is true. No Greek 
word ever formed can be considered as dead. If it does not actually 
occur in use, it rull continues to exi!ll so to speak potentially, and 
may at any moment be called back to life at the will of a poet. In 
his morphology and his sound-syftem a Greek poet is bound to follow 
present usage-juft as an English poet is bound to write in English, 
and not in Anglo-Saxon or in Inda-European. But unlike the English, 
the Greek poet is §trangely free in his choice of vocabulary. Here 
he is limited only by his own power to revive, and his personal tafte 
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and taa. What a great poet of our own day can attempt and achieve 
in this direilion, appears heft from the work of Koftis Palamas. 

But even without the intervention of the poet, a word, often 
after millennia of hidden germination, may re-emerge in current 
usage, sometimes with the same meaning as in the ancient period, 
sometimes with a new one, and sometimes-ftill more curious
with a meaning so old that it was already forgotten in classical times. 
There are many words of that kind in use to-day. We will mention 
two of them. 

In a quite different conneilion we have already met the ,ro,U'l"ae,, 
" young man." Now in this word the old stem n�almost 
lost in classical Greek-has re-emerged with its original meaning, 
forgotten already in Homer's time. (The stem points probably to 
the same root as llaJM.r;, -door; on the one hand, and the large group 
nd.Uw, niMJJ, no¼, etc., on the other.) 

In faB:, the only representative of this stem traceable in ancient 
literature is na.Uwelr;, its synodm naA),a,oj and their derivatives (moft 
of them �ill in use). But in Homer already na.Uwelr; has loft its original 
sense " young woman " and has narrowed down semantically to mean 
"concubine." Yet the original sense has survived obscurely else
where, and has left traces in the lower ftrata of our textual tradition, 
where the words n�. nd.Uri� and na.Uwelr; occur with the meaning 
" young man, young woman " (see the references in Stephanus' 
Thesam-us, s.v.). IIillri� by way of the diminutive, gave nolll'/"ae«>11 
becoming nall'l"&e,. 

The proper word for " mountain," " hill," in Modern Greek 
is To Povvo (less popular form 6 Pov11or;). •ol!O, has fallen into disuse, 
though it has not altogether disappeared. It survives in a few deriva
tions, compounds and fossilized formulas, like • Ayio11 "Oeo,, i.e. Mt. 
Athos ; and one may §till hear it sometimes on the lips of a pedant 
or schoolmafter, ashamed of the supposed barbarous intruder Pov116. 
This was already the opinion of Aelius Dionysius (c. 100 A.n.) quoted 
by Eustathius (in II. IX. 710) and of Eustathius himself, who takes 
it for a Libyan word. The word firft occurs in Herodotus (IV. 199); 
the Cyrenians, he tells us, called Povvovr; (acc. pl.) the part of their 
land between the coaft-plains and the highest mountain-region-the 
hill-country, that is. Bovvor; was then perceived by Herodotus as a 
local Cyreniac word that needed explanation. Could it then actually 
have been borrowed by the Greek colonists from their African neigh
bours ? By no means, as appears from the following fa& : 
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(1) The corresponding adjeilive Poiivi,; occurs twice in Aeschylus
(acc. /Joiiv,v S11ppl. 17 and voc. {Joiiv, ib. 776). As its form shows, 
the adjecl:i.ve is not derived from {Jovv6r;, but is a parallel, and con
sequently original, formation. 

(z) Another adjecl:i.ve, this time derived from the noun, was the
cult-epithet of Hera, whose temple stood on the Acrocorinthus: Hera 
"the lady of the hill "-Boovala (Paus. II. 4.7). 

(3) A third adjecl:i.ve occurs in the Anthol. Pa/at. (VI. 106) as
the epithet of Pan : Ilav B01Jvi-ra. The case is parallel to the preceding, 
and one may conjechire that we have here an old Arcadian cult
epithet. 

(4) The grammarian Phrynichus (p. 3 5 .5, ed. Lobeck) says that
the word {Jovvor; was usual in Syracusan poetry and was introduced into 
Athenian comedy by Philemon (c. 330 B.c.). 

It is clear from the form and date of Pouv,,; from the geographical 
distribution of the word and its cognates or derivatives ; from the 
use of the two adjecl:i.ves as cult-epithets (attested beyond doubt 
in the first case)--that we have to do with an old Greek word, belong
ing to the deepest strata of the language. 

But it is also clear that the word had early disappeared from usage 
and survived only locally. It must have been an archaism even in 
Aeschylus' time since, shortly after, Herodotus when he meets it in 
Cyrene treats it as a local word and thinks it necessary to give an 
explanation to his mainly Athenian audience. That it was entirely 
unknown in Athens in the beginning of the 4th c. B.c. is evident ; 
otherwise Philemon would not have had to introduce it about that 
time from Sicily. Much later, in the 2nd c. A.D., it must still have 
been rare, since Hera's transparent epithet Boo11ala remained a mystery 
to Pausanias and to his Corinthian informants (see his far-fetched 
explanation, II. 4.7). 

I need not follow the later history of the word. How it spread 
and reasserted itself in common use until it finally superseded its 
rival 8eor;-this is a long story, instrucl:i.ve in more than one respecl: ; 
but it does not concern us here. AU we have to show is, how a half
forgotten archaism in Aeschylus' time, a curious local term to 
Herodotus, an obscure fossilized epithet of Pan and Hera throughout 
classical and Hellenistic times, has mysteriously re-emerged, and 
lives again on the lips of the Greek people. 

* * * * 

These eclipses and re-emergences of words, together with their 
semantic changes, persistences and reversions, sometimes open 
strangely wide perspecl:i.ves on the past. What they reveal is essentially 
concrete and individual. In following step by step the life of a word, 
one finds oneself situated in the very heart of the living flux, where 
the most divers forces and factors are intimately interwoven. Here 
one is no longer concerned with language alone, but with life in its 
integrity, of which language is the supreme manifeftation. There 
is a manifold interplay of everything with everything. Hiftorical 
and cultural events, geographical shiftings and redistributions, growth 
and decay of beliefs, fluchiation of fashions and tastes, changes of 
morals and modes of life-all this determines and illuminates the 
life of a word and is illuminated by it. A study of this kind requires, 
then, the collaboration of very various sorts of knowledge and 
methods, and faculties ranging from acuteness of intuition and daring 
in synthesis to careful minuteness in observing, colleffing and 
classifying the infinitesimal data involved. Anyone who would 
undertake to write the history of a single word-such as -reayow, 
" song," or the more humble {Jovvo,-would have to write a hiftory 
of Greek Civilization, from its origin till to-day ; and to write it 
not in the diffused and general manner of a hiftorian, but as reflected 
and condensed in the living microcosm of a word . 

This field lies as yet entirely untouched. But I do not doubt 
that such analysis will reorient and enrich the study of civilisation 
as decisively as microanalysis did other branches of knowledge. 

• • • • 

But from these too general, and perhaps premature, considera
tions, let us return to the more limited gains that the study of Modern 
Greek vocabulary affords a student of Ancient Greek. And here I 
cannot do better than quote at length the passage in which A. Thumb 
sums these up in a few significant instances. 

"Above all it (Mod. Gk.) throws light on the meaning of single 
words. Thus Hellenistic lexicography gains by the study of Modern 
Greek. Exaaly as we use the latter in reconftructing Hellenistic 
phonology and accidence, we may ask whether the meaning of certain 
modern words may not be applied to their ancient prototypes. 

". . . In Euripides Cy,lopJ (v. 694) we find "a,ewr; in a context 
which excludes the usual sense of the word. The Dutch philologist 
Cobet has therefore conje&ired �- ' in vain.' The Greek Pallis 
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(1) The corresponding adjeaive Poii11g occurs twice in Aeschylus
(acc. {Jov11,11 S11ppl. 17 and voc. {Jovv, ib. 776). As its form shows, 
the adjeaive is not derived from {Jovv&r;, but is a parallel, and con
sequently original, formation. 

(z) Another adjective, this time derived from the noun, was the
cult-epithet of Hera, whose temple stood on the Acrocorinthus: Hera 
"the lady of the hill "-Bov11a(a (Paus. II. 4.7). 

(;) A third adjeaive occurs in the Anthol. Pa/at. (VI. 106) as 
the epithet of Pan : llii.v BovviTa. The case is parallel to the preceding, 
and one may conjeaure that we have here an old Arcadian cult
epithet. 

(4) The grammarian Phrynichus (p. 35 5, ed. Lobeck) says that
the word {Jovv&r; was usual in Syracusan poetry and was introduced into 
Athenian comedy by Philemon (c. 330 B.c.). 

It is clear from the form and date of Povv,r;; from the geographical 
distribution of the word and its cognates or derivatives ; from the 
use of the two adjeaives as cult-epithets (attested beyond doubt 
in the .first case)-that we have to do with an old Greek word, belong
ing to the deepest strata of the language. 

But it is also clear that the word had early disappeared from usage 
and survived only locally. It must have been an archaism even in 
Aeschylus' time since, shortly after, Herodotus when he meets it in 
Cyrene treats it as a local word and thinks it necessary to give an 
explanation to his mainly Athenian audience. That it was entirely 
unknown in Athens in the beginning of the 4th c. B,C. is evident ; 
otherwise Philemon would not have had to introduce it about that 
time from Sicily. Much later, in the znd c. A..D., it must still have 
been rare, since Hera's transparent epithet BovvaLa remained a mystery 
to Pausanias and to his Corinthian informants (see his far-fetched 
explanation, II. 4.7). 

I need not follow the later history of the word. How it spread 
and reasserted itself in common use until it finally superseded its 
rival 8eor;-this is a long story, instruaive in more than one respect ; 
but it does not concern us here. All we have to show is, how a half
forgotten archaism in Aeschylus' time, a curious local term to 
Herodotus, an obscure fossilized epithet of Pan and Hera throughout 
classical and Hellenistic times, has mysteriously re-emerged, and 
lives again on the lips of the Greek people. 

* * * * 
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These eclipses and re-emergences of words, together with their 
semantic changes, persistences and reversions, sometimes open 
strangely wide perspectives on the past. What they reveal is essentially 
concrete and individual. In following step by step the life of a word, 
one finds oneself situated in the very heart of the living flux, where 
the most divers forces and fall:ors are intimately interwoven. Here 
one is no longer concerned with language alone, but with life in its 
integrity, of which language is the supreme manifestation. There 
is a manifold interplay of everything with everything. Historical 
and cultural events, geographical shiftings and redistributions, growth 
and decay of beliefs, fluctuation of fashions and tastes, changes of 
morals and modes of life-all this determines and illuminates the 
life of a word and is illuminated by it. A study of this kind requires, 
then, the collaboration of very various sorts of knowledge and 
methods, and faculties ranging from acuteness of intuition and daring 
in synthesis to careful minuteness in observing, collecting and 
classifying the infinitesimal data involved. Anyone who would 
undertake to write the hi�ory of a single word-such as T(?ayooo, 
" song," or the more humble {Jovv&,-would have to write a history 
of Greek Civilization, from its origin till to-day ; and to write it 
not in the diffused and general manner of a historian, but as reflected 
and condensed in the living microcosm of a word . 

This field lies as yet entirely untouched. But I do not doubt 
that such analysis will reorient and enrich the study of civilisation 
as decisively as microanalysis did other branches of knowledge. 

• • • • 

But from these too general, and perhaps premature, considera
tions, let us return to the more limited gains that the study of Modern 
Greek vocabulary affords a �udent of Ancient Greek. And here I 
cannot do better than quote at length the passage in which A. Thumb 
sums these up in a few significant instances. 

"Above all it (Mod. Gk.) throws light on the meaning of single 
words. Thus Hellenistic lexicography gains by the study of Modern 
Greek. Exa8:ly as we use the latter in reconstructing Helleni�ic 
phonology and accidence, we may ask whether the meaning of certain 
modern words may not be applied to their ancient prototypes. 

" . . . In Euripides Cyclops (v. 694) we find xaieciir; in a context 
which excludes the usual sense of the word. The Dutch philologi� 
Cobet has therefore conjeaured if.UW, ' in vain.' The Greek Pallis 
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reminds us of Mod. Greek To6 ,elVWI) ' in vain,' and the difficulty 
disappears if we give this meaning to ,eweci>i; in the passage of Euripides. 
Pallis, who has translated the New Teftament into vernacular Greek, 
has also explained Mark vii. 19, by interpreting the word /Jewµrrra not 
as ' food,' ' meat,' but as ' stench,' ' impurity,' with the Modern 
Greek meaning. Again,he has translated IJµAea ei/Ka,(!IX in Mark vi. 21, 

not as ' convenient day,' but as 'an empty day,' ' a holiday,' accord
ing to the Modern Greek meaning of dJxm(!Os:. Thus a layman, whose 
mother tongue is Modern Greek, has been able, without scientific 
�dy, to enlighten philologi� and theologians . . . If even a 
superficial knowledge of Modern Greek, without scientific research, 
promises such advantages, a thorough enquiry into the language 
will be rull more profitable. A short paper by the Greek Kujeas 
(Hernm XLI. 478 sqq.) furnishes a good illustration. In the Characters 
of Theophra�s a children's game is described and the expression 
d�o, nt� is used with the alternate lifting up and setting down 
of children. The expression has puzzled philologists, but Kujeas 
has found the solution of the riddle in a saying of his Peloponnesiaa 
home (Avia in Laconia). Those words accompany the action of 
lifting and setting down, and mean ' light like a leather bottle • (which 
Roats) and 'heavy like an axe' (which sinks in water)." (CJ. Q. 
1914, p. 191). 

At the time when Thumb wrote this, lexical research was rull 
at its first �ges, handicapped as it was by the absence of any exhauruve 
publication of relevant material in the form of a Thesaurus of Modern 
Greek; the material available was far from complete, and what there 
was had to be gleaned from various dictionaries, monographs, and 
papers in periodicals not always easy to obtain. Now the much
needed Thesaurus has begun to appear (see Prof. P. Koukoules' 
article on it in J.H.S. 1933, pp. 1 sqq.). With this publication the 
study of Greek vocabulary enters on a new phase : that of interpreta
tion and synthesis. 

V. 

I
N 1772 the French philologist Villoison �ted in a memoir 
the curious coexistence in Greece of three dirun8: idioms : 
(1) the language of the people, (2) that of the Church, and (3)
Ancient Greek.

To some extent this statement is true even now. There are still 
three languages in existence, though they do not correspond to those 
mentioned by Villoison. His (1) has split into two, and his (2.) and 
(3) have been incorporated into a new mixed idiom. Thus we have:

( 1) Popular usage with its variety of diale8:s and local peculiarities.
( 2) The unified and refined language of literature and cultivated

speech, based on the first. 
(3) An official jargon, the ,eal>aeeooooa or" expurgated language "

-an odd and distasteful mixture of Attic, Byzantine and modern
elements. This idiom is not one : it presents a great number of
varieties, ranging from the rigid "al>a(l,;v=a with its quasi-Atticising
airs, to the different forms of "mild" "ai>aew=a in which the living
Greek is more or less slightly and inconsistently distorted to accord
with the Byzantine model. The Katharevousa is, in principle, the
language of the Army, Lawcourt and office, but it is also enforced
in schools, where living Greek is officially persecuted. The
Katharevousa is also imitated in the diction of the lower journalism
and of publicity. By none is it spoken, in any of its varieties ; but
the speech of pretentious half-education is strongly infected by it,
while it is equally alien and laughable to the people and to the real
elite.

It is the existence of this third " language," forcibly maintained 
by the authorities, that conrututes the peculiar and abnormal facl:or 
in the present linguistic situation of Greece, and has brought about 
the passionate struggle round the "language queruon "-i-o yA£0<1<1"'6 
U11:11µa. Although, with the progress of education in Greece, it 
has now greatly subsided, the struggle full divides the country into 
two hostile camps : the people and the elite on the one hand, and on 
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reminds us of Mod. Greek Toii ,et.VWtJ 'in vain,' and the difficulty 
disappears if we give this meaning to x�wi; in the passage of Euripides. 
Pallis, who has translated the New Te�ent into vernacular Greek, 
has also explained Mark vii. 19, by interpreting the word /Jecbµrrra not 
as 'food,' 'meat,' but as ' stench,' ' impurity,' with the Modern 
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ing to the Modern Greek meaning of dJ,eai(!O,;. Thus a layman, whose 
mother tongue is Modern Greek, has been able, without scientific 
�dy, to enlighten philologi� and theologians . . . If even a 
superficial knowledge of Modern Greek, without scientific research, 
promises such advantages, a thorough enquiry into the language 
will be rull more profitable. A short paper by the Greek Kujeas 
(HermeJ XLI. 478 sqq.) furnishes a good illustration. In the Char�terJ 
of Theophrastus a children's game is described and the expression 
dG"Xoi; nt� is used with the alternate lifting up and setting down 
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article on it in J.H.S. 1933, pp. 1 sqq.). With this publication the 
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V. 

I
N 1772 the French philologist Villoison ftated in a memoir 
the curious coexistence in Greece of three distincl: idioms : 
(1) the language of the people, (2) that of the Church, and (3)
Ancient Greek.

To some extent this statement is true even now. There are still 
three languages in existence, though they do not correspond to those 
mentioned by Villoison. His (1) has split into two, and his (2) and 
(3) have been incorporated into a new mixed idiom. Thus we have:

( 1) Popular usage with its variety of diale8:s and local peculiarities.
( 2) The unified and refined language of literature and cultivated

speech, based on the first. 
(3) An official jargon, the xal>aeeoovoa or" expurgated language "

-an odd and dibsteful mixture of Attic, Byzantine and modern
elements. This idiom is not one : it presents a great number of
varieties, ranging from the rigid ,ealJ-riew01K1a with its quasi-Atticising
airs, to the different forms of "mild" xaD-riew01K1a in which the living
Greek is more or less slightly and inconsistently distorted to accord
with the Byzantine model. The Katharevousa is, in principle, the
language of the Army, Lawcourt and office, but it is also enforced
in schools, where living Greek is officially persecuted. The
Katharevousa is also imitated in the diction of the lower journalism
and of publicity. By none is it spoken, in any of its varieties; but
the speech of pretentious half-education is strongly infetl:ed by it,
while it is equally alien and laughable to the people and to the real
elite.

It is the exi:!l:ence of this third " language," forcibly maintained 
by the authorities, that conrututes the peculiar and abnormal facl:or 
in the present linguiruc situation of Greece, and has brought abou� 
the passionate struggle round the "language queruon "--io yko<1e1"'6 
U1-r11µa. Although, with the progress of education in Greece, it 
has now greatly subsided, the :!l:ruggle rull divides the country into 
two horule camps : the people and the elite on the one hand, and on 
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the other the half-educated mob led by journalists and politicians. 
And one can easily understand that in a young country, ardently in 
love with "progress," and but recently emerged from the dark 
centuries of Turkish domination, the party of half-education muft 
be particularly strong. The advance of real enlightenment and the 
conftitution of a powerful elite will naturally cancel the painful 
problem. But in the meantime, no one interested in the fate of 
Greece and her language has the right to remain neutral in the confilcl: 
that is ftill going on. 

But to take sides one must understand first what the conflicl: is 
really about. And before all one must be clear on one important 
point. The opposition is not between the literary language and the 
popular language. For the Katharevousa is not, and never has been, 
a literary idiom. Literary and popular Greek are both opposed here 
to a usage which is neither literary nor popular. Thus, what we 
have in Greece is really a -rqiyAWuula. But no one, of course, will 
use such a term, and it is the word 81yAwuula that fully sums up the 
ftate of things. The popular and the literary language-though they 
arc more diftincl: than, for instance, in English-are never perceived 
by a Greek as two different languages : they are two forms of living 
Greek, different yet organically connecl:ed. In Modern Greek as 
in Ancient-or in any language that has a literature-the literary 
idiom is a stable, generalized and idealized projeaion of the shifting 
diversity of the popular language, by which it is continuously fed 
and kept alive. In no language arc the two ever either identical or 
wholly unconnecl:ed. The exact relation between them varies greatly 
from language to language, and within a language from period to 
period, from school to school and from writer to writer. And there 
are often heated disputes concerning the due relation and boundary 
between the two. But that has nothing to do with the " language 
qudtion " in Greece. There are writers whose style tends to 
approximate very closely to popular or even regional usage, and 
there arc others whose diaion is very remote from it ; but they arc 
all on the same side in the yAWaaix& g-q-c,,µa since;they all write living 
Greek and refuse to adopt a jargon which is neither living, nor Greek, 
nor a language. To understand what it a&ally is, and how and when 
it was made (for it is manufa&red, not grown), and why it could 
assert itself in Greece, we must for a moment go far back. 

• • • • 

The literary language of Oassical Greece was deeply rooted 
in the soil. It was not, like the literary idiom of India, a language 
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rigidly fixed and unified from the fidt. It always kept in touch with 
the changing variety of a&al speech, without however coinciding 
with it, except in some of the Attic prose and to a certain extent in 
Attic, Lesbian and Syracusan poetry (cf. Meillet, p. 46). One and 
manifold, it reflects and expresses the unity and the living diversity of 
the Greek people-though in a ftabilized and generalized form : 
local peculiarities cryftallised into diftinaive charatl:eristics of �yles, 
limits between dialects outgrew their primitive significance and became 
ideal bounds circumscribing the domain of this or that literary form 
or genre. 

It is different with the literary language of the Hellenistic period. 
The "°""j (taking this term in a very wide sense, to embrace also the 
artificially Atticising diction) translates on the linguistic plane �he 
diffusion-and hence the inevitable dilution-of a culture thinly 
spread over a vast and racially diverse area. Like Helleniruc civilisa
tion, Hellenistic Greek, with its smooth superficial unity, disguises 
rather than expresses the moving multiplicity of the human media 
over which it is imposed. From the very start it isdetachedfrom the soil 
and tends to become inorganic: a stable, conventionalized sy�em of 
forms that may persi� endlessly, but that lives and grows no longer. 

In like conditions Latin survived ; but to survive it had to 
decay, to lose its unity, and to rise again in new and varied daughter
tongues. Yet on the surface, in the domain of letters, the lifeless 
frame of Augustan Latin remained unchanged and undecayed for 
c.enturies and centuries, hiding the growth of new life. 

What happened to Greek was similar in some respecl:s, but very 
di1ferent in others. The Greek-speaking area soon shrank almost 
to its original limits, to a domain geographically, culturally and for a 
long time politically, one. From time immemorial this domain 
has a8:ed, and still a&, as a kind of mould rapidly reshaping the 
changing human elements attracted within its bounds into a real 
unit. But this only partly explains the integral survival of the 
language, for which no explanation can fully account. Here, as in 
times put, we have again the Mirade Gree-. For when, two thousand 
years later, Greek reappears, it is not a group of quite new languages, 
but a language one through all its dialeaal variations, and as essentially 
Greek as it was before it disappeared beneath the smooth surface of 
the ,eo,v�. 

The process of growth and transformation which led to the 
present state of Greek remains in great part hidden from us. Germs 
of the modern usage early appear here and there, in the language of 
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the other the half-educated mob led by journalifts and politicians. 
And one can easily under�d that in a young country, ardently in 
love with "progress," and but recently emerged from the dark 
centuries of Turkish domination, the party of half-education mu§t 
be particularly ftrong. The advance of real enlightenment and the 
conrutution of a powerful elite will naturally cancel the painful 
problem. But in the meantime, no one intcrefted in the fate of 
Greece and her language has the right to remain neutral in the conflict 
that is ftill going on. 

But to take sides one muft undcdl:and firft what the conflill: is 
really about. And before all one muft be clear on one important 
point. The opposition is not between the literary language and the 
popular language. For the Katharevousa is not, and never has been, 
a literary idiom. Literary and popular Greek are both opposed here 
to a usage which is neither literary nor popular. Thus, what we 
have in Greece is really a -rpiyAwuula. But no one, of course, will 
use such a term, and it is the word 8,yAwuula that fully sums up the 
�te of things. The popular and the literary language-though they 
arc more diruna than, for in�nce, in English-are never perceived 
by a Greek as two different languages : they are two forms of living 
Greek, different yet organically conneaed. In Modern Greek as 
in Ancient-or in any language that has a literature-the literary 
idiom is a �hie, generalized and idealized projeaion of the shifting 
diversity of the popular language, by which it is continuously fed 
and kept alive. In no language arc the two ever either identical or 
wholly unconnell:ed. The exatl: relation between them varies greatly 
from language to language, and within a language from period to 
period, from school to school and from writer to writer. And there 
are often heated disputes concerning the due relation and boundary 
between the two. But that has nothing to do with the " language 
queftion " in Greece. There arc writers whose ftyle tends to 
approximate very closely to popular or even regional usage, and 
there arc others whose diaion is very remote from it ; but they arc 
all on the same side in the yAwuu"'o 81}-rqµa sinccithey all write living 
Greek and refuse to adopt a jargon which is neither living, nor Greek, 
nor a language. To under�nd what it actually is, and how and when 
it was made (for it is manufactured, not grown), and why it could 
assert itself in Greece, we muft for a moment go far back. 

* * * * 

The literary language of Oassical Greece was deeply rooted 
in the soil. It was not, like the literary idiom of India, a language 
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rigidly fixed and unified from the fuft. It always kept in touch with 
the changing variety of actual speech, without however coinciding 
with it, except in some of the Attic prose and to a certain extent in 
Attic, Lesbian and Syracusan poetry (cf. Meillet, p. 46). One and 
manifold, it refletl:s and expresses the unity and the living diversity of 
the Greek people-though in a �bilizcd and generalized form : 
local peculiarities cryftallised into diftinaive characl:erirucs of ftyles, 
limits between dialcll:s outgrew their primitive significance and became 
ideal bounds circumscribing the domain of this or that literary form 
or genre. 

It is different with the literary language of the Hellenistic period. 
The ,co1v� (taking this term in a very wide sense, to embrace also the 
artificially Atticising diaion) translates on the linguiruc plane �he 
diffusion----and hence the inevitable dilution-of a culture thinly 
spread over a vaft and racially diverse area. Like Hellenistic civilisa
tion, Hellenistic Greek, with its smooth superficial unity, disguises 
rather than expresses the moving multiplicity of the human media 
over which it is imposed. From the very ftart it is detached from the soil 
and tends to become inorganic: a ftable, conventionalized syftem of 
forms that may persift endlessly, but that lives and grows no longer. 

In like conditions Latin survived ; but to survive it had to 
decay, to lose its unity, and to rise again in new and varied daughter
tongues. Yet on the surface, in the domain of letters, the lifeless 
frame of Augu�n Latin remained unchanged and undecayed for 
centuries and centuries, hiding the growth of new life. 

What happened to Greek was similar in some rcspell:s, but very 
different in others. The Greek-speaking area soon shrank almoft 
to its original limits, to a domain geographically, culturally and for a 
long time politically, one. From time immemorial this domain 
has a&d, and run acl:s, as a kind of mould rapidly reshaping the 
changing human elements attraB:ed within its bounds into a real 
unit. But this only partly explains the integral survival of the 
language, for which no explanation can fully account. Here, as in 
times paft, we have again the Mira+le Gru. For when, two thousand 
years later, Greek reappears, it is not a group of quite new languages, 
but a language one through all its dialeaal variations, and as essentially 
Greek as it was before it disappeared beneath the smooth surface of 
the"°'"�· 

The process of growth and transformation which led to the 
present �te of Greek remains in great part hidden from us. Germs 
of the modern usage early appear here and there, in the language of 
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the New Testament for instana::. But how these germs grew and 
devdoped is seldom visible. The stream of living language went 
underground. On the surface, in literature, there is a dry desert 
with few signs of life or change-and most of these are unintentional 
faults against grammar and good �e. This is true already of the 
Egyptian papyri of the Helleniruc age. " What for a philologist is 
interefting in these texts,'• Meillet remarks (p. 194), "what gives them 
their value, is the faults against the rules of the literary and traditional 
language." The rules and conventions of the literary usage no longer 
serve to bring to fuller and higher expression the forces and tendencies 
obscurely fermenting in the spoken language ; they only hide and 
disguise them. From being a means of expression, the literary 
idiom has become an obstacle to it, thus defeating its own end. And 
the later the text, the more this is so. Throughout the Byzantine 
period the written language changes but little. The learned 
Phanariots of Constantinople in their laborious literary exercises 
cultivated the same fossilized tongue down to the middle of the 
nineteenth century. As time goes on, of course, faults and deviations 
become more and more frequent and significant, and here and there 
we have even conscious attempts to compromise with the achial 
usage-the living forces underneath try, and sometimes succeed, to 
break through the hard Byzantine crust. Yet till the very end of the 
eighteenth century, no writer, however " vulgarizing," can be taken 
to represent the true state of the language in his time: we can only 
guess from his writings what his achial speech must have been. 

But there is one very remarkable exception: Cretan poetry, 
and above all Cretan drama of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
The language we find here is neither a mixture of fossilized and 
spoken forms, nor a local dialect It has all the characl:erirucs of a 
fully developed common poetic idiom, supple and pure. Only here 
and there it betrays slight traces of the local speech. It is significant 
that this first renaissance took place in Crete, which was not under 
Turkish but under Venetian dominion. In 1669 the Turks took 
Crete and put an end to this short blossoming. 

More than a century later, with the first promises of Independence, 
came also the first signs of a new linguiruc revival. Naturally they 
came not from Constantinople, which remained the stronghold of 
the Byzantine tradition, but again from a spot of Greek land not 
under the Turks-the Ionian Isles. This second renaissance is the 
so-called Ionian School of poetry, with Solomos (1789-18�6), the 
greatest poet of Modern Greece. Again, as in Crete, the language of 
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this poetry is neither a sort of Koine nor a dialect. How could this 
come about ? The explanation is found in the Greek folk-songs which 
began to be collected not long before this time. These songs, to 
which the Ionian School must be linked, show clearly that, below the 
dead literary jargon and across the dialeaaI divisions, a common 
and living poetical language had developed in popular tradition
who knows for how many centuries ? 

Thus, leaving aside the Cretan drama, Modern Greek in all its 
fulness and purity comes to our notice only towards the beginning 
of the nineteenth century. But it mu� not be forgotten that what 
we are witnessing here is not the formation, but the re-emergence, 
of a language already fully conrututed. As we find it in folk-songs 
it is the culmination of a long process whose stages remain hidden 
and can be only partially observed in, or conjecb.Jrally reconstructed 
from, literary evidence. The folk-songs themsdves, as far as their 
language is concerned, bear no witness to their origin in time. Most 
of them are timeless by their very nature--dirges and love-songs. 
Others, referring to events that can be situated chronologically, are 
always the same in tone, style and idiom, whether the event is the 
fall of Constantinople or the defence of Souli. And yet many of 
them are very old. It has been proved, for instance, that the Byzantine 
epic dealing with the exploits of Digenis Acritas, which is at lea� 
as early as the thirteenth century, is based on popular songs some of 
which are rull current among the people (cf. Hesseling, Utt. Gr. Mod.

p. 40). But in their wanderings through ages and through various
dialecbtl media, the language of most of these songs was gradually
divested of all traces of time and space and became common Greek,
as the songs themselves are a common heritage of the Greek people.
And the same language, in a more complex and refined form, becomes
that of the poets of the nineteenth century and of our own day. Thus
the Modern Greek poetic idiom is from the beginning quite diruna:
from the Byzantine dicl:ion, and essentially one, though it may here
and there be slightly tinged with local peculiarities marking the
region where the song was collected or where the poet was born.
In literary poetry there are also peculiarities due to classical and
occidental influence, but this of course is not a difference in language
but a characteriruc of the literary �yle as such. No poet has ever
attempted to write anything but the living Greek ; poetical exercises
in Katharevousa, such as those of the brothers Soutzos or of Rangavis,
do not belong to the history of Greek poetry-they have only the
interest of curiosities.
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developed is seldom visible. The stream of living language went 
underground. On the surface, in literature, there is a dry desert 
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eighteenth century, no writer, however " vulgarizing," can be taken 
to represent the true state of the language in his time : we can only 
guess from his writings what his achtal speech must have been. 

But there is one very remarkable exception: Cretan poetry, 
and above all Cretan drama of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
The language we find here is neither a mixture of fossilized and 
spoken forms, nor a local dialect. It has all the charaaeristics of a 
fully developed common poetic idiom, supple and pure. Only here 
and there it betrays slight traces of the local speech. It is significant 
that this first renaissance took place in Crete, which was not under 
Turkish but under Venetian dominion. In 1669 the Turks took 
Crete and put an end to this short blossoming. 

More than a century later, with the first promises of Independence, 
came also the first signs of a new linguistic revival. Naturally they 
came not from Constantinople, which remained the stronghold of 
the Byzantine tradition, but again from a spot of Greek land not 
under the Turks-the Ionian Isles. This second renaissance is the 
so-called Ionian School of poetry, with Solomos (1789-18�6), the 
greatest poet of Modem Greece. Again, as in Crete, the language of 
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this poetry is neither a sort of Koine nor a dialect. How could this 
come about ? The explanation is found in the Greek folk-songs which 
began to be collected not long before this time. These songs, to 
which the Ionian School must be linked, show clearly that, below the 
dead literary jargon and across the dialectal divisions, a common 
and living poetical language had developed in popular tradition
who knows for how many centuries ? 

Thus, leaving aside the Cretan drama, Modern Greek in all itS 
fulness and purity comes to our notice only towards the beginning 
of the nineteenth century. But it must not be forgotten that what 
we are witnessing here is not the formation, but the re-emergence, 
of a language already fully constituted. As we .find it in folk-songs 
it is the culmination of a long process whose stages remain hidden 
and can be only partially observed in, or conjechtrally reconfuucl:cd 
from, literary evidence. The folk-songs themselves, as far as their 
language is concerned, bear no witness to their origin in time. Most 
of them are timeless by their very nature--dirges and love-songs. 
Others, referring to events that can be situated chronologically, are 
always the same in tone, �le and idiom, whether the event is the 
fall of Constantinople or the defence of Souli. And yet many of 
them are very old. It has been proved, for instance, that the Byzantine 
epic dealing with the exploits of Digenis Acritas, which is at least 
as early as the thirteenth century, is based on popular songs some of 
which arc still current among the people (cf. Hesseling, Utt. Gr. Mod.

p. 40). But in their wanderings through ages and through various
dialeaal media, the language of most of these songs was gradually
divested of all traces of time and space and became common Greek,
as the songs themselves are a common heritage of the Greek people.
And the same language, in a more complex and refined form, becomes
that of the poets of the nineteenth century and of our own day. Thus
the Modem Greek poetic idiom is from the beginning quite distina
from the Byzantine diaion, and essentially one, though it may here
and there be slightly tinged with local peculiarities marking the
region where the song was collected or where the poet was born.
In literary poetry there arc also peculiarities due to classical and
occidental influence, but this of course is not a difference in language
but a characteristic of the literary style as such. No poet has ever
attempted to write anything but the living Greek ; poetical exercises
in Katharevousa, such as those of the brothers Soutzos or ofRangavis,
do not belong to the history of Greek poetry-they have only the
interest of curiosities.
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So much concerning the poetic idiom. In prose, as we shall 
see, the situation is not so simple. 

* * * * 

When Greece became independent she naturally needed a bble 
and unified language for school, law, army and adminiftration. The 
e:ommon poetic idiom was here of little use. The fossilized idiom of 
literary prose, which had loft touch with life thousands of years ago, 
was not suitable either. It was fit only for caricaturing ancient 
models, and unable to express the needs of modern life. Moreover, 
it was almoft unintelligible to the majority of the nation. On the 
other hand, spoken Greek, like every living language, varied per
ceptibly from region to region. Also, though this rich and supple 
language was full of promise, it could not at once fulfil all the require
ments of a bte haftily organised on occidental lines ; it would need 
time for slow adaptation. There was only one way out-to adopt 
some compromise between the aaual usage and the paftiche-idiom 
of churchmen and scholars. 

Such a compromise had already been attempted by Korais, a 
great Greek scholar of the eighteenth century. Korais felt torn 
between admiration for Ancient Greek and his natural sympathy 
with the Modern. He wanted to be at once colloquial and learned : 
:rebm tid Wfl nc: 8x, ,,o'IIOv uarpwr; dlld,cal uorpw,. And being a man of 
his century, he thought it possible to combine the two advantages 
by composing a language of his own making. By mixing and twisting 
Attic, Byzantine and Modem elements, he manufa&ired an artificial 
Greek with a ftrong French flavour. 

It was this mixed idiom-y.lcii<1<1a V,tt!Tl",}, ff<'Y"0-i-T,H1J-that was 
finally adopted by the resuscitated country as the official language. 

Some time before its official adoption, a dramatift of the period, 
Rizos Neroulos (1778-xBio), gave a lively parody of the rising 
linguifuc situation in an Ariftophanic play called Koe=icm,ca (1813). 
The word - literally " rook-language " - means " gibberish," 
" jargon." It is here also a pun on " the language of Korais." The 
scholar is represented trying in vain to teach peasants an odd " rook
language " of his own making. The other side of the situation is 
shown by Neroulos in a later play, Ba,8vkovla-Babel. Each of the 
chara&rs speaks his own diale8:, hence various misunderftandings 
and finally utter Babel. Between the Rook-Language and Babel is 
there a third way? The dramatift does not say. And if asked, he 
would probably have advocated a return to pure Attic. But in fa8: 
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the true solution is implicit in the second play. As Prof. Hesseling 
has pointed out, the play is based on an obvious contradi8:ion. Its 
chief idea is that diale8:al differences in the speech of that time led 
to misunderftandings and confusion. But if the characters do not 
underftand one another, the spe8:ators are supposed to understand 
them all, to follow and enjoy the play. And they certainly did-the 
play was extremely popular, and is so even now; though written 
in 1836 it ftill holds the ftage. This means that through all the local 
peculiarities the language was perceived as one and was intelligible 
to everybody even in these very peculiarities. 

To undenland how the "rook-language., came to be adopted 
as the official language, and ftill remains as such, one muft remember 
that when Greece came into independent political exi�ence she had 
no social hierarchy organically grown. Of the only two classes that 
always and everywhere preserve and carry on the living tradition of 
a language-peasantry and gentry-Greece had only her admirable 
peasantry; and it was certainly not of them that the new governing 
class was formed. For want of any traditional title to their superiority, 
the new rulers seized, and are full jealously preserving, the " rook
language," the Katharevousa, as their only mark of distin8:ion from 
the common herd. "It is easy to underftand," says M. Meillet 
(p. 2.s0), "that politicians and journalifts delight in this learned idiom. 
All the half.educated who have maftered the vocabulary of the 
' puri� language • and are able to conform to the principal rules of 
its grammar are proud of their superiority. This is everywhere one 
of the marks (tarei) of half�education." 

One can to some extent see the reasons for the official adoption 
of Korais' jargon. The linguifuc situation was after all very complex,. 
and the.re was urgent need of a bble and unified idiom. But what 
followed can by no means be jurufied. 

InStead of diminishing, the diftance between the living and the 
official Greek only increased. The former very soon became capable 
of expressing all the shades of modern life and thought ; in spite of 
this, the Rook Language did not dissolve, but became ever more 
rigid. Starting from the mild compromise of Korais, it ended by 
urging total divorce from present usage. In 18 s 3 P. Soutzos proclaims: 
'H YAW<1C1U TW" dexalwv 'ElllJIIWv ,cal ,jµwv TWV VEWTi(!WV luera, µla 
,cal amlJ. 'H reaµµcrr"'IJ 4xe(V<t)V ical ,jµciiv luerm µla xal amlJ. • A,
�ei,, al rpedue,� hteivwv luonai µova, .naeooe,ei-ia,�d so on. 
One may laugh at that, but the situation had also a very serious side. 
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So much concerning the poetic idiom. In prose, as we shall 
see, the situation is not so simple. 

* * * * 

When Greece became independent she naturally needed a ftable 
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Attic, Byzantine and Modern elements, he manufactured an artificial 
Greek with a strong French flavour. 

It was this mixed idiom--yAwuaa 'l'�"',J, ff(IY"dn�that was 
finally adopted by the resuscitated country as the official language. 

Some time before its official adoption, a dramatist of the period, 
Rizos Neroulos (1778-18so), gave a lively parody of the rising 
linguifuc situation in an Aristophanic play called Koe=lcn"'a (1813). 
The word -- literally " rook-language " - means " gibberish," 
" jargon." It is here also a pun on " the language of Korais." The 
scholar is represented trying in vain to teach peasants an odd " rook
language " of his own making. The other side of the situation is 
shown by Neroulos in a later play, Ba,Bvhuvla-Babel. Each of the 
characters speaks his own dialect, hence various misunderftandings 
and finally utter Babel. Between the Rook-Language and Babel is 
there a third way? The dramatist does not say. And if asked, he 
would probably have advocated a return to pure Attic. But in fact 
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the true solution is implicit in the second play. As Prof. Hesseling 
has pointed out, the play is based on an obvious contradiction. Its 
chief idea is that dialeaa.L differences in the speech of that time led 
to misunderstandings and confusion. But if the characters do not 
understand one another, the spectators are supposed to understand 
them all, to follow and enjoy the play. And they certainly did-the 
play was extremely popular, and is so even now ; though written 
in 1836 it ftill holds the stage. This means that through all the local 
peculiarities the language was perceived as one and was intelligible 
to everybody even in these very peculiarities. 

To underbnd how the " rook-language " came to be adopted 
as the official language, and full remains as such, one must remember 
that when Greece came into independent political existence she had 
no social hierarchy organically grown. Of the only two classes that 
always and everywhere preserve and carry on the living tradition of 
a language-peasantry and gentry-Greece had only her admirable 
peasantry ; and it was certainly not of them that the new governing 
class was formed. For want of any traditional title to their superiority, 
the new rulers seized, and are ftill jealously preserving, the " rook
language," the Katharevousa, as their only mark of distinction from 
the common herd. "It is easy to undedtand," says M. Meillet 
(p. zso), "that politicians and journalists delight in this learned idiom. 
All the halfweducated who have ma�ered the vocabulary of the 
' purist language • and are able to conform to the principal rules of 
its grammar are proud of their superiority. This is everywhere one 
of the marks (tares) of half-education." 

One can to some extent see the reasons for the official adoption 
of Korais' jargon. The linguifuc situation was after all very complex,. 
and there was urgent need of a ftable and unified idiom. But what 
followed can by no means be justified. 

Instead of diminishing, the distance between the living and the 
official Greek only increased. The former very soon became capable 
of expressing all the shades of modern life and thought ; in spite of 
this, the Rook Language did not dissolve, but became ever more 
rigid. Starting from the mild compromise of Korais, it ended by 
urging total divorce from present usage. In 1 8 s 3 P. Soutzos proclaims : 
• H y,lwaaa Tciiv dexalwv • E.U7111(1)V "al ,jµwv TWV VEWTE(lWV lae-ra, µla
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One may laugh at that, but the situation had also a very serious side�
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The Katharevousa manifefted itself not only in absurd caricaturing 
of Ancient Greek (an example of which I have juft quoted) ; it held 
firm not only on shop-signs, in offices and in daily papers; but also 
in schools and even in universities, where it was imposed by law. 
Hence the paradoxical fact that schools became a real plague to Modern 
Greece, and the school�er-o d�a�-the very symbol of the 
half-educated pedant, unable to speak his own language. In short, 
Greek was officially prohibited in Greece. It is hard to believe, but 
it is a facl:, that not till September, 1917 ( owing to some passing change 
in government) was the living Greek firft allowed in elementary 
teaching (see Hesseling, loc. nt. p. 122 and note). But in Greece, 
the government changes often, and the fate of the language is entirely 
at the mercy of every political fiu8:uation . . . So the yN.Oaauw 
1'1"1µa, it is evident, is far from being a merely literary queftion. 

The movement in favour of the living language and the con
§1:itution of a new literary idiom was closely connecl:ed with-and 
dependent upon-the formation in Greece of a real Bite. That is 
why the movement fuft began in the Ionian Isles, where a mild and 
enlightened foreign rule did not interfere with the rise of a ftable 
and independent Greek nobility. Count Solomos was one of these, 
and the Ionian School of poetry refle& the particular conditions of 
this single spot of Greek land that had never been enslaved by the 
Turks. The Katharevousa-linguiruc by-produa of Turkish domina
tion-----could not impose itself here. Its cradle and centre of irradia
tion was naturally Conftantinople, where the upper ftratum of Greek 
society was recruited from those who knew how to please their �ers 
and were willing to serve as inftruments and agents of Turkish rule 
.and oppression. The part they played in the formation of the 
indepenaent Greek kingdom is well known. It was the Klefts who 
conquered Greek freedom, but it was the supple and cunning 
Phanariots who, pushing aside the rough and simple warriors, 
-succeeded to impose themselves as the rulers of the liberated country. 
And with them came the Katharevousa. 

From his island, Zante, Solomos looked with hope and apprehen
sion on the decisive events that were taking place on the mainland. 
And in his memorable Dialog11e, written in 1824, he expressed with 
power and calm lucidity the point of view which later-and with 
some exaggeration-became the war-cry of the champions of living 
Greek. The great poet noticed with alarm the efforts of unqualified 
expurgators to subftitute for the national tongue "a language which 
nobody speaks, nor has spoken, nor will ever speak" (• Anana p. 2.48).
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And he saw clearly that the reviving country had two cncmlca to 
defeat: the Turk who plotted againft her freedom, and the Pcdunl 
(Z'oq;,oAo)',<6Taro,} who attempted to defile her language (ib. p. 246), 

Viaory over the Turk was not long in coming; but by thi,, 
it so happened, the second enemy was only ftrengthened. During 
the whole nineteenth century the ftrugglc for the national language 
went on with increasing heat. But until the laft quarter of the century 
the cause of living Greek was supported not so much with theoretical 
arguments as with works written in this language. These are, of 
course, the heft possible argument ; but they counted for nothing 
to the partisans of the official idiom, nurtured on second-rate occidental 
literature. Only the approval of the Weft would attract the attention 
of the purifts to works in their native tongue, and they continued 
to believe that the only way to pass in the eyes of Europe-and in 
their own eyes-for true successors of the Ancients was by caricaturing 
the ancient diction. 

The real war was declared in 1883, when To TaUd, µou
M_y ]ollNl,y-by loannis Psicharis appeared. Here the programme of 
the movement was carried to extremes, and the ftruggle entered on 
a new phase-the IJT1xaewµ4i;. 

Psicharis (18s4-1929) was not only a copious writer and poet, 
he was also a philologHt of European note, and above all a man of 
action ; and he placed his art, his erudition and the violence of his 
uncommonly passionate nature at the service of "the cause." His 
eminent academic and social position in Paris was not the lea§t of 
the arguments which impressed the purifts, with their servile idolatry 
of Europe. 

Nowadays, looking back, it is clear that Psicharis' literary work 
is of doubtful value. His many philological writings arc full of 
gufto, erudition, and a somewhat flashy brilliance, and there is 4till 
much to be gleaned from them. But moft of his linguistic theories 
and arguments count no more, based as they are on the current views 
of his day when philology seemed a kind of natural science. And 
his polemical zeal often led him to ftrange exaggerations and some
times made him blind to quite obvious fa& in the hiftory of the 
language. Thus, since he bclievcd--quitc rightly-that the spoken 
and the literary usage should be organically conneaed, he was led 
to believe also that there never was any divergence between the two 
in Greek of the paft, that a Byzantine writer, for inftance, is to be 
taken as representing the spoken usage of his time. Here, as on 
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in schools and even in universities, where it was imposed by law. 
Hence the paradoxical faa that schools became a real plague to Modern 
Greece, and the schoolmafter--6 8do,eaAo,-the very symbol of the 
half-educated pedant, unable to speak his own language. In short, 
Greek was officially prohibited in Greece. It is hard to believe, but 
it is a faa,that not till September, 1917(owing to some passing change 
in government) was the living Greek 6� allowed in elementary 
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why the movement fir� began in the Ionian Isles, where a mild and 
enlightened foreign rule did not interfere with the rise of a �ble 
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and were willing to serve as in�ruments and agents of Turkish rule 
.and oppression. The part they played in the formation of the 
independent Greek kingdom is well known. It was the Klefts who 
conquered Greek freedom, but it was the supple and cunning 
Phanariots who, pushing aside the rough and simple warriors, 
-succeeded to impose themselves as the rulers of the liberated country.
And with them came the Katharcvousa.

From his island, Zante, Solomos looked with hope and apprehen
-sion on the decisive events that were taking place on the mainland.
And in his memorable Dialogue, written in I 8z4, he expressed with
power and calm lucidity the point of view which latcr---and with
some exaggeration-became the war-cry of the champions of living
Greek. The great poet noticed with alarm the efforts of unqualified
expurgators to subrutute for the national tongue "a language which
nobody speaks, nor has spoken, nor will ever speak" (• Anana p. 248).
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the whole nineteenth century the �ggle for the national langulll,!C 
went on with increasing heat. But until the ld't quarter of the century 
the cause of living Greek was supported not so much with theoretical 
arguments as with works written in this language. These arc, of 
course, the beft possible argument ; but they counted for nothing 
to the partisans of the official idiom, nurtured on second-rate occidental 
literature. Only the approval of the Weft would attraa the attention 
of the puri� to works in their native tongue, and they continued 
to believe that the only way to pass in the eyes of Europe-and in 
their own eyes-for true successors of the Ancients was by caricaturing 
the ancient diaion. 
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Psicharis (1854-1929) was not only a copious writer and poet, 
he was also a philologift of European note, and above all a man of 
aaion ; and he placed his art, his erudition and the violence of his 
uncommonly passionate nature at the service of" the cause." His 
eminent academic and social position in Paris was not the leaft of 
the arguments which impressed the purifts, with their servile idolatry 
of Europe. 

Nowadays, looking back, it is clear that Psicharis' literary work 
is of doubtful value. His many philological writings arc full of 
gufto, erudition, and a somewhat flashy brilliance, and there is §till 
much to be gleaned from them. But mo§t of his lingui�c theories 
and arguments count no more, based as they arc on the current views 
of his day when philology seemed a kind of natural science. And 
his polemical zeal often led him to ftrange exaggerations and some
times made him blind to quite obvious fa& in the hiftory of the 
language. Thus, since he believcd--quite rightly-that the spoken 
and the literary usage should be organically connetl:ed, he was led 
to believe also that there never was any divergence between the two 
in Greek of the paft, that a Byzantine writer, for inftancc, is to he 
taken as representing the spoken usage of his time. Here, as on 
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almoft every point of the paft hiftory of Greek, it was not Psicharis 
who was right, but his eternal antagonift and bete n()ire, Prof. Hatzidakis, 
the learned leader of the purifts. In short, Psicharis appears now in 
all respects much less convincing than the others who did not shout 
and argue, who did not contend that the popular idiom was the only 
one to be written-but simply wrote it, and produced works of lafting 
value. And yet it was through him-the ftubborn and turbulent 
fighter, the scholar lacking in objectivity, the writer of doubtful tafte 
-that a great and powerful truth has asserted itself and come to
triumph. His very exaggerations and lack of moderation have proved
salutary. The exaggerations were naturally abandoned, and no
orthodox Psicharifts are to be found nowadays. Traces of his action
are visible everywhere, however. No matter that his own prose will
not survive, the prose of his disciples-the whole of Modern Greek
prose-would not be what it is without him. Also it is thanks to
him that the immense majority even in the opposite camp are now
half-converted to the living Greek, and if the Rook Language persifts,
it persifts only by _inertia and will he gone to-morrow.

Now that he is dead, the old quarrel seems to be subsiding; his 
merits have forced even official acknowledgment and the ftatue 
of the great fighter-& µqdAor; 11',;cdq,,r;, as they call him now-has 
been erected in Chios, in the white village of Pyrgos from which his 
ftock came. 

With the mention of my late mafter I may conclude this short 
introduction to the ftudy of Modern Greek. 




